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Prof. Dr. A. Lohmann 

Physlkalisches lnstitut · Erwin-Rommei-Sir. 1 · D 8520 Erlangen 

Prof. Dr. R. Marks 
University of Washington 
Dept. of Electrical Engineering 

Seattle, Washington 98195 

USA 

L 

Dear Bob, 

.J 

D 8520 Erlangen, Nov. 2, 19 7 8 
Erwin-Rommei-Str. 1 

Telefon 09131/85 

Unser Zeichen 

Lo/rp 

Your long letter and the reprints did arrive. Thanks. My detailed 

answer will take some time due to the beginning semester. 

Thanks again and best regards, 



UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON 
SEATl'LE, \V ASHINGTON 98195 

D epartment of Electr-ical E ngineer-ing 

Dr . John F. Walkup 
Department of Electrical Engineering 
Texas Tech University 
Lubbock, Texas 79409 

John, 

18 September 1978 

Enclosed are copies of t hree unpublished blurbs on the 
measure of spatial invariance : 

1. 11 0n the Convergence of the PIA 11 presents some interesting 
ideas in an elementary Hilbert (signal) space context . 

2. The second paper presents a neat Cantorian view of the PIA . 

3. The third paper is on the Lohmann- Paris invariance measure . 

There were two ideas I had on measuring spatial 
variance: 

1. Expansion of the line- spread function, h(x-~ . ~ ), about some 
point~= ~ in a Taylor series: 

00 

0 n A A A 

(~) h(x;~) = h(x; ~ ) + R ( x,~.~) , h(x; ~ ) = L 
n=o 

where the variance ''residue 11 is 

00 A n 
( ~ - ~) (_£) n h ( x · ~ ) 

n! o ~ ' R(x, ~ . ~ ) = L 
n=1 

For the invariant case, the residue is identically zero for all 
sample points ~. It would seem that some operation on R could 
lead to a spatial variance measure. We are, of course, limited 
to line- spread functions which in some sense are analytical 
in ~ for a given x. 
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2. The second idea is a generalization of the variation bandwidth 
concept . A bandwidth is a measure of the dispersion of the 

line-spread function with respect to its variation variable. In 
prabability , a pdf's "range" is analogous in concept to a spectrum's 
bandwidth . A second popular measure of dispersion in the field of 
proabability is "variance" . Using the variation spectrum, define 
the "variance" in v as 

00 

cr (x) = f I vH ~ ( x;v ) 1
2 dv . 

- co 

Using Parceval 's theorem: 

1 
00 

d 
cr (x) = ( 21r) 2 J I~ h( x,~ )l 2 d ~ 

-00 

Obviously, cr (x) = 0 for the space- inva r i ant case. 

There are a number of possible extensions and generalizations 
of this concept . We could , for example, define 

1 
t n+l d 

= -,-( 2:=-1f-.-) """""2 f I~ h(x; ~ )l 2 d ~ , 
t n 

where t n and t n+1 define an isoplanatic patch's endpoints. The 
quantity 

co 

8 = f cr ( x) dx 
n n 

-00 

can then be intepreted as the variance measure of the patch. We 
could calibrate the input plane by choosing the t n's such that en 
has the same value for all n. 

There are a number of further possibilities. We can, for 
example, formulate ~ measure of the contribution of the nth input 
patch to the output interval km_2_X _2_ km+l· This \-Jould be 

km+1 
f 
k m 

cr ( x) dx . 
n 
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Note that 

8 = I 8 n nm m 

There are number of possible alternatives . I have explored 
none in depth. I do, however, have an idea that good examples will 
be obtained primarily with physical finite energy line -spread func
tions. 

Hope this will be of help to you. 

R~~: bb 
enclosures 

Best regards, 

;;~? 
Robert J. Marks II 
Assistant Professor 



ON THE CONV~RGENCE OF THE 

PIECEWISE ISOPLANATIC 

APPROXIl1A'l'lON 



The authors have presented a model by which lineDr 

space-variant system outputs may be approximated by dividing 

the input plane into a number of isoplanatic patches(l). 

If a linear system has a response of h(:::c-~; ~) to an. input 

hCx-~) where b (x) is the Dirac de lta, then the system out

put, g 0 (x), due to an input gi(~) is given through the super

position integral as 

( 1 ) 

If the system input plane is divided into m isoplanatic 

patches, the nth of "ivhich extends from ln to ln·:·l , then 

·the piecewise isoplanatic approximation to the true output 

is 

where 

( 3 ) 



I. On the Absolute Convergence of the Piecewise Isolpanatic 

Approximation 

In the development of the piecewise isoplanatic approx-

imation (PIA), the authors made the erroneous statement that 

(4· ) 

Although true in a sampled sense, •q 4 is not exactly true. 

The invalidity of Eq 4 may be shown by first writting 

:J_110 <J",;(~)/im f=· h (X-( ; 'X~)~((-.in) 
1100· nt..I)OOn:i / 

( 5 ) 

/"'~f;t1'l+l) d< 

where/L(x), the uni>c step function, is defined as 

' X~ 0 
I (6) 

')( (.0 
I 



Comparing '''qs 5 and 1 , we see that ~q L} is true only if 

~-Je will nmv shoH that r.·q 7 io ln fact no·i: a valid .statemcn·i:. 

'i:::l' . ..c: interval 

is repres2.nted ln a sampled manuer as 

The pa-i:ch points ln and X n. arc 2"" p:eviously defiiL<l . 

In o:;_~cJcr to disprove .~q '/, 'i'lC uus t noH p:i.., ov~ 

(G) 

( 9 ) 



J, 
=a 

Fig 1: Division of the function f(~ ) into m pulses weighted 

by the function. As m becomes arbitrarily large, the 

pulse representation does not approach £(~). 



··-"-' cnch , 1~.·:.: 

t (~ ) = ~/ ( ( t 'Y ( 1 - ( ~ 
( :t_._ ) 

clo~x~ on ·;:It, intcl--vo..l (-1 , 1 ). :·ince no p:xcc:.1 L!i-viuio:!.l is 

cited , uc ore free t o choose. our own. If all the. intervals 

are chosen to have. width ~ , ·then 

(12.~ 

'I'hus 

.2 n -m ( 13 ) 

\e. a l s o arbitrarily let 

(14) 



Fec;l= yc~ .. :Yc 1-~> 
·1------------

' ' 

-.1 

1 

- -- - -- - - ·- - - - -1 

Fig 2: Relationship employed to disprove Eq 7. 



Therefore 

(15) 

Each term in the above sum is either (2n+1)/m or o. Since 

both n and m are integers, (2n+1)/m is a rational number. 

In that sums of rational numbers are rational, Eq 15, even 

in the limit, can take on only rational values. Observing 

that f(~) takes on all rational and irrational values between 

-1 and 1 proves our claim that Eq 10 is generally correct 

and that the convergence claims made by Eqs 7 and 4 are in 

fact incorrect. 
N 

The crux of the lack of absolute convergence of g0 (x) 

to g0 (x) as m goes to infinity lies in the order of infinity 

of system input-output relationships. For the true cas~, 

each point on the input plane is essentially assigned a 

unique output _ thereby constituting an unaccoutably infinite 

of defining relationships. The PIA has only a countably 

infinite number of such relationships in the limit. Some 

consequences of this non-convergence are now illustrated 

via example. 



II. Representation of the True and PIA Outputs in Signal Space 

The true and PIA outputs may be represented as points 

on orthonormal axes in signal space (2). As such, let 

~(K) .. ~ g. ex) (16) 

where 

(17) 

Also, let 

(18) 

If 

N 

go(1<):0( tj;(x)+~</J(~) 
(19) 

.v 
where ¢<x ) and ¢<x) are orthonormal, then 

(20) 



f'J 
With knowledge of E, E, and~, we may view the relationship 

rV 
of g0 (x) to g0 (x) as pictured in Fig. 3. Note that, in 

N 

most instances, E and o(, as well as ~('x.) are functions of 

the input plane calibration parameters ln and Xn• 

A. Illustration of Convergence 

As an example of signal space illustration of the non

convergence of the PIA, consider the ideal magnifier with 

an input-output relationship of 

(21) 

From Eq 17 

(22) 

The PIA of the ideal magnifier (1) can be shown to be 

g.ex>= t.J•[ x • (1'1-l)t.Y [x·ln· (M-1) X.] (23) 

/# [·x + lnt,,.. (M-1) 'X ~J 

If attention is restricted to the case where M > 1, then 

g0 (x) is recognized as a non-overlapping piecewise shifted 

version of gi(x). Thus 

=M~ (24) 



N /L- g'oCX) 

~-------~----0(--~~~1 ¢(x) 

Fig 3: The true and PIA outputs as represented in 

signal space. 



As pictured if Fig. 4, the locus of all possible PIA 

representations of the magnifier for M>l forms a circle 

in signal space centered at the origin and ~.,rith radius 
N 

ME • The non-convergence of g0 (x) to g0 (x ) is illustrated 

by the non-intersection of this locus to the true output po£nt. 

A physical example of the non-convergence of the magnifaer's 

PlA with the corresponding input and true output is offered 

in Fig. S. One sees that as the patch density becomes ar

bitrarily large, the PIA does no.t approach the true output 

in the strict sense although attempts at mimicking go(x) are 

obvious. 

B. Input Plane Calibration Optimization 

With reference again to Fig.3 · , the distance between 

g0 (x) and g0 (x) squared is 

~ ~ 

As with some of the previous measures, R(l,X ) is a function 

of the input plane calibration parameters here expressed 

in vector form as 

J: [ .£, ' 1.,_, ... '1-n, ··· '1m.,. ,] 
i ':. [~ I ' x2, ... , X f) ' ... ,Xm] (26) 

under the constraint of Eq 3. A scheme for optimizing 



¢(X) 

1 ....... ~--ff'--~~J 

Fig 4: Illustration of the nonconvergence of the ideal 

magnifier's PIA output to its true output in signal 

space. The circular arc represents the locus of 

possible PIA ' s. 



g-i (,..) 
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g'oCx) 

AIM 

Fig 5: Illustration of the input, true output, and PIA 

output for a large patch density. The PIA output 

is seen not to converge to the true output. 



of the PIA under given physical constraints is minimization 
.... ~ 

of R(l,~ ) . This quantity may be viewed as the energy of the 

difference of the true and PIA outputs. 

As an example of such ~ptimization, consider the ideal 

magnifier tiTith input 

(27) 

\~ assume physical constraints limit the minimun patch width 

to ~ • Past observation of the magnifier's PIA dictate 

the smaller the patch, the better the approximation. We 

thus assign a width of ~ to each patch and write 

,e, :(n -1) ~ 

From Eq. 21 it can be shown that 

(28) 

(29) 

Substituting Eqs 27 and 29 into Eq 25 under the constraints 

of Eq 28, followed by simplification gives 

R(ll,X)= ib(t+~)- &~+ I ) [ eh(1+~)6- 1 J 
~ t: e- b n ll ( ,.-;~-) e -b (I - ;!; ) I( n ( 30 ) 

rr= • 



~ 

In that R(~,X) is positive real, and the first term is positive, 
,..lo 

we need to maximize the second term in order to minimize R(~1 X) . 

This term is maximum when ~nis minimum. Under the constraints 

of Eq 3, we thus let 

(31) 

The result, as shown in Fig. 6 can be seen to be the best 

PIA of the true output under the given constraints. 

C. Limitations 

One should note that any signal space representation 

is confined to finite energy functions. 

L: I gocl( >I j,c< oo 

J_: /lo(x)}~x < co 

'rhat is 

(32) 

The authors have illustrated a non-finite PIA representation 

of a finite energy output in the case of the Fourier 

transformer (1). 



I. 
1-----------------L---------------L------------- ~ 

Fig 6: Optimal PIA output for the ideal magnifier \vith 

exponential input when each isoplanatic patch has 

.width A. 



III. Conclusions 

The piecewise isoplanatic approximation (PIA) , although 

mimicking linear space-variant system outputs, does not 

converge absolutely to the true output. This is due to the 

limited countably infinite defining relationships allowed the 

PIA in contrast to the unacountably infinite number of de

fining relationships demanded by the true output. Signal 

space representation of true and PIA outputs is suggested 

for illustrating PIA couv~rgence and optimization for finite 

energy outputs. 



System cl.::tssific<:d:ions arc. rnnkc.d according to the necessary 

transfinite number of input-output rel.:Jtionsh.ips re4uired for 

system definition. From this consideration, the linear space

variant system output approximation"th.rough piecewise invariant 

modeling of the system input, termed the piecewise isoplc:mutic 

approximation (~IA), is shown not to ~e.ner~lly converge to the 

true. system output. Gxamples, employing energy comparison be

t~vcen true. nnd PIA outputs, nre given. 



I. 1NTUOUUC!I0N 

the i::!Uthors h nvc presented .:1 de::.finitiv·· method by which 

outputs of linear spc.;~ce. -vc.~riant systems can be approximdted 

through division of the system into a number of lineur spacc-

1 
invariant systems. 'l,lu~ method iJrO[)OS~d, or s,.JeciDl cas(~s thereof, 

have been successfully Hpplicd to hologre..~phic rcl?re.sentation of 
2,.3 

the linear space-varL:mt non-unity magnification imaging system. 

Unfortunat:?.ly, in many casc~s of interer;t, the multi-space-

invariant representation of the linear -v::n·iunt system, termed 

the 9icccwise isoplanatic approximation(PIA), does not converge 

to the truEJ'output as the density of approximating invuriant 

systems g:cmvs arbitrurily lurge. The underl_,·ing reason for the 

non-convergence lies in the differing transfinite nurnbc~r of input-

output mapping operations CCilJablc of the. lJif" £mel required of the 

line.dr-varic.nt system. 'l'he non-convergence of the PIA is many 

tirne.s exposed by comp. :rison of the energy of the J.~I.n and true 

output. 



,<:;ystems c an be cL.: ssified by the number of input-output 

relationships required for syste m de finition. He:ccin, o system 

is said to be defined if the system reoponse c a n be pr~dicted 

with knowleJge of the cocrer:; ponding input. A system, con::;ist ' ng 

o f un input f ( x ), a "bl a c K box", and ~::m out lJUt g ( x ), can be 

ch.:JrdcteriZ0.t I by the operator S such. tha t 

where , 1·1ithru t lo s c. of gc ncrw.lity, x C<:Jn b .. viewed ciS an n 

dim~nsioacil vuriabl~ . 

(l) 

Consi (~r firr·t , the gene ral (non-linei:lr ) c ase , 'tvherc no 

~ss umrJ tions arc m<:de. concerning s . unc must knm.v the system re

sponse for all pos s ible inputs in orde r to comvl Htely def ine the 

system. 

A less stringent definin.a relationship re4uiremant wrises 

from the sol e ass umpt ion of system lincurity, the !-•ro:x r ty of 

which ffi_ !y be stated as 

5 [a S(K ) +bt(>O] =a 5 (s(x)] + b 5 [ t (x)] ( 2 ) 

vlhcrc s(x) ~nd t(x) arc arbitr.:.~ry inputs and a and b are const ant. 



I. IN'l'l:WDUCTIC•N 

The authors have presented a definitive method by which 

outputs of linear space-vc.tr iant systems can be approximated 

through division of the system into a number of lineur space

invariant systems.
1 

'l'he method propos~d, or S?ecial casc.s thereof, 

have been successfully applied to holographic representation of 
2,3 

the linear space - variant non-unity nagnification imaging system. 

Unfortunately, in many cases of interest, the multi - space -

invariant representation of the linear - v ariant system, termed 

the !.)iecewise isoplanatic approximation(Pl.L'l.), does not converge 

to the trucloutput as the density of approximating invariant 
I 

systems grows arb itrarily l arge . The underl}ing reason for the 

non- convergenc e lies in the differing transfinite number of input -

output mapping operations cat~ab le. of the .!?IL-"- and required of the 

lineur - variant system. l~e non- convergence of the EIA is many 

times exposed by cornpdrison of the energy of the l"'l.c_ and true 

out~ut. 



II ~-. SY~'n.:.u JLA.S.Slf'IC..:>.l'IU~! HHm.~-1L .... H.Y 

.'::.ys·tems can be cle-ssifi,~d by ·the number of input-output 

rcle:Lt:ionships required for system definition. Herein, a system 

is said to be defined if the system response c an be pr~dicted 

with knowl<:::dge of the corresponding input. ~~'1. sys--cem, cons isting 

of an input f (x), a "blac,..: box", and an output g (x), c an be 

ch<::~racte:cizer: by the operator S such tha"c 

gcx) 5 [ f (x)] 

-.;-;rhere, 1-1i thru t loss of g0.nc:ro:..li ty, x can b, __ vie>ved c.t s 2.n n 

dime.nsio~al v~riabl2. 

(l) 

Consider first, the general ( non-1 ine<-r) c ase, lvhere no 

..::ssum?tions are made concerning S . One must know the system re 

sponse for all poss ible inputs in order to corru l e tely d,_f ine the 

system. 

A less stringent a.efining relationship reyuin:ment arises 

from the sole assumpt ion of system linearity, the t}ro~xr·ty of 

which m_!_y be stated as 

5 [a S( x) + bt(x)] =a 5 [s(x)] + b 5 [ t ( x )] (2) 

\<!here s (x) a nd t (x) are &rbitr&ry inputs and a and b are constant. 



Such systems mc.y be ch._racterizcd by ~:nowledge of the system 

response to Dirac delta inouts ot eac h input point . 4 The impulse 

response corresponding to the ir.:tput point x= ~ is l.rritten 

hex-~ :, ~) 5 [ b(x -~)] (3) 

'fhrough t he p roperties of i!.q . 2, the i n_mt-output relationship of 

a lin2.2r s ystem c an be shown to be defined t hrougn the super

position integral : 

gCx) J rJO t C ~) h (x - ~ ; ~ ) d ~ 
- DO {4) 

Classically , the next step in developing the system cl a ss

ifica:tion h i erarc hy is ;;.ssum}tion of the linear system'.::: shift 

invariance. .:)hift inv<...ric:nt systems ( not nece.ssm.~.Lly linear 

dre characterized by the pror/erty tha t the out ;u·c shifts directly 

~-.ri t h the input. 'l'hat is 

gcx-~) S[t'Cx-~)] (5) 

For t he i nv ;:triant linear (isoplanatic) system, th(~ impulse re-

soons~ takes on the form 

h(x-~;~) h (x - c; ) (6) 



and the: superposition im:egral of Sq . 4 become s the convolution 

inte.crral 
0 -

gcx) :: J_: J C~) n C>< - ~) d ~ 

:F (x) * h (X) 

(7) 

Note that the invt:~r iant line <.l r system requires only one defining 

input - output rel a tionship for complete system definition • 

.c-~ system classification belonging b:::.t~-Jeen the. linear and 

invariant linear c a t egories is the linear piece\vise inva riant (LPI) 
1 5 

system.' An LP I system is defined as a linedr syste m whose input 

s pac e is divided into disjoint invariant regions, the nth of 

~-Jhich extends ov<:: r the non-zero interval definE:.d by 

~ (X -~n~(un-X) (8) 

"t-Jhcre Un = ..£1)+-l and.../"(X') is the. unit s te p function: 

~(x)=t: X<O ) 

; X ~0 
(9) 



The LPI system i s comp l ete l y· defined through kno\.·lle dg e of the 

s ystem r espons.::.s to impulse i m,)uts "vi·thin eac h of the inva riant 

regions. 'l'he input -o u·t put relationshi p may then be 'iirritt2:n a s
1 

J u, 
g ( x) = ~ ~r~ f.(~) h n (x- ~ ) d ~ 

: [: [:f<x)P (x --fnj_,u(v,- x)] ,lf. h,(x) , 
where 

hnCX-Xn) = S[b(X-Xn)] 

and 

.in<:. 'Xn ~ u, 

~1 0 

(ll) 

( 12 



III. N ..... G,_. S,_,.,."h.;: NUt·IDER OF DEFINING ~L.ti'i'lONSHIPS 

The Cantorian 

orders degrees of 

theory of transfinite nLunbers
6 

conse cutively 

infinity, the nth of which is denoted by ~ n • 

Two infinite sets are equally "strong 11 if thel~e exists a one. to one 

mapf'ing between their elements. The first fev.r transf i nite numbers 

and c orrQsponding exam1)le sets of their order ( strength) are 

~ 0 : Integers 

~inite> disioint regions over P Dlane 

J'f i : Real Numbers 

Points on a plane. 

Ha All geom~trical curves 

P.e c a lling the general (non-l.inec.r system, one sees that 

w·ith no knoHledge of the ""l·lOrl:ings \lithin the. "black box" ·the number 

of input - output relationships required for complete system def 

inition is of order X a • rha"c is, one. needs to know the system 

output for every possible. input. Similarly, the linear system 

requires Jf1 defining relationships since there is needed one 

defining relationship (impulse response) ?er point in the input 

7 I'' LP I . . . l ·- ]. space. ' ne system, rey_u1.r1.ng one 1.mpu ;,;"=' r esp\.onse tor eacfl. 

of the countably infinate inva riant imput r~~ions, requires J-r0 

defining relationships. Finully, the lineor invdrian~ system re -

quires onl j one defining relat :Lonshi[). 

1-:..s is s e en in 'l'able I., the LPI system essentially ?rovides a 

missing link in tile transition bet"tvr::en the line::ar c.nd inv.:1riant 

linear system classifications. 



,---- -- - -- . -

SYSTEM REQUIRED NUMBER 
CLASSIFICATION of 

DEFINING RELATIONSHIPS 

General 
ita (Non- linear) 

Linear 1\'1 
' 

Linear Piecewise 
Invariant f?o (Piecew·ise 
Isoplanatic) 

Linear Invariant 
(Isoplanatic) 1 

Table 1: A system classification hierarchy with 
corresponding number of necessary input
output relationships for system definition. 

I 
I 
I 



IV. !:{!:.L.-:..1'1 _ NS,llP 'rO THE CuNVt...l,GGNCL Of' THi: ?lr:.G...:;\'il.SE I.SO.i:'L.t-iliATIC 

M ~" H.OXUi-\.Tl ON 

ror purposes of h olographic <:.lly rc.prese.nting £t line:e:r space.-

voriant systems, the authors have propos~d a model by whic h iso-
1,8 

plCJnatic variant s ystems might bP- approximated as pie. cev1i se invariant. 

l'he line e::r v c-. riant sys-cem in)ut space is di vlded into nonove.rlapping 

regions within -,;v-hich the line S:)read function c~3scntially meets 

the invari..mce. criterion of l!:q. 6 . 'l'h'::. resulting piecc-,;vise in

variant approximation output, g(x), is given by 

J Un 

g- (X) = ~ ~ 
11 

j( E,) j, (X - ~ ; X n) d ~ (13) 

'rhe true output, g(x), is given by thE:. su._;crposition integral of 

Eq . 4 which may be wcitten as 

gcx) =- 2; J~~~ f (f,) h (x- ~ ; ~ ) d~ (14) 

Comparing .E:q . 13 and 14, one initially .:wsu!Il£s that as ihe density 

of the inv.:.1riantly modeled input regi uns gro¥7S arb itrarily large 

marked by a corresponding shrin}.:Clge of eo.ch invariant region, the 

.t:='IA out
1
)ut >vould app::.~oach t he t:cuc output. 

.&w 
v,.. - 12n --)l~ 
n ~oa 

/V gcx) g(x) 

:hc:t is 

(15) 



·unfortunately , due to l.!e:mtoric.n cons idcrc..-cions, suc h is not ah·lays 

thE:: cc::sc. The II n ~ 00 II in l!.q. 15 should rec:d " n~ ~0 11
• That 

lS, the ?It-., in ·the limit, he.s only Jt 0 possible defining relation

ships while g(x), being 2 Vcriant system output, gcner2.lly requires 

J't ~ defining relationships . i .. s such, the riA does net usually 

converge to the trUE output . 

Ec.uc.tion 15 •vould be satisfied in many cases if 

h (X; c;) :. lMn; h Cx; Xn)J..t(~ -_fn'];u (Un- ~) 
Un-..G.n ~0 / 

(16) 

n~oo 

The right side of ss . 16 is a piece-.;visc constant version of h(x; ~ \ 

in ~ , and thus, in the limit, is c~publc of defining ~0 values, 

short of ·the Jt 1.. ordered pair::: rc:.c;_uired to cornpL~telf specify h(x-; ~). 

In many instanc8s, the nonconvergence of the ?IA may be 
9 

illustrated through comparison of its energy to the true output, 

the difference of \vhich manifests the previous Cantoricm consid-

er<:!tions. 



V. EX ... "~r~h Ll!..S 

Il:Lustr ,• t ic·n of the c.ffc.cts of Co..mtorian th~or:., · on the con-

vergence. of "che PIA are no\.·J offered . 

1. The Ideal One - Dimensional Imeging ~ystems 

Thr=. impulse response fer an ideal one dim~nsionnl imaging 

s ystem Hith magnification H , is d:.:. fined as 

h(x-~;~) b(x -tv'l~) (17) 

One muy ·hrrite e((uivc:~lentl--

gcx) = 
J 

I M I f(~) (18) 

One sees t hat for H > 1, due to the nonconformance lvi·th E:q . 6, the 

system is linear and 
. 10 

v c.rlant. The energy E contained in g(x) is 

£ : J_: ' gcx)J :2-d >< 

J_: I ; c f{) l d Et - I --M 
The imaging sys·tem Pl.i:., fror.1 E:qs . 17 and 13, i s 

gcx) = ~ f [X -(M - 1) Xn~ [X -.£11 - (1'1 -1) Xn] 

/"[-x -rx.,t-(M-I)Xn] 

(19) 

(20) 



No t e that 
IV 
g(x) is me1~ely 

..J... 
the M 

d su.rruTlt:<cion of <1 p i.:=cewise shifted verslon 

of f(::.:::), and lacks amplitude scaling f actor of 

Nonconvergence is immeod iately suspect(~.d. For H > l, the 

6 
0 (x). 

. . 
p lecevnse 

shifted patches are non- overlapp ing and thE! energy in the FIA output is 

E = J -= I g-( )() l ~ X 

-J_; I :F (X ) I 4d X 

ME 

(21) 

Thus, the energy diffe.renc<:... bet\J.:.e.n the. true output o.nd PI.n outou·cs 

for a given input, regardless of the density of the input regions, 

ahvc..)·s diifers by a const ant . The PIA of the om~ d imensional 

imaging; system then, obviously does not, in the strictest of. senses 

conve rge to the true. output. 

In f8irness, it must be said that the 8bove energy approach 

lS not valid for the tvlo dimensi.nc::l ioaging systeiil. .ear H > 1:, 

l he trus and FIA outputs do indeed h2.vc equivale nt energy for <c;ll 

:t-1 "}' l. The ?V., howeve1~, s-cil.L docs no·c converge to the true 

output since it has onl~/ the power to shift ~ 0 input regions, 

while the true cut put demands the shifting and amplitude scaling 

of ~ 1. poin·ts. 



2. The 'l'hin Le.ns .Fourier Trc:msform2r 

The nvo dimensional th i n lens Fourier transforme~ system has 

an inpu>c-output relationship of 

CliO 211" 

gcx,'f) =f f f(p,q) e -~ Xf (PX -t 9Y)d cJ 
-oo p ~ (22 ) 

= ~[icxJYJ] 

where f is the. lens focal length and ).. the. 'ivavelength of the 

spati.:::~lly cohe:ce.nt illumination. The. corrt:.spond ing point soread 

function is 

h (X-~, 'f-7'1. j ~~ ?t) : e • ~ * (~X + ?l.. 'I') (23 

and the c orresponding :21.:~ is 

0. (x, Y) = 2 2: tf [ f (x +X", Y -r- Y w.) 
0 n n 

/-<-(X+ Xn--enju (-X- X, - U,) 
11 ~ (y.,. ytn- 12.:n ~ (-y- y, - ()~~,)( = -~2,4) 

· m (x x ;- Y ~ ) Y = -yrYl '/. e -~ )\f n m 



-,;vh.e r c .l, <X~ U" and 

l~egion . If 

X n = n A~ 
'{,.. =- ty) 6y 

.L~ < y = v~ define the nmth input 

l 
then the f i L. of Eq. 24 tal(.es an a Fourier .Series tylx of f orm. 

AJ 

(25) 

Thus , for most i nputs, the energy associatec with g (x, Y) lS 

nonfinitP. . Through .:·arcval 's theorem1 the true outpu'c of a Four i er 

transformer for finite energy inpu·ts has finite energy . It c an 

thus be s t a tc::d that the ~J IA of a Fourier transformer does not 

converge to the true output in the strictest of senses . 



3. The Inte.gr:::: tor 

illel-e clo e xi.st systems for \•lhica thL:: .c l.M. convsrges to the true 

outp u.t. Consider , as an ex'"'-mi;lc, the lin8c..r system Hhich integrates 

the inpu·t over all X and displays the result as the i;l.mjJlitude _ 

of an o1.:.tput pulse . That 1s 

g'CX)= rect [:fa.J1: :FC~)dh 
(26) 

-where 2 a is t he ou·tput pulse ~vidth and 

rec.t [fa] =~(x+a~(a - x) ( 27) 

The c orrespondi ng line -spread function is 

h(x-~;~):: rect[fa] C2s) 

and the system FIA output is 

g""Cx) :-.£: J u,. i (~) rect [ S - (x +-Xt\)]d 
n '.R.,. 2 a ~ (29) 

Assuming t hat fo r all n 

:t.a ) Un - lln (30) 



E:quaticn 2 9 becoffif:s 

X11 +X-ta. 

g-(J<) ='f)'<- [x-U,-x, -a )~[(u,.-xn-a) - x]£ f(~)d~ 
1'1 

+ V [x -(v,.-xn -a} [(111-XnTa)- xJL~"J (~ )J ~ 

1 
Un (31) 

+ E JA. [ x -U'.-Xn ta))J4((v,- x,+a)- xJ f ( ~ )o/~ 
n/ / Xratx-a. 

If the input functions l a rgest input isoplanatic patch he1s ,.;ridth 

wmax , then >vi thin the output i nterval 

a - w~A.:! c::: )( < Q T WMA't. 

Eq . 31' s mid clle te.rm givc:.s d1.e P IA output as 

a: (X) :o ~ J u,; ( ~ )d f." 
0 n '1-n I 

= J.: ;c~ )d~ 
= ~(x) ; I a - w~4x l < >< (32) 



As the input's isopl.::.matic patch density grm·;s arbitrarily large 

\vith corresponding shr in:::.agc of paJcch vlidths, b1e second term 

in J.:,q . 31 ap::;roache.s the true system output. Simil.::trly, in this 

limit , the first and third terms in Eq . 31 shrink into zero 1;.;ridth 

in-tervals about the points x = -a and 2... r espectively. Thus, 

except at these endpoints, the J:l lLi ... converges exactly to the t:rue 

output. 

Actually, the convergence of the P I= of the in~egrator to 

the true ouJcput shollld not be surprising, since ·t _:e O ~)c.ration of 
11 

integrati ..:..n may be defined ns thE: limit of a sum. 



VI. CONCLUSION 

The piece\vise. invariant modeling of linear variant systems, 

termed the piecewise isoplanatic approximation (PIA), does 

not in general converge to the true system output as the inpu~ 

isoplro,atic region density grows arbitrarily large . The 

restriction of the PIA, in the limit, to Tro mapping operations 

opposed to the generally requined f't 1 mapping operations for 

the variant case, is cause for this non-convergence. 

The general non-exactness of the limit of the PIA and 

true output, however, does not greatly detract from the PLA's 

utility . Good output approximations have been illustr ated 

here and else\vhere 1 for the integrator, general invarian'c 

system, ideal imaging system, and thin lens Fourier transformer. 

The PIA is just that, an approximation, the consequences of 

which should be investigated prior to application. 
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I. Introduction: The Lohmann-Paris Invariance Measure 

In order to emp loy such mathematical niceties as Fourier analysis, at

tention to linear space-variant system input planes is often times confined 

to an isoplanatic patch within which the system is somewhat space-invariant 

[1]. Summing the effects of adjacent isoplanatic patches yields an approxi

mate variant system output [2]. As such, a measure of the "invariance" of a 

space-variant system is desirable. 

Seemingly motivated by the definition of the complex degree of coherence 

encountered in statistical optics, Lohmann and Paris [3] have offered such 

a measure for the specific case of space-variant imaging systems. Their 

proposed "degree of invariance" measure of a space-variant imaging system is 

a normalized cross-correlation between shifted line-spread functions origi-

nating from impulse inputs at different locations on the input plane. For 

the one-dimensional case: 

cr(p,q) = 
()() * f h(x;p)h (x;q) dx 

.oo 

where cr(p,q) is the linear system's degree of invariance, p and q are two 

points on the input plane, and h(x - ~;~) is the linear system's response to 

an input o(x - ~) where o(x) is the Dirac delta [4]. Due to Schwarz's ine

quality: 

0 ' lcr(p,q)l ' 1 

( 1 ) 

(2) 

For the space-invariant case, the line-spread function shifts directly with the 



input impulse. Thus 

h(x - ~;~) = h(x - ~ ) 

substituting the above invariant case into Eq. (l) yields a degree of invar

iance of unity. Conversely, a linear imaging system with a degree of invar

iance of zero would be sa~d to have no trace of invariance . 

(3) 

Al so proposed by Lohmann and Paris is an analytic definition of the iso

planatic patch. If £ is the maximum "variance" allowed a patch, then the patch 

interval from p to q must satisfy the following inequality: 

I 1 - a(p,q) I '£ 

Although intuitive in design, the Lohmann-Paris measure of invariance 

seems limited to imaging systems. Application of this measure to certain 

non-imaging space-variant systems, as will be shown, yields results in direct 

conflict with the theory's intent. 

I I. Inadequacies 

( 4) 

The following applications show that the Lohmann-Paris measure is inade

quate for measuring the spatial invariance of certain non-imaging space-variant 

systems. 

A. The isoplanatic patch constraint 

The proposed isoplanatic patch constraint can assign the same variance 

to isoplanatic patches of grossly varying widths, Consider the equality ver

sion of the isoplanatic patch constraint of Eq. (4) . It is possible to have a 

solution of this relationship of the form 



e: = 11 - cr (p, q H = ll - cr(p, q + M)l 
0 0 0 0 

(5) 

where p and q are points of the input plane and ~q is a non-zero interval. 
0 0 

Assuming p
0 

< q
0 

and ~q > O, the interval from p
0 

to q
0 

is assigned the same 

invariance as from p to q + ~q. 
0 0 

As a specific example, consider the ideal maqnifier with magnification M 

whose inputs are frequency limited to the interval fx' IWI. The space-variant 

magnifier•s line-spread function is 

h(x - ~;~ ) = 6(x - M~ ) (6) 

Through Parseval •s theorem, the frequency domain equi valent of Eq (l) is 

·(7) 

where H(fx;~) ~ i s the Fourier transform of h(x;~): 

H (f ;~ ) = /00 

h(x;~)exp( -j2rrfxx) dx 
X X -oo 

( '(8) 

Substituting Eq(6 ) into Eq. (8) yields 

(9) 



and with t he cited frequency constraints substituted into Eq. (7) gives the 

magnifier's degree of invariance [5] as 

a(p,q) = sinc[2 (M- l)(p - q)W] 

where 

sinc(x) 6 sin(Tix) 
= TIX 

The Lohmann-Paris isoplanatic patch constraints for the ideal magnifier is 

thus 

( 1 0) 

11 - sinc[2(M - l)(p - q)W] I 'E: (11) 

An illustration of Eq. (ll) for a typical E: is offered in Fiq.(l). The constraint 

is satisfied in region 1 and 3, but not in reqion 2 even thouqh the interval 

p- q is smaller than in region 3. This is in direct conflict with the general 

observation that the samller the patch, the greater the invariance. 

B. Failure to predict piecewise isoplanatic modeling 

The Lohmann-Paris invariance measure can erroneously predict the unsuc-

cessful piecewise isoplanatic modeling of a space variant system [2]. 

Consider the degree of invariance of the ideal magnifier without frequency 

constraint. (i.e. let ~J-+ oo): 

a(p,q) =lim sinc[2(M- l)(p- q)W] 
W-+oo 

( 12) 



A similar degree of invariance is assigned to the ideal thin lens Fourier 

transformer [5] with the line-spread function 

h(x - ~;~) = exp ( -j ~f x) 

where A is the wavelength of the coherent illumination and f is the focal 

length of the lens. If the inputs are srace limited to the interval (-a,a ), 

the degree of invariance of the Fourier transformer is 

The degree of invariance for the unrestricted Fourier transformer is then 

o(p,q) = lim sine[ 2(P - q)a ]exp[-jAf (p 2 - q2 }] 

a~ Af 

p = q 

( 13) 

( 14) 

( 15) 
p ~ q 

Both the ideal magnifier (M ~ 1) and the ideal thin lens Fourier transformer 

are thus predicted to have no trace of invariance. This implies no suc

cessful piecewise isoplanatic modeling of these systems can be made. This 

is contrary to successful results of such piecewise isoplanatic modeling 

previously presented [2]. The frequency limited magnifier can be characterized 

exactly by a samplinq theorem approach [6]. 

C. "Quasi - linear"system description 

A "Quasi -linear" system, as defined by Arsenault and Brousseau [7], is a 



system which is space-invariant only for a set class of inputs . These authors 

have noted that the Lohmann-Pa ri s method may yield a spnce variant measure 

for such systems. 

Conversely, there exist quasi-linear systems which are assigned total 

invariance by t he Lohmann-Paris measure. Consider the quasi-linear piece

wise isoplanatic system with line-spread function 

where 

h(x - ~;~ ) = rect ( x 2a~ ) rect (~) 

rect(x) • { : 
lxl ' l/2 

otherwise 

and a and b are constants. Such a system is invariant for object inputs 

which are zero outside the interval -b ' ~' b . Substitutinq into Eq. (l) 

gives the degree of invariance of this system as 

cr(p,q) = 1 

Here is a case where a linear system does not meet the classical invariance 

criterion of Eq.(3), yet is classified as totally invariant based on the 

Lohmann- Paris measure. 

D. Separable line-s pread functions 

As a final example, consider the case where the line-spread function is 

( 16) 

(17) 

( 18) 



separable. That is 

h ( x;~ ) = f ( x ) g ( ~ ) (19 ) 

Such a system could be viewed as an invariant system with line-spread function 

f(x - ~) with a transmittance g(~) placed in its input pl~ne. The line-spread 

function in Eq.(l6) describes such a system. If the transmittance g(~) is pos

i t ive and real, then the predicted degree of invariance is 

cr{p,q) = 1 

Based on the measure of Eq.{l), total invariance is again predicted for a 

system which is classically space-variant. 

III. Conclusions 

The Lohmann-Paris measure of the degree of invariance previously applied 

to space-variant imaging systems has been shown inadequate in the following 

more general applications: 

1. Definition of the isoplanatic patch (for the frequency limited mag

nifier with M ;, 1). 

2. Predicting successful piecewise isoplanatic modeling of certain 

space-variant systems ( su~h , as the Fourier transformer ) . 

3. Measuring the degree of invariance of quasi-linear systems. 

4. Measuring the degree of invariance for linear space-variant systems 

with separable line-spread functions. 

These inadequacies dictate the need for a revised or augmented measure 

of the invariance of linear non-imaging space-variant systems. 

(20) 
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Figure Caprions 

Fig. 1 Shown is the degree of invariance of an ideal magnifier as a func

tion of input patch width, p - q. By the given definition of the 

isoplanatic patch, patche widths corresponding to region 1 are 

allowable. Patch widths in region 3 are also allowable even though 

they are larger than patch widths in region 2. This violates the 

observation that the larqer the patch, the less the degree of 

invariance. 
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Terre Haute, Indiana 47803 

Dear Tom, 

27 June 1978 

I really enjoyed our discussions and fellowship at the 
Gordon Conference. We 1 ll do it all OVeln again in October in 
San Francisco at the OSA Meeting. 

Enclosed are copies of some correspondence r•ve been 
having with Gary Wise on 11 Laplace series.•• r•m hoping it's a 
good method for inverse Laplace transformation. 

The foundation of the Laplace series comes from Szasz's 
theorem: 

Let x(t) be causal, Lebegue measureable and square integratable: 
00 

f jx(t) 12 dt < oo . 
0 

We then say that x(t) e L2[0,oo) - L2+· The function set, 
-b t 

{e 11 I O_:::_t<oo, n= 1,2,3, ... } is complete in L2+ iff 

Re bn > 0 for all n 

and 
00 

::: 00 

In English, this means that we can completely characterize 
x(t) with knowledge of the inner product of x(t) with each of the 
basis functions. But the inner product of x(t) with e-bnt is a 
sample of x(t) 's Laplace transform: · 

00 -b t 
f x(t) e n dt = X(bn) 
0 

where 



Professor Thomas F, Krile 
27 June 1978 
Page 2 

00 

X(s) = J x(t) e-st dt . 
0 

Thus, upon choosing an applicable sequence {bn l n = 1,2,3, ... }, 
we can (in principle) form an interpolation set, 
{lJ!n(t) l n=l,2,3,.,.} determined solely by the b11 's such that 
for every x(t) € L2+ we can write 

00 

x(t) = I X(b ) 1Ji (t) . 
n=l n n 

The equality here is rigourously in the L2 norm. That is, 

lim jx(t)- L X(b) 1Ji (t)j 2 dt ~ 0 . 0 N ~~ 
N-+w n= 1 n n 

The two enclosed memos derive the interpolation function 
for the case where bn = (n + ~2)r. The constant r is assumed posi
tive (but is otherwise arbitrary) and parameterizes the sampling 
rate in the Laplace domain. It turns out in this case that the 
interpolation function takes on the form 

1Jin(t) = rin(rt) , 

where In(t) is a weighted sum of "distorted" Legendre polynomials. 

Hope this of help to you! 

Robert Marks II 
Assistant Professor 

P. S.: I'd really appreciate it if you could send me some 
references on the other methods of inverse Laplace 
transformation that you mentioned. Some references 
on the undergraduate lab fiber optics experiments we 
talked about would also be most welcome. 

RM:bb 
enclosures 
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co 

X(s) = J x(t) e-st dt 
0 

Thus, upon choosing an applicable sequence {bn In= 1,2,3, ... }, 
we can (in principle) form an interpolation set, 
{1/Jn(t) I n=l,2,3, ... } determined solely by the b11 's such that 
for every x(t) e L2+ we can write 

x(t) = I X(b
11

) 1/Jn{t) . 
n=l 

The equality here is rigourously in the L2 norm. That is, 

Lim jx(t)- I X(b) lJi (t)j 2 dt · = 0 . a N ~~ 
N~ n=l n n 

The two enclosed memos derive the interpolation function 
for the case where b11 = (n + !2)r. The constant r is assumed posi
tive (but is otherwise arbitrary) and parameterizes the sampling 
rate in the Laplace domain. It turns out in this case that the 
interpolation function takes on the form 

1/Jn(t) = ri
11
(rt), 

where In(t) is a weighted sum of "distorted" Legendre polynomials. 

Hope this of help to you! 

Best wishes, 

~/ 
Robert . Marks II 
Assistant Professor 

P.S.: I'd really appreciate it if you could send me some. 
references on the other methods of inverse Laplace 
transformation that you mentioned. Some references 
on the undergraduate lab fiber optics experiments we 
talked about would also be most welcome. 

RM:bb 
enclosures 
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Department of Electrical Eugimering 

Professor Gary Wise 
Department of Electrical Engineering 
University of Texas 
Austin, Texas 78712 

Gaty, 

28 June 1978 

Got an application! Inverse Laplace transformation. I 
talked to Tom Krile at the Gordon Conference~ and he mentioned 
there were no "good'' digital methods. Maybe the Laplace series 
is the answer. 

Here's an extention of the Laplace series which allows 
sampling to begin at points other than r/2 on the real axis in 
the s-plane: 
Theorem 

Let x(t) € L2+· Then, for every T > 0, r> 0, and complex number 
a where Rea> 0, we have the relation: 

00 

x(t) = reat e-(a+~rh L X[r(n+~)+a] e-nrT I [r(t+T)], 
n=l 11 

where the expression for In(t) was given in my previous letter 
to you (16 June 78) and X(s) is the Laplace transformofx(t): 

co 

X (s ) = f X ( t) e- s t d t = £[X ( t) ] 
0 

Equality is in the L2 norm. 

Before proving the theorem, let me give some personality 
to some of the variables. We are sampling X(s) in the s-plane 
as fo 11 m·1s : 
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jw 
~sample locations 

- - - - -- ·- -,_ - /-~ ~ - j_ .._. jIm a 
I ( 

i 

As you can see, Rea parameterizes where our samp'ling begins. 
The parameter r specifies our sampling interval parallel to 
the a-axis. The imaginary component of a dictates the distance 
away from the a-axis we sample. In most applications, I would 
imagine we would set Im a= 0. The parameter , is not pictured 
in the figure. We apparently loose nothing by setting , = 0. 
,, however, might play a role in the series convergence rate. 

Here's the theorem proof. We begin with the expression 
developed in the last correspondence: 

00 

x(t) :=, r I X[(n+~)r] In(rt) x(t) e L
2

+, r > 0 
n=l 

For every x( t) e L2 + and every , > 0 and for every a with the 
property Rea~ 0 ~ it follows that 

x(t- ,) e-at e L2+ 

This statement follows straightforwardly from Schwarz's inequality. 
We now make use of the Laplace transform relation: 

~[x(t- ,) e-at]= X[s +a] e-(a+s)l , 

Using the Laplace series, we can write: 
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jw 
~sample locations 

- - - - -- ·- -f- - /-- _(- - J_ -jIm a 
I I 
i 

• f • 

C5 

As you can see, Re a parameterizes where our samp 1 i ng begins. 
The parameter r specifies our sampling interval parallel to 
the cr-axis. The imaginary component of a dictates the distance 
away from the cr-axis we sample. In most applications, I would 
imagine we would set Im a= 0. The parameter , is not pictured 
in the figure. We apparently loose nothing by setting , = 0. 
,, however, might play a role in the series convergence rate. 

Here's the theorem proof. We begin with the expression 
developed in the last correspondence: 

co 

x(t) = r I X[(n+~)r] In(rt) x(t) e L2+, r > 0 . 
n=l 

For every x( t) e L2 + and every T > 0 and for every a with the 
property Real: 0, it fo 11 ows that 

x(t- ,) e-at e L2+ 

This statement follows straightforwardly from Schwarz's inequality. 
We now make use of the Laplace transform relation: 

.;e[x( t- T) e-at] = X[s +a] e-(a+s)T . 

Using the Laplace series, we can write: 
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x(t- T )(, '1 t = r I X[r(n+~) +a] e- [r('n+~)+a]T In (rt) . 
n=l 

A straightft,r-ward manipulation followed by a shift oft to t+ T 
completes th~! proof. 

Th('';o results have yet to be digitally verified. Only 
time and an IGM 370 wfll tell. 

RN:bb 

Best wishes, 

M 
Robert J. Marks II 
Assistant Professor 



UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON 
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98195 

Department of Electrical Engineering 

Dr. Gary Wise 
Department of Electrical Engineering 
University of Texas 
Austin, Texas 78712 

Dear Gary, 

19 September 1978 

Summer's over and I'm looking forward to another year 
of fun. Working here at the Applied Physics Lab was enjoyable 
this summer, but I like independent research much better. 

I admit that the 1943 paper you sent me sunk my boat a 
little bit. I agree with your comment, though, that there may 
still be good things to discover. 

In the Legendre polynomial treatment, Mike Hall and I 
have come up with some convergence problems I'd like to share 
with you. 

Let's first backtrack to the June 16 letter to you in 
which it was shown that, if x(t) e L2+ and r is a positive con
stant, then, with equality in the L2 norm, we have 

where the orthonormal basis function is 

. k -(rt/2) -rt ] 
~n(t) == lr(2n- 1)] 2 e · Pn-l [2e -1 n = 1,2,3 ... 

and the inner product is 

= [r(2n-l)]!z nil 
an (-2)n-l q=o 

(-2)q 
--'----!-- X [r(q + k)] C q! 2 nq (I) 

Here, X(s) refers to the Laplace transform of x(t) and 
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[n-q] 
2 
I 

k=o 

(-1)k(2n-2k)! 
k!(n-k)!(n-2k-q}T · 

that 
It turns out that Cnq can be put in a better form. Recall 

[!!.] 
2 

P (t) = 2-n I 
n k=o 

From this, we can show that 

which, in turn, can be shown to be 

C - 2n-q(n+J)! 
n+l,q - q!(n-q ! 

Substituting into (1) gives 

N =(-l)n+l ( )]~ n~1 f-1)qtn+q-1)' [ ( ) '""n [r 2n - 1 q~o 9 ! F n-q-1) i X r q + ~ ] . 

We know from Parseval 's theorem that 

"" co 

J lx(t) 12 dt = I 
o n=l 

A necessary condition for the series on the right to converge is that 
an must tend to zero as n gets large. 

Let's take a typical L2+ signal: 

x(t) -t 
= e t > 0 . 
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Then, for r = 1, we have 

X [ q + ~] = ( q + ~) -1 

The corresponding an's are 

n-1 
a =(-1)n+l [2n-1]~ I 
n q=o 

They do not go to zero as n goes to infinity. We've racked our 
brains ancr-can't figure out why. 

Any ideas? 

Best wishes, 
/} //) 

&cb-
Robert J. Marks II 
Assistant Professor 

P.S.: Will have a draft of the Laplace computer program paper to 
you this month. 

RM:bb 

/ 



UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON 
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98195 

Department of Electrical E~tgineeri1tg 

Dr. Gary \~ise 
Department of Electrical Engineering 
University of Texas 
Austin, Texas 78712 

Gary, 

10 October 1978 

Here's something interesting: 

Let u(x) be real and in L2[-oo,oo]. Define the linear transform: 

( ) = _1_ oof u ( x) dx 
g s j2n js 

-oo X - 2n 

Then the sample values, g(An), are sufficient to characterize 
u(s) if the sample locations, An; n=1,2,3 ... , satisfy Szasz's 
criterion. In other words, the set 

1 
j2nx+An 

forms a basis set for all real L2(-oo,oo) signals. 

Furthermore, if u(z), z=x+jy, is the analytic continu
ation of u(x), u(z) is analytic on the upper half-plane, and 

Wl u(z) = 0 . 
y-+<:o 

Then, from Cauchy's integral theorem: 

g(s) = u(~!) . 

Then, if all An's are real (eg., A.n = n), then u(z) is character
ized by sampling u(z) along the positive imaginary axis! (Neat!) 

Proof: 

If u(t) e L2(-oo,oo) is real, then its Fourier transform is 
Hermetian: 

u( f) = u*(-f) , 

where 
00 

U(f) = J u(t) e-j 2nft dt . 
-oo 

/ 
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Also, U(f) e L2(-oo,oo), which implies that U(f)].l(f) e L/, where 
].!(·) is the unit step function. 

From Szasz's theorem, U(f)].l(f) can be specified from the 
inner product 

a n 

where 

an 

00 -A f 
= f U(f) e n df 

0 

the A 's n satisfy Szasz's criterion. 

00 00 

e- j 2·~rfx dx] e 
-A f 

= J [f u(x) n 
0 -00 

oo oo -(A +j2rrx)f 
= f u(x) J e n dfdx 

-oo 0 

= _1_ f u(x) dx 
j2rr -oo X _ JAn 

2rr 

df 

Then, 

The statement concerning analyticity of u clearly follows from 
Cauchy's integra 1 theorem and the fact that Re. An> 0. 

Q.E.D. 

Let In(f) be the unique interpolation function such 
that 

00 

U(f)].l(f) = I an In(f) ].l(f) . 
n=l 

[This is the function of Legendre polynomials with which we're 
having convergence cha 11 enges for An= n.] Using the fact that 

U(f) = U(f)].l(f) + u*(-f)].l(-f) , 
it is easy to show that: 

00 

u(x) = 2 Re. I an ~n(x) , 
n=l 

where 
co 

~n(x) = J I (f) ej 2rrfx df . 
o n 
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Let me know what you think. 

RM:bb 

Best wishes, 

U-
Robert J. Marks II 
Assistant Professor 



UNIVERSITY OF \V ASHINGTON 
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98195 

Department of Electrical Engineering 

Dr. Gary Wise 
Department of Electrical Engineering 
University of Texas 
Austin, Texas 78712 

Dear Gary, 

23 October 1978 

We have solved the convergence problem! It turns out 
that the interpolation formula: 

00 

x(t) = re-rt/2 I 
n=o 

(-1)n(2n+1) P [2e-rt- 1] 
n 

n (-1)qi!L±_q)! 
q~o (q! )2 ~ X[r(q + ~)] 

is correct. We cannot, however, make the change of summation 
order. That is, 

oo n oo oo 

I I r I I 
n=o q=o q=o n=q 

This is due to the fact that, in general, the series is not 
absolutely convergent. That is, 

L lb (t)l =oo' 

n=o n 

(1) 

where the bn 1 S are everthing inside then summation sign in (1). 
[Can we find a x(t) for which it does uniformly converge?] 

There must, however, exist a unique interpolation formula, 
Iq(t), such th~ 

x(t) = I X[r(q+~)J I (t) 
q=o q 

(2) 

It turns out, though, that we can•t find Iq(t) by switching the 
sum sign in (1). It must be computed in a different manner. 
Any ideas? 
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Let's see what we can salvage from (1). In any 11 practi
cal11 situation, our oo index will be finite. Call it N. In this 
case, we can write 

N n N N 
I I = I I 

n=o q=o q=o n=q 
Then (1) becomes 

x(t) "'r I X[r(q+~)] I (N)(rt) 
q=o q 

(3) 

where 

I (N)(t) = e-t/2 (-l)q I (-1)n(2n+1) ((n+gl~ P [2e-t-1] . 
q ( q! )2 n=q n - q )T n 

The relation in (3) would seem to be applicable to a good approxi
mation. Analytically, we could find x(t) from 

x(t) = r wn I X[r(q +~)] I (N)(rt) . (4) 
N+ro q=o q 

By our previous observation, this is not equivalent to 
00 

r L X [ r ( q + ~) ] -Wn I ( N ) ( rt 
q=o N+ro q 

we•re gonna be playing around with this some more from 
two different angles: 
1. Trying to find Iq(t) in (2) via a different approach. 
2. Looking at some digital implementations of (3). 

By the way, the an's I said diverged in my letter of 
19 September 1978 actually converged. The actual problem was 
that the proposed Iq(t)'s were not in L2+. Now we know why. 

Best wishes, 

~ 
Robert J. Marks II 
Assistant Professor 

RM:bb 
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NOTE ON AN INVERSION FORMULA FOR THiiJ LAPLACJ;J 
TH.ANSFORMA 1'ION 

A. ERDl~LYI*. 

1. A sequence ,\, Av A2, ... of renl or complex numbers will be called a 
base for the Laplace transformation if any Laplace integral 

(1) g(8) = [ e-slj(t)dt 

vani8hing at aJl points 8 = ;\m '(m = 0, 1, 2, .... X is the conjugate complex 
to,\) necessarily vanishes identically. Such base8 exist: thus any sequence 
{\n} with a finite point of condensation is obviously a base, and there are 
also btlses without a finite point of condensation. For example, a cele
brated theorem of Lerch states that {80+m} is such a ba.se. If {.\m} is 
a brtse for the Laplace tnmsformation, then both f(t) and g(8) itself (the 
former except. for an additive null-function) are determined uniquely by 
Lhe values the latter function takes a.t the poi.nts 8 = Xm. 

The expression of f(t) in terms of g(A111 ) (m. = 0, 1, 2, ... ) is a new 
inversion fonnnla for the Laplace transformation. Of the usual inversion 
formulae, the so-called complex inversion requires the knowledge of g(8) 
a.long a line para.llel to the imaginary axis; the Paley-Wiener and the 
Boas-Widder inversion formulae assume the knowledge of g(8) a.long the 
real «xis ; the inversion by means of Laguerre polynomials makes use of 
the values of g(8) and all its derivatives at a finite point; and the so-called 
Post--\Vidcler inversion formula involves the va.lues of g(8) and all its deriva
tives for large positive real 8, It is perhaps of some interest to have an 
inversion formula which requires the knmvledge of g(8) only at a certain 
denumerable set. ]'rom the praetical point of vie\Y, t.he new inversion 
is likely to be useful in cases when g (s) is determined by numerical methods, 
for hstance in eertain co,ses of the a.pplication of the Heaviside cn.lculns. 

The expression of g(s) in terms of g(Xm) yields an interpolation fo~mula. 
This new interpolation formula is slightly reminiscent of the cardinal 
series a.nd its genera.lisat.ions, but the resemblance is not as close as perhaps 
at first it might. appear. Though the new interpolation applies to a certain 
class of funct.ions antLlytic in a half-plane, and so is more general than 
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the interpolation by means of the cardi11al series (which interpolates 
cort.ain classes of integral functions), yet the latter is not a particular case 
of, am:. is· simpler than, the former. · 

In the present note I restrict myself to quadrrttioally integrable 
functions f(t) and the corresponding class of functions g(s) ana.lytic in a 
): .. If-plane. Tho investigation j.., based on an orthonormal set of functions 
which are generalisations of the Jacobi polynomials. In a future paper 
I hope to give a more detailed. account of the subject, including other 
classe.c:; of fui1ctions, the convergence and summability theory of the 
expansions, the so-called Lapla.ce>Stieltjes transformation 

g(s) = [ e-81 da(t), 

' 
the Stieltjes transformation 

g(s) = f"' da(t), 
Jo s-j-t 

and certain representation theorems . 

'l1he o-rthonormal systern. · 

2. Suppose that all the "-m are different ~rom one another and that 
the real part. of each of them is positive, and consider the sequence of 
functions {e-.\·"~- These functions are linearly independent and each is 
quadratically integrable over (0, ro) : hence it is possible to determine an 
orthonormal set {</>n} of functions 

(2) 

i.e. a set for which 

r <Pm ~n dt = 0 if rn =I= n ar.d = l if rn = n. 

'l'he well-known method of orthogonalisation of Gram and Schmidt 
yields an explicit expression for </>n, viz. 

(3) 

whore Dn denotes the determinant whose element in the i-th row and 
k-th column is (~+.:\k)-1 (i, k = 0, l, ... , n), Dn(t) the determina.nt obtained 
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by replacing (An+,\k)·-l bye->-kt (k= 0, 1, ... , n) in D,., andc
11 

iRan arbitrttry 
complex constant of modulus one. 

Now D 11 and the cofactors of e-11• 1, ... , e-11 • 1 in Dn(t) are double alter
nants and can easily be evaluated [cf. e.g. (3), § 353]. With a suitable 
choice of en we obtain 

(4) 

where the prime at the product-sign indicates omission of t.he vanishing 
factor lc = m. . 

The sequence of functions thus determined is orthonormal in L 2 (0, oo), 
for any choice of the sequence {,\,11}, provided only that no two ,\'s 
are equal and that ffi(,\ 11J > 0 for m = 0, l, 2, . .. . From an important 
result due to Szasz we deduce, by a simple change of variable, that {e->-'"~, 
and therefore also {cf>.J, is complete with ·respect to and closed 1>n L 2(0, oo) 
if and only if the infinite se1·ies 

is divergent. In the sequel we assume that this condition is satisfied. 

3. In order to abbreviate the formuhie, we introduce two sets 
of operators {r n} and {r 71 *}, operating on functions of a, which are 
defined for a= ,\0 , ,\1 , ,\2, ... a.nd a= A0 , X1, X2 , ... respectively. The 
operators are defined by the equations 

n 
r,,*lrg(a)] = ~, c n(X" ) J mn ~ m 

td=D 

fl 

(5) r n[g(a)] = Z Cmn g(,\m), 
m=O 

(n = 0, I, 2, ... ). 

0 bviously r n [g] = r n * [fj] and in particular 

(6) 

The invers·ion and inle?pola.t·ion fm·mula.e. 

4. Suppose that j(t.) ami y(s) are conneet.etl by (1). The Fourier 
expansion of j(t) axsociat.ed with {<p1J can be written in the form 
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Now 

J: f(t) r n*[e-ul]dt = r II:): [[ f(t) e--<Tidf] = r n * [g(a)], 

1\.l;d hence we find the new form 

cLJ 

(7) ~ rn[e-<T1] rn*[g(a)J 
n=O 

for the Fourier expansion of f(t). Under suitable conditions on {\n} and 
f(t), or g(s),, this series is convergent or in some sense summable to j(t), 
and then we have our inversion formula. 

Substituting the expansion (7) in (1) for f(t), and integrating term by 
term, we finrl the expansion for g(s), viz. 

and since 

t;his expansion can be written as 

00 

(8) ~ r n[(s+a)-1] r n*[g(a)]. 
11=0 

Again we expect that, if suitable conditions are imposed upon {,\,11 ] 

and g(s), the expansion (8) associated with u(s) will converge or be m 
some sense summable to this functiou, and tlwtl furnish us with an inter·· 
polation formula for Laplace transforms, i.e. for functions representable . 
hy a Laplace integral (1). 

5. We give three simple theorems concerning the expn.nsions (7) 

nnd (8). 

THEORJDl\1 l. If f(t) belongs to L 2 (0, co) then g(s) is defined for 11\(s) > 0, 
the pctrt·ia.l s·wms of (7) converge in mean sq·ua•t'e over (0, w) to f(t), and the 
pa.rtial S'Win8 of (8) converge to u(s) j'U'r ffi(s) > 0. 

'l'he proof is simple. The existence of u(s) for ffi(s) > 0 is obvious. 
The cotivergence in mean of the partial sunw of (7) to f(t) follows from 
tho closure property of {4> 11 }. Hinally, sinc0 (7) converges in mean 
~>qmtre and e-st belong::; to L 2 (0, oo), tho convergence of (8) may be deduced 
by term-by-term integea,tion. 

, .. 
h 
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In order to formnlate our second theorem, we detinet ·f;l2* as the cle,ss 
of functions g(s) analytic for ffi(s) > 0 and such that 

J:) g ( ~ +h712 cl?J ~ _M2 

for a.Jl t > 0. 

THEOREllf 2. If g(s) belongs to J?2* then the pnrtia.l s~~ms of (8) converge 
to g(s) for ffi (s) > 0; the pa'l'lial sums of (7) converge, in mean squ.are over 
(0, oo), to a. Junction f(t) of L 2 (0, oo); cmd (1) holds, with tkis f(t), for 
m(s) > 0. 

For, since g(s) belongs to .1)2 *, there is a functionf(t) of L 2(0, oo) such 
that (1) holds for \Jt(s) > 0 [cf. (1), Satz l); and we mtn apply Theorem 1 
to this function. 

Let us denote the N-th partial smns of (7) and (8) by fN(t) and UN(s). 
Then g(s)-gN(s) is the Laplace transform of f(t)-fN(t) and the latter 
function belongs to L 2(0, oo ). It follows from Parseval's formula for 
Fourier transforms, and !he mean square convergence of fN(t) to f(t) in 
(O,oo), that fJN(s) converges to g(s) in mean sqnare over (-ioo,iro). 
Fmther, if t > 0, then e-Hf(t)-e.-NJN(t) belongs to I,p(O, oo) for l ~p ~ 2, 
and e-ttfN(t) converges to e-t1j(t) in p-th mean over (0, oo). An inequality 
due to Titohmarsht then shows tha.t UN(s) converges to. g(s) in p' -th 
mean, where p'=pj(p-1), over (t--ioo, t+ioo). We thus have 

THEOREM 3. If g(s) belongs to f;l 2*, then the. partial surns of (8) con

ve·rge to g ( s) in mectn square over ( -i oo, i oo). If t > 0, then they converge 
to g(s) 1:n rnean, with c~ny 1:ndex not less than 2, over (t-iro, t+ioo). 

6. \Ve conclude with a few remarks on the sequence of functions 

(D) 

A metric ca.n be introduced in -1?2* by the definition 
' . 

From Theorem 3 it follows at once that {!fn} is closed in, and therefore 
complete with respect to, the metric Rpace defined in this way. Moreover 

t Following Doe(sch (1). 
t Cf. (6), p. \Hi, formula (4 .I. 2), 
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{11,} is an orthonormnJ system; for 1/1 11 (s) is the Laplace transform of 
(27T)-3 o/n(t), and the orthogona.l property of if'n over ( --i oo, i oo) follows, 
by Parseval's theorem, from that of <Pn over (0, oo). Indeed (8) is the 
Fourier expansion of g(s) >vith respect to t.lw orthonormal system {¥1nJ. 
For, since g(s) belongs to J;V'', it can be represer1ued by the Cauchy integral 

Hence 

g(s) = __!_ I"' g(i~) d1J [ffi(s) > 0]. 
27T J -oo s--~Y) 

and thus (8) may be written 

The convergence of the expansion to g(s), in mean square over (-ioo,ioo), 
now follows from Theorem 3. 

. The formulae representing <Pn. and if;., simplify considerably for par
ticular sequences {\n}· The most interesting case is that of equidistant ;\'s. 
In this case rp,. can be expressed in terms of Jacobi polynomials and V'n 
in terms of the generalised hypergeomctric function 3F' 2 of unit argument. 
In the limiting case when all the Am become equal, the rp,. reduce to 
Laguerre's orthonormal system and the if'n to powers of a linear fm10tion 
of s: tllis case· has been discussed by mn,ny authors, and recently by 
Shohat, who gives references to earlier litera.ture. 
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NUMERICAL INVERSION OF THE LAPLACE TRANSFORM BY 
USE OF JACOBI POLYNOMIALS* 

MAX K. MILLERt AND W. T. GUY, JR.t 

Abstract. Functional values of a function fare determined from the values F(s) .,._ 
of its Laplace transform at discrete points of s. Evaluation of F(s) at points given 
by s = ({3 + 1 + k)5, k = 0, 1, · · · , determine coefficients in an infinite series ex- . '' i 
pansion of f(t) in terms of Jacobi polynomials. The values of {3 and o determine the ' j 
position along the real s-axis at which P(s) is evaluated. An approximation to j(t) ' 
is given by using a finite number of terms of the infinite series expansion of j(t). 
Numerical examples are given and results are compared with some known numerical 
methods for approximating f(t). 

. I 
Introduction. The problem of numerically inverting the Laplace trans- ., · i 

form is known to mathematicians, physicists, and engineers and has been ·.· i 
discussed extensively in the mathematical literature [1]-[8]. A single method . l 
for numerically inverting the Laplace transform that works equally well 
for all types of problems encountered is lacking. In many practical problems 
where the Laplace transform can be evaluated at discrete points along the 
real axis of the independent variables, the method described here is use-
ful. This method is fast (economical) on the digital computers now avail
able, and it has the advantage that for only a few computations the un
known inverse can be approxim11tecl over n large range of values in the t 
domain. 

The Laplace transform off( t) is defined by the integral 

(1) P(s) = [' exp ( -sl) f(l) dt, Res~ c > 0. 

For purposes of discussion here it will be assumed that the integral in (1) 
exists for Res > 0. A suitable translation of the imaginary axis can be made 
if this is not the case, and the theory developed here is still applicable. 

The inverse Laplace transform is 

(2) 
1 lc+i·"' 

j(t) = 27ft c~i"' exp (st) F(s) ds, 

provided that the integral in (2) converges absolutely forRe s > c, csuffi
ciently large. 

Change of variable. Consider the Laplace transform of j(t) defined by (1) 
and assume that F( s) is known or can be computed at discrete points along 

*Received by the editors March 28, 1966. 
t Texas Instruments, Incorporated, Dallas, Texas. 
t Department of Mathematics, University of Texas, Austin, Texas. 
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l hl' real s-axis. The variable of int( 
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(3) ·x=2ex: 

ll'here o is a real positive number. I 

exp ( -st) = 

[f this equation is solved fort, ther 

t = -(1/o) 

and a new function g is defined ove 

g(x) = !{ -(1/o) lc 

In order to extend the domain of de: 

g(l) = 

and 

g( -1) = 

Es,.;entially these definitions requir 
= lim1-., f( t) be finite. Iff is con tin 
tion. Substitution of ( 3) into (1) tU 

(;->) F(s)=(l/2o)L( 

Assume that g can be expanded c 
thogonal polynomials. The Jacobi po 

The normalized Jacobi polynomial o 

( li) p (O,iJ\x) = ( -1r (l _ z] 
n 2"nl c•l: 

where the parameter a which usuallJ 
{3 > -1. For n = 0, p,.<o.!l>(x) "" l, 
terms of the Jacobi polynomials, th~ 

,.:;cj 

(7) g(x) ::..· 2] ....... 
~·;·~f~.~f-t~. 

If the coefficients C,. are known, tll.~ 
F t) can be calculated for any t ,;,. '. 

Insertion of the previous serie:> ~~ 
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1 ht· real s-axis. The variable of integration may be changed by the substi

tution 

x = 2 exp (-lit) - 1, 

where o is a real positive number. It follows that 

exp(-st) = (1 + x/2)'13
• 

!I this equation is solved fort, then 

t = -(1/li) log [(1 + x)/2] 

:llld :l new function g is delincd over ( -1, 1) by 

·II g(x) = f!-( 1/li) log [(1 + x)/2Jl = f(t). 

[ 11 order to extend the domain of definition fot' (J, define g( 1) and g( -1) by 

g(1) = lim g(:r), 
x-d-

g( -1) = lim g(:c). 
X--t-1 + 

1·:~.-:cntially these definitions require that f(O) = limH+ f(t) and f( oo) 
= lim~~, f( t) be finite. Iff is continuous, then g is also a continuous func
t inn. Substitution of ( :3) into ( 1) and some algebraic manipulation give 

F(s) = (1/2li) L: ( 1 + x/2)<•i·H>g(x) d:v. 

A::;::;ume that g can be expanded over [ -1, 1] in an infinite series of or
thogonal polynomials. The Jacobi polynomials form such a set over [ -1, 1). 
ThP normalized Jacobi polynomial of degree n is clefmecl by [H] 

\ tj ) P,.<O,fJJ(x) = ( -1)" (1 - x)-fJ __!E_ [(1 - x)"(~ + a:t+il] 
2"n! dxn ' 

·where the parameter a which usually appears in this definition is zero and 
d > -1. For n = 0, Pn(O,fJ\x) = 1. If g can be expanded over [-1, 1) in 
tL•rms of the Jacobi polynomials, then 

"' 
I 7) g(x) = L CnPn(O,fJ)(x). 

n=O 

If the coefficients Cn are known, then g( x) is known, which implies that 
f·.t) can be calculated for any t = t0 by means of ( 4). 

Insertion of the previous series into the integral in ( 5) yields · 
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F(s) = (1/2o) L ( 1 + x/2)(s/H) [to Cn P,.<o,{J)(a:) J dx. 

By substituting s = ({3 + 1 + k)o into the previous equation and simplify
ing terms one has 

(8) oF[({3 + 1 + k)o] = illf·k+l) L (1 + x)il+k [to Cn T'r,<o,{J)(x) J dx. 
The factor (1 + a:)k which appettrs in (8) may be expressed as a finite 

linear combination of Jacobi polynomials. That is, ( 1 + x )k is given by 

(9) (1 + x)k = aoPo<o.m(x) + a1l\<o.m(x) + · · · + akpk<o.!l>(x). 

For 0 ~ m ~ k, a typical coeflicient a"' is a function of k and {3. In order to 
evaluate a"', multiply both side::; of (9) by (1 + x) 13P,.<o.iJ\x) and integrate 
over [ -1, 1]. Because of the orthogonality property of the .Jacobi poly
nomials, there is only one nonzero term on the right, and therefore, 

(10) • k • {J (O,{J) , • _ 2 1
1 ~ 

_
1 

( 1 + x) (1 + x) Pm (x) dx - a,. 2rn + {3 + 1 . 

The factor ( 2il+1) j (2m + {3 + 1) on the right is the normalization term for 
the Jacobi polynomiak Let it be denoted by hm. 

The Jacobi polynomial P,<o,fl\ x) can be expressed in the form 

P,,<o.il)(:-c) = bo + b1(1 + x) + · · · + bm(l + x)"', 

where the b's can be determined. However, this is not necessary. Substi
tution of p"'<O,iJ> (a:) in this form into the previous integral gives 

a,.l!,. = L (1 + x)k+il[bo + M1 + x) + · · · + bm(1 + x)"'J dx 

( 11) 
2

k+!l+l 
2

k+{J+2 2k+iJ+m+l 

= bo k + {3 + 1 + b1 k + {3 + 2 + . . . + bm k + {3 + rn + 1 · 

If the unknown a11, is considered as a function of the parameter k, then one 
may write 

Qm(k) 
(1

2
) amhm = [k + ({3 + 1)] [k + ({3 + 2)] • · · [k + ({3 + 1n + 1)]. 

Q11,(k) is a polynomial in the symbol "k" of degree m. The explicit expres· 
sion for Qm( k) may be determined by the use of ( 9) and ( 10). In ( 10) let 
k = 111 - 1 and because of the orthogonality of the Jacobi polynomials, 

1
1 

(1 + x)"'-1(1 + x)ilp"'<o,fl>(x) dx = 0. 
-1 
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Therefore, one of the roots of Q. 
procedure shows that for k = 11 

of Q .. (k) are determined. Then 
tmd it may be written in factOJ 

Q,.(k) = A[k - I 

and A is a constant to be dete 
Substitution of Q,.( k) as gh 

A[k- (m
(13) amhm = (k + {3 + 1) I 

However, from ( 12) it followE 

11 = bo2HfJH -\

= 2Hfl+l[bo -1 

Since p"'<o,fJ\1) = 1 form = 
p"' (0 ,iJ) ( 1 ) = J 

Hence, it follows that. A = 

simplification 

(14) am = "2"(2m + {3 + 1 

For k = 0 the right side of ( 
Substitution of (14) and ( 

F[(f3+ 1 + k)o] = · 
(15) 

for k = 0, 1, · · · , where a, 
(15) gives only k nonzero t 
the .Jacobi polynomials. Afte 
simplification gives 

5F[({3 + 1 + k)o] 

(16) k 

= 2::----
m~O (k + {3 · 

.-\gain this result is true fork 
expression is replaced by co/ 
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· ~ Therefore, one of the roots of Qm(k) must be given by k = m - 1. A similar 
qroceclure shows that fork = m - 2, m - 3, · · · , 1, 0, the remaining roots 
! 
,,j !},( k) are determined. Therefore, Q,.(lc) is known up to a constant term, 

1
ad it may be written in factored form as 

Qm(k) = A[k - (m - 1)][k - (m - 2)] · · · k, 

1tnl :l is a constant to be determined. 
Substitution of Qm(k) as given here into (12) gives 

A[k - (m - 1)] [k - (m - 2)] · · · (k - l)k 
amhm = ( ) ( ) (k ) . k+f3+1 k+f3+2 ··· -~+f3+m+1 

l!oll'ever, from ( 12) it follows that 

A = bo2k+{J+l + bl2k+iH-2 + · • • + bm2k+{J+m+I 

= 2k+{J+I[bo + 2bt + · · · + 2"'bm] . 

. "irwe Pmco .. BI(l) = 1 form = 0, 1, · · · , one has 

Pm(O,{J\1) = 1 = bo + 2b1 + · · · + 2"'b,.. 

llenl'r, it follows that A = 2k+!l+l, and from ( 13) nnd some algebraic 

'implifira tion 

·1-1) 
k • k(k- 1) · · · [k- (m- 1)] · 

am = 2 (2m + (3 + 1) (k + (3 + 1)(k + (3 + 2) ... (k + (3 + 1/1, + 1). 

!:or k = 0 the right side of (14) is replaced by 1. 
Snb<'titution of ( 14) and (9) into (8) gives 

2-({J+k+I) 

F[(f3 + 1 + k)ol = --
9 

. Li I 

ior k = 0, 1, · · · , where am is defined in ( 14). Integrating termwise i11 
1 \.)) gin's only k nonzero terms because of the orthogonality property of 
thr .Tarobi polynomials. After the integration has been performed, algebraic 
:<implifir.ation gives 

oF[(fJ + 1 + k)ol 

~ k(k- 1) .. · [k - (m- 1)] 
=~ ~ 

m=O (k + (3 + 1) (k + (3 + 2) · ' · (k + (3 + 1 + m) · 

ill)) 

,\gain this result is true fork = 0, 1, · · · , and fork = 0 the right side of this 
Pxpre;:;sion is replaced by c0/ ( (3 + 1). 
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By successively allowing k = 0, 1, · · · , one has the system of equations: 

aF[(fJ + 1)a] = (fJ ~ 
1
), 

'[( ) ] Co C1 
0}1 {J + 2 0 

= ({J + 2) + ({J + 2) (fJ + 3)' 

(17) 

Co 2Cl 
aF[(fJ + 3)c5] = (fJ + 3) + (fJ + 3)_(_fJ_+_4_) 

:(3+/-!-:1);) 
+ (fJ + 3) ({J + 4) (fJ + 5) ' 

Co 3Cl 
oF[(fJ + 'l)o] = (fJ + 4) + (fJ + 4) (fJ + 5) 

3·2Cz 3!C3 
+ ({J + 4) (fJ + 5) (fJ + 6) + ({J + 4) ... -(f3_+_7)' 

The coefficient Co is determined by allowing k = 0 and kno1vleclge of 
F( s) at s = ({3 + 1 )c5. For k = 1 the coefficient C1 is determined from the 
value (calculated) of Co and F(s) at s = (fJ + 2)8. In a similar manner the 
remaining coefficients c2' c3' ... can be determined. 

If N coefficients are calculated, then g(x) may be approximated by 
g(x) ~ L~~o CnP,<O,fJ\x). Since x = 2 exp ( -ot) - 1, the Jacobi poly
nomials may be expressed as functions oft directly. From ( '1) it then follows 
that 

N 

(18) f(t) ~ I: C,.P.;<o,{J)[2 exp ( -ot) - 1]. 
n=O 

Application of method. Theoretically, f(t) can be determined for all values 
of t from knowledge of F( s) at discrete points along the real s-axis. How
ever, numerical errors limit the number of terms in ( 18) that can be ac
curately computed. Therefore, the accuracy of the approximation to f(t) 
may be increased by selecting the position along the real s-axis at which 
F(s) is evaluated. The points at which F(s) is evaluated (s = ({3 + 1 + k)o 
for k = 0, 1, 2, · · ·) are determined by {J and c5. Thus, {3 and o should be 
selected so that (in some sense) the noes£''- approximation possible is 
obtained. 

I tis well known that large s eoiTes1~on_cl:;;_ to small t and smalls corresponds 
to large t, [:1]. This faet is a guidelil1e to foll~w-itnZlfor~sYiriptotl{).va1ues of 
ftl1e vnili~S of {J n!Hl c5 can be selected accordingly. Of more general interest, 
however, is the approximn tion off( t) for values of t which are not nsymp- · I 

\ 
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totie. Therefore, for a given error n 
that t.he error i::; minimized. 

Error bounds. Sinc:e the series in 
it mny be truneatecl after N ten 
.r e [-1, 1]. Thus, there exists an 
:tppronehing zero. The rate of conv 
tlw t-spnce) as n criterion for selec 
nitions are neeclecl. 

DEFISI'l'IO-'< 1. Let g be eontinuo1 

( lD) I ~,(x)l = I g(x) 

DEli'lXITION 2. The norm of the 
tldinecl by 

t:!O) II €n(x)ll = 

Tho theorem that follows gives n 
THFJOHE~I 1. Let g be continuous 

sume that there exists a rectl nttmbe-r 
inlc(Jel' p such that for n ~ p, 

I P<o.(J). )I Cn+m n+m(:~ 

for m = 0, 1, · · · . Under these hyp1 

(:! 1) 

Proof. Rewrite ( 19) in the form 

I P (O,{J)(· I e,.(x)l = Cn+l n+l · 

Application of the triangle inequalii 

I €n( X) I ~ I C n+lp~Of{ (;-v 

Under the hypothesis of the theore 
algebraic manipulation give the res\ 

If]( = maxfJ,,; {I CP+lp~of{(x)IJ 
~ K/(1 - r). Hence, the · 
itOrm II En(x)!l. 

THEORK\I 2. If En( x) is defined 
continuous over [ -1, 1], 

II €,( X) II 
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tot i<~. Therefore, for a givc11 error norm, {3 and o should be selected in order 
that. the error is rninimizPcl. 

Error bounds. Siuee the series in (7) converges uniformly (g continuous), 
it may be trnneatecl after N terms to give an approximatiO~-~alicl for 
.r c [-1, 1]. Thus, there exists an no ~ 0 such that tho terms in (7) are 
approaching zero. The rate of eonvergenco of (7) may be used (or (18) in 
the t-spaee) as a criterion for selecting {3 ami o. First, however, some defi
nitions are needed. 

DEl•'L\Tl'I0:-1 1. Let g be contimtou::; over [ -1, 1] and clefme e,.( x) by 

( 19) I e,.(:r)l = I u(x) - tuck pk(O,{l)(:-,;) I· 
DEFIXI'l'IO~ 2. The norm of the enor in the approximation for g(x) Js 

definell by 

(:20) 1
1 

2 II En(:r)[[ = I e,(x)l dJ:, 
-1 

The theorem thnt follmn; give;:; an estimate of the error. 
TrmoRE.\I 1. T"et g be continuous ove1· [-1, 1] and e,. defined by (19). As-

8/lllie that there e;cisls a real number r, 0 < r < 1, and there e.cists n poS1'live 
inteuer p S1t.ch tlwtfor n ~ p, 

I Cn+mP~0.f,!,(;t)l ~ r"' I CnP,.(o,fl)(x)l, 

for 111 = 0, 1, · · · . Under these hupolheses it fo/loics that for n ~ p, 

\:21) I en(x)l ~ Cn+tP;,0_f{(;r)l/(1 - r)
2

• 

Proof. Hewrite (19) in the form 

I E,.( X) I = I Cn+lp~O_;!i) ( .1:) + Cn+2P;,
0-fi (X) + · · · I· . 

.-\pplieation of the triangle inequality to this expression gives 

I En(x)l ~ I Cn+lP~0-f{(x)l + I Cn+2P;,
0
_f2\x)l + · · · . 

Cnder the hypothesis of the theorem, use of the geometric series and some 
algebraic manipulation give the result in ( 21). 

If K. = maxfl,o {I C1,+tP~0/{(x)l}, then it follows from (21) that I e,.(x)l 
~ K/ ( 1 - r). Hence, the following theorem gives a bound on the error 

norm 1: e;,( x) II· 
THEORffi~I 2. If En(x) ,is defined by (19) and K is g'iven as above, then for g 

r·ontinuous over [ -1, 1], 
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Proof of Theorem 2 follows from the definition of II en( x) II if en( x) given 
in terms of K is substituted into (2). 

A result. similar to Theorem 2 holds in the t-space for any interval (0, 'I'). 
Timomm 3. If e,(t) = en(x) anrl x and t al'e related by (3), then 
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Numerical examples. The examples given in the following paragraphs 
indicate the re1:mlts of this inversion scheme. They were selected because 
they have poles at various positions in the complex plane, they have been 
u~Pd in the literature ns examples of different inversion schemes, or be
l'anse the functions (in the t-space) do not always have "gentle" slope. 

For the first example consider the Laplace transform defined by F( s) 
"' 1/[(s + 1/ + 1]. The known inverse isj(t) = exp ( -t) sin t. The 
results are shown in Fig. 1. For this caleulation {3 = 0.0 and o = 0.2; 11 
terms were used in the approximating function defined in ( 18). 

The theory presented here requires that .f( 0) and j ( oo) be fmite. Thus, 

6.0 

5.0 

+-
+ 4.0 

..... ---~ 3.0 

(/) 
w 
:> 
..J 

LEGEND:-f(t) =I+ t 

! • 2.0 
J = 0.22 

o APPROXIMATION 
• APPROXIMATION BY SALZER METHOD 
+APPROXIMATION BY GAUSSIAN QUADRATURE 

METHOD 

~ 2.0 

/ 
1.0 #' 

0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 !S.O 

DISTANCE ALONG THE t-AXIS 

Fra. 3. Approximations for f(t) = 1 + t 1] ten terms are used 
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for the Lapluce transform F( s) = 1/ s
2 

which has an inverse f( t) = 1, 
the theory is not applicable. However, the Laplace transform F1( 8): 

= [1- exp ( -st)]/s2 has an inYerseft(f) = tforO ~ t ~ T anclft(t) = Tfor 
T ~ t. Hence for T -> co and sT sufficiently large one has exp ( -st) « 1 
and Ft(8) ~ F(s). Fig. 2 shows the results obtained for T = 50. For 
these calculations (3 = 1.40, o = 0.05, and 11 terms were used in (18). }'or 
this approximation off( t) the range of values of t used is quite extensive': 
with 0 .~ t ~ 75. ·· 

As it was explained previously, for 8T sufficiently large, exp ( -st) « 1. 
If this is true, then on the register of a computer F1(s) = F(8). That is, 
for sufficiently large s, the technique can be applied to F(8) = 1/82

• Fig. 3 
shows the results obtained for the approximation to f( t) = t, where 
0 ~ t ~ 5 and (3 = 2.0 and o = 0.22. Two other known methods were also · 
used to numerically invert F( s) = 1/ i. One of these methods is clue to 
Salzer [7}, [8] and the other method uses a Gaussian type quadmture (1], 
[2], (4]. In each of the approxirntttion schemes a 10-point quadrature (10 
terms in (18)] was used. That is, F(s) was evaluated at 10 points along the 
real s-axis. Tables used for these comparisons were obtained from [1], [7] .. · j 

Fig. '1 shows the results obtained for f( t) = Jo(t). Tho approximation:; l 
again use 10 terms. F( 8) was evnluatecl at points determined by (3 = 3.0 and !' 
o = O.i). Values oft are for 0 ~ t ~ 5. I<'or a specific value of t a different 
choice of (3 and o gives better results. For t.his example it wnc; found that for 
Jo( 2), the values (3 = 'LO and o = O.G p;ivc the approxin1ation .!o( '2) 
~ 0.22.3896, while J 0(2) = 0.223891 (rounded to six decimal digits). 

LEGEND:- J0 (t) 1 
o APPROXIMATION \ 

0 .., 

~ 0.5 

VJ 
UJ 
:J 
_J 

iJ. 3.0 
~: 0.5 • APPROXIMATION BY SALZER METHOD 

~APPROXIMATION BY GAUSSIAH QUAORA~ 
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The next example is for the Laplace t 
in,·erse is given by 

exp 1 

f(t) = ~ 

This exl1mple is given by Bellman, et. n: 
roh·ed in m{merically inverting a Lapl 
IYith a "steep" slope. Ten terms in ( 1 
u~ccl for these calculations. One of th.e: 
ht'l'C is illustrated in this example. Thrs 
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The next example is for the Laplace transform F( s) = exp ( - ~ys). The 

in\·erse is given by 

f
(t) = exp (-t/16) 

4(11"t3)1/2 . 

Thi~ example is given by Bellman, et al., [:21 and illustrates the difficulty in
\·oh·ed in numerically inverting a Laplace transform which has an inverse 
with a "steep" slope. Ten terms in ( 18) and a 10-point quadrature were 
used for these calculations. One of the advantages of the method described 
here is illustrated in this example. This is the fact that f( t) may be approxi-
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LEGEND: S1 (t) 
0 APPROXIMATION 

0 

0 

0 

0 

tJ = 3.00 } t < I 
d = 1.25 

,d=0.5o} 1 ~t~ 2 a= o.9o 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0.5 1.0 1.5 

DISTANCE ALONG THE t-AXIS 

Fw. 6. Approx1:mations for f(t) = So(t) 

2.0 

mntcd at values of l which lie sufficiently close so that the outline off( t) is 
well described, as shown in Fig. 5. 

The previous examples have been for continuous functimis in the t-space. 
The infinite series representation for these functions converges uniformly 
and the term wise integration in (15) is valid. Consider the step function 
given by S1( t) for values oft in (0, 2). Although it has· not been shown that 
the termwise integration in ( 15) may be performed without altering the 
results, a "rough" outline of j(t) may still be obtained in this particular 
exmnple. Fig. 6 shows these results. 

Numerical errors. l\umerical round-off ai1d cancellation errors limit the 
number of coefficients c, that can be accurately calculated from the system 
of equations in ( 17). By the use of multiple precision arithmetic, the num
ber of coefficients that may be accurately computed is increased. The exact 
number of coefficients which can be accurately computed depends on a 
particular problem. Experience has shown that for these examples and for 
ones similar, about 12 to 14 coefficients may be accurately calculated using 
single precision arithmetic on a Control Data H304 computer. 

The .Jacobi polynomials were culculntecl using the recurrence relation 
found in [9, p. 71]. 

Conclusions. The method for numerically inverting Laplace transforms 
thnt has been described here is applicable to many problems of practical 
interest. Round-off and cancellation errors must be considered when calcu
lating the coeffic:ients that appear in the series approximation for j(t). For 
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:l small number of calculations f( t) may be approximated over a wide range 
of values. A general guide for the user of this method is to select {3 and o such 
that -0.5 ~ {3 ~ 5.0 and 0.05 ~ o ~ 2.0. Fort such that t > 0.1, a more 
realistic value of {3 is {3 ~ 2.0. The required computer tiine is only a fraction 
of a second for computation of lf) .Jacobi polynomials and 15 coefficients on 

:1 Control Data 1604 computer. 
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Numerical Evaluation of Cumull!th:~~gmf!@ilitt_pistribution 
Functions Directly from(Q!!~~~t~ristic FunctioriS) 

Abstract-A method for direct numerical evaluation of the cumu-
tive probability di,stribution function from the characteristic func

tion in terms of a single integral is presented. No moment evaluation 
or series expansions are required. Intermediate evaluation of the prob
ability density function is circumvented. The method takes on a special 
form when the random variables are discrete. 

INTRODUCTION 

It often happens in engineering calculations involving random vari
ables that it is difficult to obtain direct values of the cumulative probability 
function but relatively easy to obtain values or a closed-form expression 
for either the moment-generating function or the characteristic function. 
In a recent letter, Helstrom 1 presented a technique for calculating cumula
tive probabilities from a moment-generating function. We wish to present 
an alternative numerical technique for calculating the cumulative prob
ability from the characteristic function, defined only on the real axis. 

GENERAL DISTRIBUTIONS 

The general case follows directly from equation (4.14) of Kendall and 
Stuart: 2 

1 lf."'d~. . P(X) =- +- - [Re {f(W sm (~X)- Im {!(~)}cos (~X)], 
2 n 0 ~ . 

(I) 

where P(X) is the cumulative probability distribution function (CDF), 
and JW is the characteristic function (CF) of a random variable x. At a 
point of discontinuity of the CDF, (1) takes on the mid-value.3 

The integral in (1) is confined to the real axis. Since some CF's exist only 
for real ~(for example, exp ( -I~J)), (1) is a useful and general form for com
putational purposes. The CF does not have to be analytic at the origin. 

DISCRETE DISTRIBUTIONS 

The expression (!) requires an infinite integral for each value of X. 
Here we eliminate this requirement for a special class of random variables. 
Specifically, we consider discrete random variables that can take on only 
values that are multiples of some fundamental increment 8. That is, the 
probability density function (PDF) of interest takes the form 

p(x) = L: ckS(x - k8). 
k 

(2) 

(A sum without limits is over the integers from - w to + w.) Then the CF is 

) . 
2071 

TABLE I 

NUMERICAL COMPUTATION OF EXPONENTIAL OtSTRillUTION 

X P(A.') Finite Sum Increment 
via (I) in ~ 

-10 0 0.000 OJ 0.1 
-2 0 -0.000 07 0.5 
-I 0 0.000 08 0.5 

0 0 0.005 32 0.5 
0.2 0.181 27 0.180 96 0.5 

I 0.632 12 0.632 20 0.5 
2 0.864 66 0.864 70 0.5 

10 0.999 954 6 0.999 963 7 0.1 

TABLE II 

NUMERICAL COMPUTATION OF POISSON DISTRIBUTION 

M 

0 
I 
6 

14 
16 
20 
29 
30 
40 

P(M) 

0.000 000 305 9 
0.000 004 894 4 
0.007 631 899 6 
0.465 653 708 9 
0.664 123 200 5 
0.917 029 089 9 
0.999 581 550 2 
0.999 802 686 7 
0.999 999 976 5 

M 8i M 
P(M) = _L ck = - dUW _L exp (- ikA~) 

k~o 2n 2nfl1 k~O 

Finite Sum via (5) 

0.000 000 305 9 
0.000 004 894 5 
0.007 631 899 8 
0.465 653 708 9 
0.664 123 200 4 
0.917 029 089 5 
0.999 581 550 0 
0.999 802 686 5 
0.999 999 976 4 

= ~ r·'" de sin[(~ t l)~~/2] Re {!(~) exp (-iMA~/2)}, M ~ 0, nJ 0 sm A~/2 

(5) 

where the interval ( -n/8, n/8) has been selected for integration, and we 
have used the property f(- ~)=/*(~).(The ratio of sines is interpreted as 
M + 1 at the origin.) Equation (5) is a single finite integral from which the 
CDF P(M) can be evaluated at any M directly from the CF f(~). 

EXAMPLES 

We shall consider two examples recently examined by Helstrom1 for 
purposes of comparison. 

/(~) = L: ck exp (iM~), (3) Example I: Exponential Distribution 
k 

which is periodic with period 2n/8. Therefore, the coefficients {ck} can be 
determined from the CF f(~) by 

81 . ck =- d~ exp (-1k8~)j(~), 
2n 2nfl1 

(4) 

where the integral is over any interval of length 2n/8. 
Equation (4) gives the area of any impulse in the PDF p(x) in terms of a 

finite integral of the CF f(~). Since we are interested in the CDF P(X), a 
sum over { ck} is required. At this point, we restrict consideration to non
negative discrete random variables. (Extensions to general discrete random 
variables have been developed by Nuttall.4

) At integer value M, the CDF 
becomes 

Manuscript received June 26, 1969; revised August 11, 1969. 
I c. w. Helstrom, "Approximate calculation of cumulative probability from a moment

generating function," Proc. IEEE, vol. 57, pp. 368-369, March 1969. 
2 M. G. Kendall and A. Stuart, The Adrauced 11wory of Statistics, vol. 1. New York: 

1l~ner, 1958. 
'Ibid., sec. 4.6, p. 97. 
'A. H. Nuttall ... Numerical evaluation of cumulative probabiJity distribution functions 

directly from characteristic functions," Navy Underwater Sound Lab. Rept. 1032, New 
London, Conn., August 1969. 

{
exp(-x), 

p(x) = 0, 

/(~) = (1- iW 1
• 

X> 0} 
X< 0' 

(6) 

(7) 

The integral of(!) was sampled in~ at values indicated in column four of 
Table I and approximated by the trapezoidal rule for integration. The limit 
of integration in (1) was taken to be the value above 60 where the finite sum 
deviated most from the exact answer. Thus the finite sum in column three 
of Table I is the worst approximation to the exact answer in colunm two. 

Example 2: Poisson Distribution 

<X> ),k 

p(x) = exp (- },) k~o k! b(x - k), (8) 

/(~) = exp [J.{exp (i~) - 1}]. (9) 

The integral of (5) was divided into 25 equal intervals and approximated 
by the trapezoidal rule for integration. Columns two and three of Table II 
show that the error in the ~pproximation occurs in the tenth place (and may 
be due to computer inaccuracies rather than sampling errors). Also, the ac
curacy holds on the tails of the CDF as well as near the mean. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The numerical technique suggested for obtaining CDF's directly from 
CF's has considerable merit. It requires no moment .:valuations or series 
expansions (like the techniques of Edgeworth or Laguerre) for the dis
tributions. 1t does not depend upon evaluation of derivatives of CF's but 
only upon the values of the CF itself. (Evaluation of high-order derivatives 
can be extremely tedious and time-consuming even if an analytic form for 
the CF is available.) The accuracy of the suggested technique can be esti
mated and controlled by decreasing the increment in the integral evalua
tions or lengthening the interval of integration, or both; the change in the 
approximation is a measure of the error at that point. The method does not 
require an inordinate number of samples of the CF, at least for the exam
ples considered, and the additional functions requiring evaluation are sines 
and cosines. Intermediate evaluation of the PDF is entirely circumvented. 

ALBERT H. NUTTALL 

Navy Underwater Sound Lab. 
New London, Conn. 06320 

Saturation of Zn-0 Complexes in GaP Diodes 

Abstract-The red electroluminescence in gallium phosphide at 
the maximum quantum efficiency is a constant, independent of injec
tion efficiency, for a series of liquid-phase epitaxially grown diodes 
which have common Zn· and 0-doped p-type substrates and variable 
Te-doped n-type layers. This behavior and the subsequent decrease in 
quantum efficiency with increasing diode current are both explained 
in terms of the saturation of Zn-0 complexes by captured electrons in 
the p region. 

The room-temperature red luminescence in p-type GaP doped with Zn 
and 0 has been identified as radiative recombination of excitons bound to 
nearest neighbor Zn-0 complexes [1], [2]. It has been observed that the 
electroluminescent (EL) intensity in p-n junction GaP diodes varies 
linearly with electron injection level at low levels and sublinearly at high 
levels, causing the diode quantum efficiency to pass through a maximum 
and to decrease [3], [4]. In a series of liquid-phase epitaxially grown 
(LPE) diodes having common Zn- and 0-doped p-type substrates and 
variable Te-doped n-type layers, we find that the total red EL intensity at 
the maximum quantum efficiency is a constant, independent of injection 
efficiency. This behavior is due to the saturation of the bound exciton 
population, limited to the same value in each diode by the fixed Zn--0 
complex concentration [5]. However, the forward-bias dependence of the 
EL intensity differs significantly from that previously reported [3], [4]. 
Below saturation the intensity varies as exp (qVfk1) as before; above 
saturation the intensity varies as qVjkT, which is a marked departure 
from the previously reported dependence of exp (qV/2k1). The previous 
behavior had been explained in terms of either a single saturable radiative 
recombination route for injected electrons in the p region [6] or in terms of 
space-charge recombination [4]. The new behavior reported in this letter is 
explained in terms of recombination in the p region, using both a saturable 
radiative route via Zn--0 complexes and a faster nonsaturable route which 
dominates the minority carrier lifetime (detailed analysis is given in [7]). 
Within this framework, the Zn-0 complex concentration and the capture 
cross section for electrons can be calculated from the bias-dependent EL 
intensity and other experimental data [7], [8]. 

The p-n junctions were prepared by growing Te-d oped n layers onto 
solution-grown Zn- and 0-doped p-type substrates via an LPE process. 
The substrate material was doped with 0.07 mole percent Zn and 0.02 
mole percent Ga20 3 , reported to be an optimal doping for the red lumi
nescence [9]. Five groups of p-n junctions were grown with Te concentra
tions varying from 0.0035 to 0.079 mole percent in the melt. Mesa diodes 
were fabricated from as-grown p-n layers, and from p-n layers which had 
been annealed in forming gas (15 percent H2 +85 percent N 2 ) at 600'"C 
for 6 hours. 

The external quantum eft1ciency rJ for each diode was measured in an 
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O.OI0~.~~--------~~------~1~0--------~1~070------~1~000 
DIODE CURRENT, I (rnA) 

Fig. I. Current dependence oft he total quantum efficiency for a representative diode tal 
from each of five groups of annealed diodes. Each group was prepared with different 
concentrations in the melt: 0.0035 mole, percent, 0.009 mole percent, O.OI8 mole perce 
0.028 mole pcrcen~ and 0.079 mole percent. Junction areas are 7 x 10-• cm 2 • At hi 
current levels (2-500 rnA), measurements were made on a pulsed biasis (O elimjm 
heating (i.e., 10 /IS pulse at I percent duty cycle). 

integrating sphere over several decades of current. As shown in Fig. 1, 
maximum is observed for a representative annealed diode from each grouJ 
The open circles in Fig. I indicate the maximum efficiency 170 and th 
current 10 at the maximum eft1ciency. Although 170 and ! 0 vary wide! 
with each group of annealed diodes, an inverse relationship exists, i.e 
q0 oc 10-

1
• Thus, at /0 the red external EL intensity L 0 is the same for a 

annealed diodes, L 0 = 1/010 /q, independent of tellurium concentration an1 
independent of injection efficiency (q is the electronic charge). This be 
havior is observed for both as-grown and annealed diodes, with a 2( 
percent increase in L 0 observed in the annealed diodes [5]. Electrolumi 
nescent spectra taken on the two groups of diodes show that the componen 
at 1.36 eV, which has been attributed to infrared 0-donor Zn-acceptoJ 
distant pair recombination [10], [II], decreases from 5.3 percent of th( 
1.8 eV red peak for as-grown diodes to 3.6 percent of the red peak fot 
annealed diodes, indicating a formation of Zn--0 complexes during anneal
ing [II]. 

The fact that the red external electroluminescence L 0 is constant at fo, 
independent of tellurium concentration and independent of the p-n junc
tion injection efficiency, indicates a saturation process characteristic of the 
p region 1 [3]. Since the p regions of all the diodes have the same Zn con
centrations and the same 0 concentrations and have gone through the 
same temperature cycling during the liquid-phase epitaxial process, we 
expect them to have nearly equal concentrations of Zn-0 complexes. 
Assuming that the complexes can be saturated with trapped electrons at 
high electron injection levels, the bound exciton concentration should be 
limited to equal levels in all the diodes, independent of the electron injec
tion efficiency. Thus the red EL intensity should be limited to approxi
mately the same level in each diode at the onset of complex saturation. 
This is the point at which the red EL intensity becomes sublinear with 
injection level and the quantum efficiency passes through a maximum and 
begins to decrease with diode current. 

It is interesting to note that for Te concentrations above 0.009 mole 
percent, the maximum EL efficiency decreases with an increase in Te con
centration. This result seems to indicate that the electron injection into the 
p region becomes less efficient with an increase in Te concentration, which 
is not at all what one would expect on the basis of a simple abrupt junction 
calculation. 

While the saturation behavior described above is consistent with the 
observations and interpretations given in [3], the bias dependence of the 
EL intensity in the saturation regime displays a striking difference (see 
Fig. 2). In saturation the intensity varies as qV/kT, in contrast to the 

1 \Ve are neglt!cting changes in the bulk absorption coefficient with Te in our diodes 
since the Te-doped n-type layer constitutes approximately 10 percent of the total diode 
volume. 
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p-plane 

(a) 

Special case for Odb 

1.Strike off arc bc=arc ab. 
Draw cb extended to 
intersection with horizon
tal at d. 

2. Transfer b,e to negative 
chart. Locate center of in
verse circle d' at distance 
ad'= aa. 

(b) 

Fig, 2 (a}. Construction of inverse circle. (b) 'Construction 
of constant gain (dB) loci from opposite chart. 

Positive chart Negative chart 
-- a' _,____ ~"" __,_ _ __,____ ~ 

\ xdb 
\ 
. \ 
I ~ +-+-----+-

/ 
I 

I 
/ 

Sketch of b ~---:=_:->::::7->- ---- ......-- b,_ - ------
inverse circle 

1.Locate efrom de=co/2.(1f cd)od e is outside unit 
circle and if <:a<oo, e is inside unit circle.) 

2.Swi!lg arc gof with e as center. Draw fg to intersect 
honzontal axis at h. · 

3.Establish h' so that d'h'= dn. Sketch arc a'h'b'. 
(a) 

1. Construct circle for negative db<-6. 

2.From a and b, construct circle for 
positive db. 

(b) 

Fig, 3 (a}. Construction of inverse circle for small dB. (b) Construction 
of negative chart circle for dB greater than six. 

which, as shown in Fig. 2(a), is a straight line passing through 1/0 

and making an angle q, with the horizontal axis. 
Since A and B intersect the unit circle at the same points, the 

center of B can be found directly by drawing a straight line through 
the origin and the center of A. The intersection with the plot of (5) 
establishes the center of B. If, in addition, A passes through the 
origin, the circle B becomes a chord passing through the intersection 
points. 

Because of the mapping that establishes the negative Smith chart 
used by McNaughton and \Vest (1], a locus on one chart for a give;1 
dB value is an inverse circle (within a physical rotation of 180°) to the 
locus for the given dB on the other chart. 

Constant gain circles on the positive chart present a special case 
of Fig. 2(a) for circles whose centers are known to lie on the circum
ference of a unit circle. This leads to the particularly simple graphical 
means of establishing the line that intersects the horizontal axis at 
d, as explained in the instructions of Fig. 2(b). Transfer of the points, 
d, e, and b to the negative chart establishes the constant gain circle 
on the negative chart, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). The negative chart 
inverse "circle" (a straight line) for the zero dB case is shown for 
reference. 

Except for the zero dB locus itself, the negative chart constant 
gain circles for small dB cannot be constructed conveniently because 
the centers lie far off the chart. However, because any circle passing 
through tbe center and circumference of a unit circle has a chord as its 
inverse, it is possible to determine the point h [see Fig. 3(a)] where 
the desired inverse constant gain circle intersects the horizontal axis. 
The construction shown on Fig. 3(a) establishes the three points 
a', h', and b' on the negative chart through which sketched curves, or 
even straight lines, can be drawn, depending on the degree of ac
curacy desired for the small dB locus. 

Finally, constant gain curves for dB values in excess of six do not 
appear at all on the positive chart and appear on the negative chart 
as circles within the chart. From the McNaughton and \Vest [1] 
equation for constant gain circles on the negative chart, it can be seen 
that circles for the same dB magnitude have the same radii and are 
symmetrically located :with respect to the zero dB chord. Thus, for 
x>6, the x dB circle on the negative chart is found from the -x 
dB circle on the negative chart which, in turn, is found from the 
-x dB circle on the positive chart. Construction is shown in Fig. 
3(b). 
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Notes on Formal Expansion Techniques Involving 
Laplace Transforms 

0. R. AINS\VORTH AND c. K. LIU 

The Newmann expansion of an analytic function in the series 
~ 

/(z) = /(O)Jo (z) + L A,J,(z) 
n=l 

where 

A, = ~ ( O,.(t)j(l)dt 
7fl· J l•l~r 

is, of course, well known. However, the computation of the coeffi-

Manuscript received April I!, 1966. 
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except in trivial cases, is rather difftcult and prevents one 
.ely using the expansion. This expansion converges so rapidly 
s really quite a desirable one. 

Hence, 

1/(1) = L bkakkh(at). 
~ow offer a much easier way of computing the A, for a large 
functions f(l). 

k 

Of course, we could have taken the transform of f(l)/1 by using 
a series technique, if necessary, and obtained the Newmann expan. 
sion for f(t) itself. Also, from Table I we observe the natural exten. 
sions to expansions in h(al), e-112"1h(al), lk-Ii'h-tr•(at), etc. Table 
I is by no means complete since the elementary techniques in Laplace 
transform theory give rise to a large number of trivial variations. This 
method apparently was known to Cailler in 1905. 1 

the Laplace transform of f(l) be giveri by F(s). Note that 

L~ a:k .h(al) ~ = (Vs2 + a2 - s]k. 

p = vS2+a•- s 

1fter trivial arithmetic 
An important variation-namely, 4) and 5) of Table !-will 

permit us to expand functions into the series 

a•- P2 

s=~~-· 

2p 

·have 

Llf(l)} = F(s) = F -- = L hpk. (a•- P') 
2p k 

"' f(t) = L b,ln-!/2Jn-112(at). 
n-1 

Of course, this has ceased to be a Newmann expansion, but it is of 
interest in itself. It is an easy extension of the Cailler method, but 
apparently has been overlooked. 

~nition of p was such that Another easy variation would be to use 6) in Table I in the ex
pansion of the Laguerre polynomial. Here 

L~ a;k Jk(at) ~ = P"· 

·efore invert both sides of L {j(t)} and obtain 

akk 

1 p- qn 
L(L,(t)} = 71_. s-) 

j(t) = L hk-h(at). 
k t 

I See G. N. Watson, A Treatise 011/he Theory of Bessel Functions, 2nd ed. Cam· 
bridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 1944, p, 536. 

TABLE I 

~ kak ~ = [s- vs•- a•]k 
P' + a• 

1) L -t- h(at) = pk where s=~~-
2p 

2) L~ ~- e-(l/2)alh(~al) f 
= [.vs +: + -vsT 

= (tlP)k where s = ep:-; 1). 

1 kk f a•- P2 

3) L +Jk(at) =[vs•+a•-s]k = pk where· s=---
2p 

{ -v- cr_,,2 f 
( 1 r 

yi1- a2P2 

4) L -l" - h-112(at) = :;2 +a' 
= p2h where s= 

r(k 2a p 

~ y~; c y-1/2 f ( 1 r 
v'1 +a'P' 

5) L (- - h-112(at) = s2 - a• 
= p2k where s=-----

r k) 2a p 

6) L(h(t)} = ~ (~~ 1r 
1 1 

=-pk where s=--
s 1-p 

TABLE II 

2 "' 
1) te-at=- L ( -1)"(11 + 1)2!,+1(1) 

a n=O 

x "' "' ( -1)•+1x•a<112l•.-1 21 - ~~~ + 1 
2) Erfc--= = L L J z ( r l (at) 

2-ylht n~o z~o h(l/2)nn!l!2(t/•)n-l t - 2
-

1 2 
n+l 

3) '(l) 1 ~ ~ (-1)"(2ft)2n+• r(2n + 2 + 1 + 1) 211 + 2 + 21 ( 
St tl = - L...J L...J J2n+2+2l at) 

t n-o r~o I !a2"+2 I'(2n + 2) 2n + 1 

. av;. ( t ) 1/2 
4) sm at=~- -- J112(at) 

r(1) 2a 

5) cos at = - _1:. f a" (_1:. 1) nJ (at) 
2n~on!(n-~) 2 " 

21+1 "' r(l + n + 1) 
6) fl+l =-L ---

1 
- (2n + 21 + 1)J2n+2lf-l(al) 

a n~O /1. 

n (n1)'(-1)k 
7) /" = L _· __ Lk(l) 

k~o k!(n-k)! -

1966 

so that we: 

and then if 

L{J( 

we imrnedi 

which avoit 

There exisl 
combinatio 

This las 
and it is di 
uses the id( 
a transf orrr 
expands 

and then in 

Unfortunat, 
terms are r 
there is rar€ 

Table II 

Polynomi 
Transfer 
Analog C1 

Abstract 
by analog c 
usually of c 
always pro1 
transfer fw: 
formation, : 
The accurac 
however, th 
not be over 

: .. II The usu 
analog com] 
loop progra 

'} consequent! 

1 others [ 1), 
-J 
.I 
·~ 
) 
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, th<l ',set 

~d then if 

s- 1 
P=--· 

s 

1 
s=--

1 -- p 

L(~ , = F(s) = _2_ [-
1
- F (-

1
-.) J = _2_ L b,p" 

s 1-p l-p s 

,e immediately have 

1hich avoids the evaluation of the integrals 

[here exist several trivial variations on this theme derived from 
:ombinations of the Laplace transform in L ( elj(t)), L ( t"f(t)), etc. 

This last procedure is apparently known to several investigators, 
;nd it is difficult to assign priority to any one of them. One really 
:ses the idea of this method even as a sophomore when faced with 
I transform F(s) which is not to be found in the tables. One merely 
expands 

1 
F(s) =I: b11 -

n s" 

nd then inverts, getting 

" bn f(t) = £___, tn+l, 
. n r(n + 1) 

: nfortunately, power series very often converge so slowly that many 
are required. The behavior of J,(z) for large n is such that 

is rarely any need for more than the first few terms. 
Table II lists only a few of the expansions we have obtained. 

Polynomial Root Determination by an Equivalent 
Transfer Function Simulation on an Iterative 
Analog Computer 

E. F. RICHARDS 

Abstract-The methods for determining the roots of polynomials 
by analog computer techniques are varied, but stability analysis is 
usually of chief concern. The computer approach used in this paper 
always produces stable operation, and introduces an equivalent 
transfer function representation of the polynomial, a linear trans
formation, and a generalized iterative analog computer program. 
The accuracy obtainable is not comparable to that of digital programs; 
however, the procedure is basic to engineering analysis and should 
not be overlooked from the academic viewpoint. 

INTRODUCTION 

The usual process of obtaining the roots of polynomials with the 
analog computer consists of a trial-and-error technique using open
loop programming methods; this procedure can be unstable and 
consequently may make root determination very difficult. Bush and 
others ( 1 ], (2] have presented methods by which closed-loop tech-

niques can be used to obtain solutions for sets of linear and nonlinear 
algebraic equations. Analog computers, by design, are dynamic tools 
and do not lend themselves readily to steady-state problems. The 
method to be presented here uses a closed"loop form of solution. An 
analogy is made between the polynomial whose roots are desired and 
a transfer function whose characteristic roots. are identically the 
roots of the original polynominl. · 

THEORY 

The process consists of the following four steps: 

1) Formulation of the analogous transfer function and the direct 
programming technique to obtain a convenient state diagram. 

2) An S-plane transformation and a corresponding modification 
to the state diagram. 

3) Writing the iterative analog computer program directly from 
the state diagram and determining the real parts of the roots 
in order: a1, a2, · · · , a, etc. 

4) Determining the next root of the transfer function after first 
either directly dividing out the roots as they are found in the 
chnracteristic equation or adding corresponding zeros to the 
analog computer program. 

The programming technique as suggested in steps 1) and 2) leads 
directly to the analog computer program for obtaining the solution to 
the characteristic equation (with the possible exception of sign 
changes which are inherent in electronic operational amplifiers). The 
S-plane axis transformation in step 2) is quite direct and is a well
known analytical procedure. It has been used successfully by trial
and-error methods employing Routh's criterion to determine the 
roots of equations. However, the technique used here is believed to 
be a new analog computer approach to polynomial root determina
nation. 

PtWCEDURE 

The four steps in the procedure will now be considered in greater 
detail. 

1) Formulation of Tran4er FuncUon and State Diagram 
Consider the general equation whose roots are desired: 

X"+ a,_1X"-1 + a,_.xn-• + · · · + a1X1 + ao = 0, 

where the coefficients are constants. 

(1) 

By assumption, this can be written as a transfer function of the 
general form: 

1 
~= . w 

S• + an~IS"-1 + an-2S"-2 + · · · + a1S + ao 

By direct programming, this can be reduced to a convenient state 
diagram, which is the analog computer program directly; the output 
of the integrators constitutes here one set of state variables for the 
particular problem. 

The general form of the transfer function can be rewritten in a 
convenient form for direct programming: 

1 
G(s) = [([(S + On-I)S + an-2]S + a,_a]S + · · · + ai]S + ao . (

3
) 

The corresponding program is shown in Fig. 1. 
2) S-Plane Transformation and .Modification of the Direct Program 
By applying the transformation S=S-a to (3), one can shift 

the axis of the reals by a factor a. The procedure then is to obtain a 
convenient way to increment a in the analog program so that the 
roots desired can be shifted to either the right or the left half of the 
S plane. To make the process general, a convenient modification of 
the program of step 1) must be obtained. 

When the transformation S=S -a is applied to (3), 

- 1 
(4) G(S) = . 

[[[(S-a+ On-I)(S- a)+ On-2](S- a)+ On-a](S- a)+ · · • + ai](S- a)+ ao 

Manuscript received February 11, 1966, 
The author is at the University of Missouri, Rolla, Mo. The modified program appears in Fig. 2. 
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TABLE 1 

H; 

-------~~--~-----· -~-----~---

'\' 

'\' 

,'\ 

Erp Erb Et 

:B~rp Erb E, 

J£ 

s 

I~rp E rb 

RH 

The characters introduced by the substitution process 
have the following me::miugs: 

G 
X 
XI 
.:\2 
;( 
I 
v 
E 
s 
0u 
0b 
0n 

an integer 
a number containing a decimal point 
an incomplete number, ending in 10 

an incomplete number, ending in to± 

a number ending with an exponent of 10 
an identifier; a letter followed by letters or digits 
a subscripted variable 
a parenthesized expression 
a bracketed subscript 
a unary arithmetic operator 
a binary operator 
an ambiguous operator ( + or - ), unary or 

binary according to context 
an expression followed by a comma 
an expression followed by a right parenthesis 
an expression (or list of expressions separated 
by commas) followed by a right bracket 
an expression followed by a semicolon 
the replacement operator := followed by Bt 
an identifier or subscripted variable followed by 

HH; a well-formed formula 
a function 
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Nun1erical l11versioi1 of Laplace Transfor111s* 

Louis A. ScHWT'l'HOTH, Phillips Felrolcum Co., Idaho Falls, Idaho 

lllte de~cribes a method for eomputing the inverse 
hH·e transform F(s), when it is known that all 
iP" of F(s) lie in the left half-plane, Im(s) < 0. 

hod ha::; been programmed for the IB:'II G50 and 
· results obtained. Some limitations and po:o
. ms >Yill be indieated below. 

mpNus for the development of the program came 
, pruhlem in the design of a reac·tor control system. 

trnl ~y~tem under consideration uses two control 
of whieh has two time delays, so that the result

fPt' function is of a complieated type involving 
iab in n nontrivial manner. It seemed computa
prohibitiYe to try the tmclitional approach of 

nd n•,.:icllll':', so the present clired method was de-

<IIHle, contmet to the 1'. S. Atomic Energy Com-

2. The Complex Inversion Integral 

If a given function F ( s) fails to fall into a table of La
place transforms, the usual procedure is. to try to invert 
it by use of the complex inversion integral: 

1 Jc+ic<> 
I(i.) = 

2
-. F(s)e" 1 ds. 

7ft c-icc 
(1) 

Here c is any real constant such that all singularities of 
F(s) are in Im(s) < c. 

It is assumed that F(s) hns an inversef(t) (continuous 
and of exponential order) and that the inversion integral 
repre,;entsj(t) in the sense that (see Churchill [1], Ch. G): 

1 Jc+ioo 
,---. F(s)e' 1 ds 
21f~ c-i:.~:~ {

0, t < 0, 
tf(O+ ), t = 0, 
f(t), t > 0. 

(2) 
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If F(s) is of a simple nature, e.g., a rational function, 
one can find the poles nne! residues and hence e\·aluate 
f(t). Ho\Yewr, it often happens that the poles and resi
dues cannot be found without a prohibiti\re amount of 
computation and n direct munerical method must be 
used. Also, the function F(s) may be known onh· from 
empirical cia ta, in wltieh ease direct numerical itwe~·sion is 
the only praetical \my. . 

3. Resolution in to Trigonometric In tcgrals 

As mentioned abo,·e, all singularities of F(s) nre as
sumed to lie in Im ( s) < 0, hence we may take c = 0. 
Furthermore \Ye need f(t) only for t > 0, so that our 
fommla is: 

f(t) = 2~ L: F(iw)eiwt dw, t > 0. (:3) 

SinceF(s) = r f(t)e-s 1dtisrea1fors > 0 in practical 
·0 

problems, we may assume that F(s) = F(s), where the 
bar denotes complex conjugation. ViTe will use· the defini
tions c;o(w) ~e [F(iw)] and x(w) = -Im [F(iw)]. The 
condition F(iw) = F(iw) is equivalent to: 

cp( -w) - ix( -w) = c;o(w) + ix(w) 

and hence c;o(w) = cp( -w) is an even function and 

x(w) = -x( -w) is an odd function. 
Using 

1: c;o(w) sin wt dw = 0 

and 

1: x(w) cos wt de~ 0,. 

( 3) reduces to 

1 "' 
f(t) = 

2
7r 1, c;o(w) cos wl dw 

(4) 

1 1"' + Z1r -"' x(w) sin wt dw 

for t > 0. Replacing t by - t, 

1 1"' 0 = 21r _, c;o(w) cos wt dw 

1 1"' - - x(w) sin wt dw. 
27r _, 

(.5) 

We therefore get the pair of formulas 

1 1"' f(t) = ;;;. __ , x(w) sin wt dw (6) 

or 

f(t) 
1 ·"' 
;;;. }_., c;o(w) cos wt dw. (7) 
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Since cp(c~) is even and x(w) odd, these can be written 

f(t) = ~ {' x(w) sin wt dw 

or 

') 1"' f(t) = :'. c;o(w) cos wt dw. 
1T 0 

(S) 

(a) 

"!. The Hnrwit7. and Zweifel :Method for Trigono
Inetric Integrals 

The munerieal eYaluation of the integrals in (8) or (9) 
presents three difficulties. First the range is infinit~. 

Second, for large t the integrancls oscillate violently, and I , 
hence conyentionnl methods of evaluation require an 1 

imprnctienlly small inte1Tnl of integration. Third, the!'!' :· 
are strong cancellations from the positive and negatil-e 
half-cycles of sin'wt and cos wt. 

Hurwitz and Zweifel [2] have devised a procedure which 
largely· circumvents these difficulties. They cany out till! 
integration oyer successive half-cycles and then use 1 

series-summing technique to reduce the nuinber of half. 
cycles necessary. The integration over in eli vidual half. 
cycles is based on a Gaussian quadrature method. Detaiu :\ 
may be found in the article quoted. 

.), 

The essential formulas are as follows, using the :;in(' ' 
integral (8): 

') , 2 
f(l) = T ~O J,.(t) = l ~~~!;~ Sm(t) (JO) 

!.· 

I"(t) = ( -1r 1: x[-Ic,~ + n + ~) J cos rrw dw (11! 

l The Gaussian quadrature formula is: 

I,.(t) (!~) I 
l''l 

where 

N 
Yi 

Wnj 

2j- 1 
2(2N + 1)' 

j = 1, 2, · · · , N 

1T ( N 1) t -yi + n + 2 

w1;i = T (yf + n + ~) 
and the TVf are the solution of the system 

2 £ TV} cos2x- 2 [(2j - 1)1r] = 1 r(x + !) 
i=i 2(2N + 1) y';;;. r(x + 1)' 

X= 1, · · ·, .Y. 

The points Wni span a half-cycle with an w incremento{ 

~w - 1T . 
- t(2N + 1). 

!--I--1---I--1--1---1--·~J--1-----l 

n~ ~~Dw->1 (n + 1)7 

·h 
:d· 

&, 

th: 

.. 
I ~ 



:Clie formulas for the cosine integral are very f'imilnr. Only 
the sine integral was programmed for the 050, but the 
program for the cosine integral would be almost the same. 
In general there is no reason for using x(w) in preference 
to <Pj' · \ In particular cases one or the other might be 
bette. ahaYed, and hence one could achieve more ac
curacy with the cosine integral. 

The convergence of the series (10) can be accelerated 
by applying an averaging process to the partial sums 
Sm = I:;:·=o I,. . SV e define a new sequence 

s;,, = (Sm + Sm+I)/2, 

and in general s;n = (S~;1 + s;,;:;\)/2. For relatively 
flat functions x( w), the partial sums S,. oscillate about 
the limiting value, and hence the average can be expected 
to be more accurate than the individual terms. In the 050 
program three 
st.opped if 

averages were t\d. The computation IS 

where € is an accuracy control constant which is fed into 
the program. 

5. Modifications for Positive Poles and Small Nega· 
tive Poles 

Suppose that F(s) has a pole at s = a where Re(a) > 0. 
Let G(s) = F(s + a + (3) where (3 > 0. Then G(s) can 
be inverted by the above method; and 

L-\G) = e-Ca+fiJIL-\F) 

or 

L-\F') = eC•+fJltL-1(G). 

If F' ( s) has a pole at the origin it is of course easier to 
subtract off the singular part. 

In one problem which was run using the 050 program, 
the function x(w) = Im(F(iw)} showed a sharp peak 
near w = 0. It 'Yas impossible to take a small enough 
interval of integration to adequately cover this peak. It 
was conjectured that it was due to a negative pole at -a, 
where x(a) = max. The value of a was determined, and 
the function 2ax(a)w/(w2 + cl) was subtracted from 
x(w). ThiscorrespondstoformingG(s) = F(s)- 2ax(a)/ 
(s + a), then inverting G(s). 

We have in this case 

L-1(F) = L-\G) + e" 12ax(a). 

6. A Program for Small t 

The method described above will work only fort greater 
than some minimum value, which depends on the maxi
mum number of points (2N) used per half-cycle. The 
Llw associated >dth t and 1V is 1f/l(2N + 1), so that if tis 
very small, N would have to be inordinately large. We de
cided to use an alternate integration technique for small 
I. A program using Simpson's rule bas been 'nitten for 
l's up( 'he t such that the more efficient Gaussian inte
gratioH (;an be used. 

7. Sample Problems ( E = .001) 

(A) F(s) 1 
s2 + s + 1 

.f( t) 2 -~ . cv3) -- e 2 sm -- t v'3 •) ~ 

Time Analytical f(l) Xumerical f(l) 

0.5 0.377 0.372 
1.0 0.533 0.534 
1.5 0.525 0.525 
2.0 0.4HJ 0.419 
2.5 0.274 0.274 
3.0 0.133 0.133 
3.5 0.022 0.022 
4.0 -0.0495 -0.0496 
•1.5 -·0.0834 -0.0833 
5.0 -0.0879 -0.0877 
5.5 -0.0737 -0.0735 
6.0 -0.0509 -0,0508 
6.5 -0.0272 -0.0271 
7.0 -0.0076 -0.0076 
7.5 0.0057 0.0057 
8.0 0.0127 0.0127 
8.5 0.0145 0.0144 
9.0 0.0128 0.0127 
9.5 0.0093 0.0092 

10.0 0.0054 0.0053 

(B) F(s) s+I 
- s2 +- s + 1 

.f( t) _: [ v'3 + 1 . v'3 J = e 2 cos 2 . v'3 sm 2 - t 

Time Analytical /(1) Xumcricalf(l) 
------

0.5 0.8()6 0.888 
1.0 0.660 0.665 
1.5 0.389 0.388 
2.0 0.151 0.151 
2.5 --0.0233 -0.0233 
3.0 -0.124 --0.124 
3.5 -0.162 --0.162 
4.0 -0.153 -0.153 
4.5 -0.118 -0.118 
5.0 -0.0746 -0.0743 
5.5 -0.0336 -0.0336 
6.0 -0.0023 -0.0023 
6.5 0.0171 0.0171 
7.0 0.0256 0.0256 
7.5 0.0258 0.0257 
8.0 0.0210 0.0209 
8.5 0.0140 0.0139 
9.0 0.0071 0. 0071 
9.5 0.0015 0.0015 

10.0 -0.0022 0.0021 
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ti~•l fraction form) as 

Ko Ku Ktz 
y 0(,o\ =- + + ·----

8 8 + b - jw 8 + b + jw 
( ' 

Kzt · E, 
+ 'f+-+ + j' (16) s+c-J s c J 

The time response of the system is then 
given by 

t 4(t) = Ko + 2 J K.t I e-ll sin (wl + •/>!) 

0 -::;, t < 0>. (17) 

:\"uw assume that the coefficients in (15) 
3te arbitradly assigned the following values: 
111, 16, a1 = 32, b = 1.0, w = v15, c = 3, 
.md f = v~7. The partial fraction expan
,iQn coeflicients in (16) and (17) can be 
•v·•"'~'""' using these assumed values and 

h the ~ingle and multiple interval Laplace 
rm approximations can be made us-

( II). 
sample times for the values of m 

11 gi\·en in Table I were used in the 
formula to approximate the 

orm of (17). Table II gives the actual 
oi the system transfer function (15) 

•':l•·h value of s along with the approxi
'o'alues and the percent error for each 

-:imute values. 
w Table II, one sees that the 

interval sampling results compare 
bly with those obtained using the 
int~rval tedlllique. In general, the 
of the approximate transform is 

mot'e accurate for fewer intervals, 
tb difference in accuracy is slight. 

CoxcLusroxs 

Nindpnl advantage of the multiple 
'Mtplinl' technique is that more 
ui :1 fnnction can be taken than 

order of available roots and 
'":uiJ otherwise allow. To the best 
lhnro~' knowledge the highest order 

mots and weights for the 
"-~ quadrature correspond to 
formula [1]. Using the mul-
~ampling technique and the 

""ight:; for the 32nd-order for
' the upproximation could be 

~~ .,,, ~ ·· ·>-, G--1, l>li, 128, etc. samples. 
·A the~e approximations could 

·"':'!':tll'f! fot· each value of s as a 
·~;_, tl . •.er te quadrature approXI· 

t.)nver~ir~g. 

"d'i~· l'J' · ·< llltt tip e Interval sampling 
,..,..,.,\, tn be justified in many 

-..~r-tt-.t · part icl!larly where the 
\.. ' 
·'\ nxilllated is complex and 

·• "'~" "~unp]p Rize for satio
- in the approximation of 

t .. l'llh· .t l l 
• • • • 1 s tou cl be noted 

that the technique is applicable to other 
Gauss quadrature approximation formulas; 
for example, see [4] and [5]. 
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'Numerical Inversion of the 
Laplace Transform 

Abstract-An extension of Bellman's 
method for the numerical inversion of the 
Laplace transform is discussed. This exten
sion is theoretically equivalent to the 
method of Lanczos. Tables of coefficients 
are given which facilitate the inversion of 
the Laplace transform with the aid of a desk 
computer. 

Bellman, Kalaba, and Lockett [1] have 
outlined a method of numerical inversion of 
the Laplace transform. An extension of this 
method is presented in this correspondence. 
The method given here is based on Lagrange 
interpolation of the Laplace transform and 
is in this sense equivalent to the method of 
Lanczos [4], which can be considered as a 
Newton interpolation. 

Bellman's method is as follows. Let F(s) 
be a given Laplace transform and f(t) the 

corresponding original function. Then 

1"" e-•1j(t) dt = F(s). 
0 

Substituting 
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(1) 

e- 1 = u (2) 

(1) takes the form 

[u•- 1f(-1ogu) du = F(s). (3) 
0 

Applying the Gauss-Legendre quadrature 
formula, (3) yields 

N 

I: w,-urf( -log u,) ""F(s) (4) 
i=l 

where u; is the ith zero of the shifted 
Legendre polynomial P n* of degree N and 
w; is the corresponding weight. 

Letting s assume N different values, e.g., 
s = 1, 2, • • ·, N, a system of N linear 
equations is obtained with N unknowns 
.f(-log7t;), i = 1, 2, ... , N. This system 
can be solved explicitly. The solution takes 
the form 

N 

f(t;) "'-' L C!ik(NJF(k) (5) 
k~l 

t; = -log u;. (6) 

Equation (5) is the inversion formulfl 
given in [1]-[3]. In [1], [2], the coeffi
cients aik(N) are tflbulated for N = 3 (1) 15, 
however, with great roundoff errors. 

Unfortunately, the inversion formula (5) 
gives only the values of f(t) in a restricted 
number of nonequidistant points. To avoid 
this difficulty, several techniques are pro
posed in [1], [2], for instance, a change 
of t scale. The purpose of this correspond
ence is to present an extension of (5), 

N 

j(t) ,; L 'l'k(Nl(e·I)F(k) (7) 
k-1 

where 'Pk(N) (x) is a polynomial of degree 
N-1. 

Equation (5), if necessary after applica
tion of a change of t scale, gives the same 
result as (7). However, it is much easier to 
use (7) directly. 

F(s) can be approximated by an inter
polating rational function 

N 

( -1)N-k(k + N - l)l II (s - m) 
N m=1 

F(s) ""L ---------~........:m,,.<-::.k~·--- F(k). (8} 
N-1 

((k- 1)!)'(:V - k)! II (8 + m) 
m=O 

Equation (8) is a generalized Lagrange interpolation in the points s = 1, 2, · · ·, N. 
Inverting (8), the desired formula (7) is obtained, where 

N-> (N + k- l)!(N + m)!e-"' 1 
'Pk (Nl(e-1) = L ( -l)k+m+t (9) 

ud ((J.:- 1)!) 2(N- k)!(m!) 2(N- 1 - m)l(k + m) 

.1\Ianuscript. received December 16, 1968. 
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and, particularly, 

(10) 

The coellicients of n<.Vl(.r) are integers 
and are given in Table I, for N = 3(1 )7. 
With the aid of this table and using (7\, 

the inver~ion of the Laplace transform tan 
be carried out very quickly. Tables II and 
III are interesting especially for calculations 
with a desk computer. Table II gives the 
value::; of 'l'k<•> (e-') for k = 1 (1)6 and t = 
0.0(0.5)7.0. '/alnes of 'l'koo>ce-<) for k = 
1(1)10 and t = 0.0(0.5)10.0 are listed in 
Table Ill. All the given figures are correct. 
Tables II and III are extensions of the 
tables given in [1], [2]. The advantage of 
the table~ given here is that the t values 
are equidistant. This facilitates interpola
tion. Tables I-III were calculated using the 
IBM 1620 and IBM 360/40 of the Com
puting Centre of the University of Louvain. 

Sometimes, particularly for digital com
puterR, it is more convenient to apply a 
generalized Newton interpolation, 

F(p) (11) 

Inversion of (11) gives 

N-l 

f (t) ~ I: c,,P,. * (e-') (12) 
m""O 

where 

"' 
c,, (2m+ 1) I: a;<m>F(j + 1) (13) 

j-0 

and a;<"'> is the coeflicient of .r; in P, * (x). 
Equation (11) does not require the de

gree N to be chosen at the outset. Thus 
the truncation enor can be estimated by 
adding one or more terms in (12). More
over, (12) and (13) are more appropriate 
for programming on a digital computer. 
Equations (12) and (13) are equivalent to 
those given by Lanczos [4] . 

CoNCLUSION 

An extension of Bellman's method of nu
merical inversion of the Laplace transform 
is given. This generalization was inspired 
by the fact that, from the theoretical (hut 
not from the numerical) point of view, 
Bellman's method is a special case of the 
method of Lancws. However, Bellman's 
method and the extension of it presented 
here are more suitable for calculations with 
a desk computer, using the tables given 
here and in [1], [2]. 

R. PIESSENS 

Dept. of Appl. Math. 
University of Louvain 

Heverlee, Belgium 

N k 

2 
3 

?. 
3 

4 

5 

3 
4 

5 
6 

4 
5 
6 
? 

k 

I 
2 

4 
5 
6 

k 

3 
4 
5 
6 

k 

4 
5 
6 

k 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

k 

1 
2 
3 

5 
6 

9 
-36 

30 

16 
-120 

240 
-140 

25 
-300 
1050 

-IAOO 
630 

.36 

-630 
3.360 

-7560 
7560 

-277 ,? 

49 
-1176 

8820 
-2940!" 

48510 
-Jeeos 

12012 

X 

-36 
192 

-teo 

-120 
1200 

-2700 
1680 

-300 
4800 

-18900 
26880 

-12600 

-630 
14700 

-88200 
211680 

··2?.0500 
A3160 

-1176 
37632. 

-317520 
lltB96Cl . 

-)940400 
}5g,t.:-672 
-504~)04 

TABLE I 

Cot"teFICIE:'\T.s oF 'l'k<.Vl(x) 

2 

" 
30 

-180 
teo 

240 
-2700 

6480 
-4200 

1050 
-18900 

79380 
-117600 

56700 

3360 
-88200 
56!!480 

-14112CO 
1~1?.000 

-!::e2tzo 

8820 
-317520 
2857680 

-10584000 
18711000 

-157172.4~ 

5045040 

3 
X 

-140 
1680 

-4200 
2800 

-1400 
26880 

-t 17600 
179200 
-88200 

-7560 
211680 

-1411200 
3628800 

-3969000 
1552320 

-29400 
1128960 

-10584000 
40320000 

-72765000 
6t:092800 
-~[1180160 

TABLE II 

630 
-12600 

56700 
-88200 

A4\1)0 

7560 
... zzosoo 
151200() 

-3969000 
4410000 

-1746360 

46510 
-1940400 
18711000 

-72765000 
13340?500 

-115259'760 
37837900 

-2772 
83160 

•582120 
15523:'!0 

-1746360 
698544 

-38808 120l2 
1596672 -504!50. 

-157172.40 5045040 
62092800 -201 8(' t 60 

-115259760 37837800 
l 00590336 -3329"1_264 
-33297264 t 1099088 
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'L\BLE Ill 

V.UFES OF 'fk(il!l((·- 1) FOlt 1=0.0(0.5)10.0 
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Procedures to Check the Adjoint 
Equations When Using the Method 
of Steepest Ascent 

Abstract-The method of steepest ascent 
is well documented in the literature [ 1]. 
However, its application to problems of high 
order (over 20) is not straightforward [Zj. 
One problem that arises in the applica
tion of the method of steepest ascent, par
ticularly to problems of high order and gen
erally to problems of any order, is the 
pinpointing of errors in programming or in 
deriving the adjoint equations. This corre
spondence presents a systematic method for 
pinpointing such errors. First, a derivation 
of equations pertinent to the method of 
steepest ascent as developed by Bryson 
et al. [ 1] is presented. Then checks on the 
adjoints are followed by an illustrative 
example of the use of these checks. 

I. ToTAL VARIATION oF THE 

CosT FuNCTIONAL 

An expression is derived for the total 
variation of the payoff function which is 
fundamental to the method of steepest as
cent. For a complete mathematical descrip
tion of steepest ascent, see Bryson et al. [l]. 

Let the system be represented by the set 
of first-order differential equations with x 
a state vector and u the control vector, 

x = f(x, u, t). (1) 

Define a payoff fnnctional in terms of 
the final state x(T) and final time T as 

<P = <P(x(T), T). (2) 

Such a formulation causes· no loss in gen
emlity. 

One now forms the incremental system 
equations 

ox = (?!..) ox + ({)1) ou (3) 
ax 0 au 0 

where the subscript zero indicates evalua
tion along a trajectory about which the 
perturbations are taken. 

l\lanuscl'ipt received November :l7, Hl6S. 
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A1 A-TID 

On the Condition of a Matrix Arising in the 
Numerical Inversion of the Laplace Transform 

By Walter Gautschi 

Abstract. Bellman, l(alaba, and Lockett recently proposed a numerical method 
for inverting the Laplace transform. The method consists in first reducing the infinite 
iuterval of integration to a finite one by a preliminary substitution of variables, and 
then employing an n-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula to reduce the in
version problem (approximately) to that of solving a system of n linear algebraic 
equations. Luke suggests the possibility of using Gauss-Jacobi quadrature (with 
parameters a and {3) in place of Gauss-Legendre quadrnture, and in particular raises 
the question whether a judicious choice of the parameters a, (3 may have a beneficial 
influence on the condition of the linear system of equations. The object of this note is 
to investigate the condition number cond (n, a, {3) of this system as a function of 
n, a, and (3. It is found that concl (n, a, (3) is usually larger than cond (n, (3, a) if 
{3 > a, at least asymptotically as n - oo. Lower bounds for concl (n, a, (3) are ob
tained together with their asymptotic behavior as n - oo. Sharper bounds are de
rived in the special cases a = {3, n odd, and a = {3 = ±!, n arbitrary. There is 
also a short table of concl (n, a, (3) for a, {3 = - .8(.2)0, .5, 1, 2, 'l, 8, 10, f3 ~ a, and 
n. = 5, 10, 20, 40. The general conclusion is that coud (n, a, {3) grows at a rate which 
is something like a constant times (3 + ..; 8)", where the constant depends 011 a and 
{3, varies relatively slowly as a function of a, (3, and appears to be smallest near 
a = {3 = -1. For quadrature rules with equidistant points the condition grows like 
('2 y 2/311-)8". Ill 

1. In [4], Bellman, Kalaba, and Lockett propose a numerical procedure to 
iuvert the Laplace transform 

( 1.1) j"' e-• 1u(t)dt = F(s). 
0 

Briefly, the procedure consists of first substituting ;V = e-1, to bring (1.1) into the 
form 

(1.2) r x'-1g(x)dx = F(s), 
0 

g (x) = u ( -lnx) , 

and then employing Gaussian quadrature to approximate (1.2) by 

n 

(1.3) L W;x/g(x;) = F(k + 1), (k = 0 1 2 · .. n - 1) 
' ' ' ' ' i=l 

where ;V; are the zeros of the shifted Legendre polynomical p"(x) = Pn(2x - I) and 
w;the associated weight factors. Letting y,. = w;g(x;), the method thus boils down 
to solving the system of linear algebraic equations 

Received May 9, 1968. 
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n 

(1.4) L x/y; = F(k + 1), (k = 0 1 2 .. · n - 1) ' ' ' ' . i=l 

In reviewing the work of Bellman et al., Y. L. Luke [8] generalizes their ap
proach by employing the substitution x = e-vt (v > 0) in (1.1), and by using Jacobi 
polynomials in place of Legendre polynomials. This again leads to a system of 
equations (1.4) where now X; are the zeros of the shifted Jacobi polynomial7J,. (a,tll(x) 
= P,.<afil(2x- 1), and F(k + 1) on the right must be replaced by F((lc + 1)v). 

The system (1.4) can be solved analytically in a number of ways, the coefficient 
matrix being a Vanclermoncle matrix. However, as noted in [4], the ill-conditioned 
character of the system may well require high-precision calculations, especially if 
n is fairly large. Luke [8] raises the question of whether or not ''the detrimental 
effects of ill-conditioning can be removed or mitigated by the use of other choices 
of a and {3" (other than a = {3 = 0). The purpose of this note is to give a detailed 
answer to this question. 

We first obtain a closed expression for the condition number of the coefficient 
matrix in (1.4). In Section 3 we compare the condition number for p,. <a.tll with that 
for Pn <f3,a) and find that the former is usually larger than the latter if {3 > a, at least 
asymptotically as n ~ oo. Section 4 contains a short table of the condition number 
for Pn(a,f3l, where a, {3 = -.8(.2)0, .5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, {3 ~ a, and n = 5, 10, 20, <10. 
Section 5 exhibits lower bounds for the condition number, together with their 
asymptotic behavior. Sharper results are obtained in Section 6 in the case a = {3, 
n odd, and in Section 7 for general n, and a = {3 = ±t. For comparison we con
sider in Section 8 the case of equidistant abscissas x;. 

The general conclusion is that the condition number grows at a rate which is 
something like a constant times (3 + .Y 8)" [(2 .Y 2/37r)8" for equidistant abscissas], 
where the constant depends on a and {3 and varies relatively slowly as a function of a 
and {3. As expected, there is no escape from ill-conditioning, which, after all, only 
reflects the fact that the original inversion problem (1.1) is not well posed (cf., in 
this connection, [1], [2], [3], [9], [11], [13], [14]). 

2. Let Pn(x) be an arbitrary polynomial of degree n whose zeros X; are distinct 
and located in the interval [0, 1]. Let 

(2.1) 

r1 1 ... 1 J 
V (p,.) = I X1 X2 • • • Xn 

l ................ . n-1 n-1 n-1 
X1 X2 • • • :r,. 

denote the Vanclermonde matrix of the zeros :r;. vVe shall consider the condition 
number 

(2.2) 

where ll·ll., denotes the oo-matrix norm (''maximum row sum"). Clearly, 

(2.3) 

In [5] we have sho,.-n that under the assumptions made, 

(2.4) //[V(pn)r
1

//., = m~x JJ; c:; ~ ;i
1
). 

Combining 
obt.ain 

(2.5) 

3. We u 
a> -1,{3 

(3.1) COil( 

where the c 

In particul2 

(3.2) 

and since t 

min { (1 
i 

Consequent 

COlli 

which is eq: 
Noting· 

(:3.3) 

we obtain f 

(3.4) COl 

Our corr 
in (2.5) is m 
cases "'n = 
large the co 
observed b:~ 
(typically J 

-1 < a, {3 
cond, [V(Pn 

4. In or 
make use oJ 
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ON THE CONDI'l'ION OF A i\IA'rRIX 111 

Combining (2.3) and (2.4), and rewriting (2.4) in terms of p,. and its derivative, we 
obtain 

(2.5) cond., [V(p")] = . n/pn(- 1)/, 
rom; I (1 + x;)/Pn (x;)/} 

3. We now let Pn be the shifted .Jacobi polynomial Pn («.Pl(x) = Pn (a,f3>(2x - 1), 
a> -1, {3 > -1. We first show that 

p (/l,a) (3) 
concl., [Y (pn (a,/ll)] = "'n "< Ill cond"' [V (p/8

'"))] 1 Pn "• (3) 
(3.1) t < "'n < 21 

where the constant 'Yn depends on a and {3. Indeed, it is well known that 

Pn (a,{3) (x) = ( -1)"pn({3,a) (1 - x) I 

Pn (a,f3>' (x) = ( -lf+lPn <f3,al' (1 - x) . 

In particular, if X; is a zero of Pn (a,f3) then~.· = 1 - x; is a zero of p,. (/3,a). Therefore, 

(1 + X;)/Pn(a,{3)'(x;)/ = (1 + X;)/Pn(!l,a)'(~;)/ 
(3.2) 

= ~ ~ ~: (1 + ~;)JPn(!l,a)'(~;)J 1 

and since ! < (1 + x)/(2 - x) < 2 for 0 < x < 1, it follows that 

min I (1 + X;)Jp/"·ill' (x;)J} = ~1 min { (1 + ~;)/Pn(/l,al' (~;)/} , ! < "'n < 2. 
i "'n i 

Consequently, by (2.5), 

cond"' [V(pn(a,!l))] = 'Yn/Pn(a,!ll(-1)/Pn(!l,a)(-1)/ cond"' [V(pn(!l,a))] I 

which is equivalent to (3.1). 
Noting that [10, p. 19<!] 

(3.3) 
-1/2 

p <!l,al(3) "'-' n (3 + vsr+<a+ll+ll/2 (n---+ oo)' 
n 7l"l/22(2a+5) /4 

we obtain from (3.1), 

(3.4) concl"' [V(pn(a,!l))]"' "fn·2<il-a)/2 concl"' [V(p/11 ·"))], (n ---+ co ) • 

Our computations (cf. Section<!) have revealed that in most cases the minimum 
in (2.5) is assumed for x; near! (though not necessarily closest to!), so that in these 
cases 'Yn = 1. Taking this into account it appears from (3A) that for n sufficiently 
large the condition number fcir Pn (a,!l> is greater than that for Pn <!l,al if {3. > a. As was 
observed by computation this remains generally true for smaller values of n as well 
(typically for those of Table 1), although in a few instances in the region 
-1 < a, {3 < 0, {3 > a, it was found that concl., [V(pn (a, ill)] is slightly less than 
cond, [V(pn(/J,al)]. 

4. In order to compute the condition number in (2.5) for Pn(x) = p,. (a,/Jl(x), we 
make use of the fact that these polynomials satisfy the orthogonality relation 

I 
!:· 

I 
I 
I 
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(4.1) 

where hn = r(n +a+ 1)r(n + {3 + l)/((2n +a+ {3 + l)n! r(n +a+ {3 + 1)) 
and o,,m is the Kronecker delta. With pr*(x) = h,-112 p,(x) denoting the normalized 
polynomials, we may compute p,*(.r) from the recurrence relation 

(4.2) 

where 

1( a-{3) 
ao = 2 1 - a + {3 + 2 ' 

1 r a
2 

- {3
2 

} 

a, = 21_1 - (2r + a + {3) (2r + a + {3 + 2) ' (r;;;;; 1), 

(4.3) b - 1 r (a+ 1)({3 + 1)}1
'
2 

1 -a+f3+2l a+f3+3 ' 

1 r r(r + a) (r + {3) (1' + a + {3) } 1
'
2 

b, = 2r +a+ {3 l (21' +a+ {3- 1) (2r + a+ {3 + 1) ' 
(r;;;;; 2). 

The zeros of p,.*(x) may now be computed from (4.2) by a combination of Newton's 
method and successive deflation as described in [6, p. 261]. Hence the condition 
number of V(pn) can be computed directly from (2.5) for any value of a and (3. 

Selected results* are shown in Table 1. (The numbers in parentheses denote the 
powers of 10 by which the preceding numbers are to be multiplied.) For reasons 
indicated at the end of Section 3 we restrict our tabulation to the region {3 ~ a. 

The results in Table 1 indicate that cond., [V(pn (a,li>)] for fixed a is an increasing 
function of {3, if -1 < a ~ 0, and changes from a decreasing to an increasing func~ 
tion as {3 varies from -1 to a, if a > 0. There is thus a 11valley" of low condition 
number extending approximately (and more or less independently of n) along the 
line {3 = -1 + 2a/7, as was determined by additional calculations. Along this 
valley, as well as along the diagonal a = {3, and near the line {3 = -1, the condition 
number increases with a and thus appears to be smallest near a = {3 = -1. 

5. A lower bound for the condition number in (2.5) may be obtained as follows. 
Let 

(5.1) 

* In the range -1 < a ~ 3, -1 < {3 ~ 3, {3 ~ a, and for n = 5 and n = 8, the zeros of 
Pn (a, II> (x) as computed were checked against those tabulated in [7]. Disagreement never exceeded 
one unit of the last (eighth) significant digit. For n = 40, successive deflation was used only for 
the first 20 zeros. The remaining zeros were obtained from the original polynomial by Newton's 
method and a simple search procedure. 
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{3 

-.8 
-.8 
-.6 
-.8 
-.6 
-.4 
-.8 
-.6 
-.4 
-.2 
-.8 
-.6 
-.4 
-:--.2 
0 
-.8 
-'-.0 
-.4 
-.2 
0 

.5 
-.8 
-.6 
-.4 
-.2 
0 

.5 
1.0 

-.8 
-.6 
-.4 
-.2 
0 

5 

9.82(2) 
1.05(3) 
1.08(3) 
1.13(3) 
l.Li(:l) 
1.19(:3) 
1.21(3) 
1.23(3) 
1.25(3) 
1.3-±(:3) 
1.30(3) 
Ull(:3) 
1.33(3) 
1.38(3) 
1.50(3) 
1.53(3) 
1.53(:3) 
1.54(3) 
1.5G(3) 
1.02(3) 
1.9:3(3) 
1.80(3) 
1.77(3) 
1.77(3) 
1.79(3) 
1.81(3) 
2.05(3) 
2.41(3) 
2.44(3) 
2.37(3) 
2.33(3) 
2.31(3) 
2.32{3) 

10 

0.06(0) 
7.15(0) 
7.48(G) 
7.08(6) 
8.00(0) 
8.:39(6) 
8.24(0) 
8.57(0) 
8.94(6) 
9.5:)(0) 
8.8i)(6) 
9.17(6) 
9.5-±(6) 
9.98(6) 
1.08(7) 
1.06(7) 
1.09(7) 
1.12(7) 
1.16(7) 
1.21(7) 
1.45(7) 
1.29(7) 
1.28(7) 
1.32(7) 
1.30(7) 
1.41(7) 
1.01(7) 
1.92(7) 
1.89(7) 
1.81(7) 
1.82(7) 
1.85(7) 
1.90(7) 

~sa:~ 
~o..c-.~ 
$~ g ~-

\IV 
t>:l 
'-" 

TABLE 1. 
Sdcr:lerl mhws of comL [Y(p,,(« . .Bl)] 

n 

20 

2.99(14) 
8.23(14) 
3.39(14) 
8.49(14) 
:3.0:-l(l-t) 
3.84(1-±) 
3.76(14) 
3.88(14) 
4.10(14) 
-±.:19(14) 
4.07(14) 
-±.18(14) 
4.38(14) 
4.63(14) 
5.00(1-±) 
4.99(14) 
5.05(14) 
5.19(14) 
5.44(14) 
5.74(14) 
0.87(14) 
6.13(14) 
6.09(1-±) 
6.23(14) 
0.40(14) 
G.73(14) 
7.81(14) 
9.38(14) 
9.24(14) 
9.08(14) 
9.00(14) 
9.16(14) 
9.37(14) 

40 

6.12(29) 
0.60(29) 
6.94(29) 
7.13(29) 
7.4-±(29) 
7.90(29) 
7.73(29) 
7.99(29) 
8.43(29) 
9.03(29) 
8.38(29) 
8.01(29) 
9.02(29) 
9.58(29) 
1.03(30) 
1.03(30) 
1.05(30) 
1.08(30) 
1.13(30) 
1.20(30) 
1.4-±(30) 
1.28(30) 
1.28(30) 
1.30(30) 
1.35(30) 
1.41(30) 
1.65(30) 
2.02(30) 
1.99(30) 
1.94(30) 
1.94(30) 
1.96(30) 
2.01(:30) 

a {3 

2.0 .5 
1.0 
2.0 

4.0 -.8 
-.G 
-.4 
-.2 
0 

.5 
1.0 
2.0 
4.0 

8.0 -.8 
-.0 
-.4 
-~2 

0 
.5 

1.0 
2.0 
4.0 
8.0 

1G.O -.8 
-.0 
-.4 
-.2 
0 

.5 
1.0 
2.0 
4.0 
8.0 

16.0 

5 

2.39(3) 
2.71(3) 
3.54(3) 
4.20(3) 
3.98(3) 
3.83(3) 
3.73(3) 
3.06(3) 
3.50(3) 
3.04(8) 
4.32(:3) 
0.-±4(3) 
1.03(4) 
9.52(3) 
8.91(3) 
8.-±4(3) 
8.07(3) 
7.45(3) 
7.12(3) 
6.95(3) 
8.68(3) 
1.48(4) 
3.96(4) 
3.54(4) 
3.22(4) 
2.90(4) 
2.76(4) 
2.38(4) 
2.14(4) 
1.86(4) 
1.75(4) 
2.20(4) 
4.20(4) 

10 

2.0i'i(7) 
·2.32(7) 
3.20(7) 
3.85(7) 
3.64(7) 
3.47(7) 
3.38(7) 
3.40(7) 
3 .• 52(7) 
3.70(7) 
4.47(7) 
7.67(7) 
1.37(8) 
1.26(8) 
1.18(8) 
1.10(8) 
1.04(8) 
9.81(7) 
9.7;)(7) 
1.01(8) 
1.31(8) 
2.99(8) 
1.10(9) 
9.83(8) 
8.87(8) 
8.07(8) 
7.40(8) 
6.15(8) 
5.44(8) 
4.89(8) 
4.63(8) 
0.48(8) 
1.98(9) 

- N",...... 
Cll-._; 
0..-....; 

n 

20 

1.04(15) 
1.20(15) 
1.72(15) 
2.11(15) 
1. 99(1ii) 
1.93(15) 
1.90(15) 
1.88(15) 
1.95(15) 
2.10(15) 
2.05(15) 
5.20(15) 
1.01(16) 
9.20(1!5) 
8.58(1ii) 
8.03(15) 
7.71(1;)) 
7.2:3(15) 
7.11(15) 
7.54(15) 
1.09(16) 
3.4:3(1G) 
1.60(17) 
1.44(17) 
1.26(17) 
1.15(17) 
1.06(17) 
8.09(10) 
7.78(16) 
6.67(16) 
6.5G(16) 
1.10(17) 
G.38(17) 

-±0 

2.24(30) 
2.62(30) 
3.89(30) 
4.82(30) 
4.57(30) 
4.42(30) 
4.34(30) 
4.33(30) 
4.48(30) 
4.88(30) 
0.30(30) 
1.86(31) 
2.79(31) 
2.54(31) 
2.:3li(:'n) 
2.22(31) 
2.13(31) 
2.00(31) 
1.97(31) 
2.1D(31) 
3.:34(31) 
1.3;)(32) 
7.77(32) 
0.74(32) 
5.93(32) 
5.:35(32) 
4.80(32) 
4.05(32) 
3.56(32) 
3.11(32) 
3.18(32) 
6.28(32) 
6.73(33) 
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(5.2) (1 + x,)!Pn'(x,)! ~ 4n2,un, (i = 1, 2, · · ·, n) . 

Consequently, by (2.5), 

(5.3) Kn = !Pn( -1) l/4n,un . 

If p,.(x) = p,.<a,l!>(x), we may take advantage of known asymptotic results for 
Jacobi polynomials to obtain an asymptotic expression forK,. in (5.3). As n ~ oo, we 
have [10, p. 380] 

.Un ,...__, n 9/r(q + 1) if q ~ -! 
(5.4) 

if -1 < q < -t, 
where q = max (a, (3). Combining (5.4) with (3.3) we obtain from (5.3) 

(5.5) , ,...__, _£_(q +_12_ -(<1+3/2) (3 + . 18)n+(a+/l+1) /2 

"" V7r2(2a+13) 1-1 n v , 
(q ~ -!, n ~ oo), 

and 

(5.6) 

I 11«/2+1/41(3 llll/2+1/4 " ,...___, a+ 2 + 2 n-1(3 + .y8)n+<a+ll+1>12 
n 2(2a+13)/41a + (3 + 11(«+/l+l)/2 ' 

(-1<q<-!,n~oo). 

The powers of n appearing in (5.5), (5.6) are due to the crudeness of the in
equality (5.2) and do not reflect the true asymptotic behavior of condoo [V(pn(a,tl>)]. 
In fact, if x; is restricted to a closed interval in the interior of [0, 1] (e.g., i such that 
xi is the smallest zero of p,. <a,tll larger than or equal to !), then it is known [10, p. 237} 

that 

(5.7) (n ~ oo), 

the symbol ,..:_, meaning that the ratio of the left-hand and right-hand expression 
remains between certain positive bounds depending only on a and (3. It thus follows 
from (2.5) and (3.3) that 

(5.8) (n ~ oo). 

If, as all numerical evidence indicates, the points at which the minimum in (2.5) 
is assumed remain in a closed interval inside the open interval (0, 1) as n ~ oo, then 
inequality in (5.8) may be replaced by equality. 

6. Considerably sharper bounds can be had if a = (3. We thus consider 

( ·) = c (u)(2.- 1) = r(cr + !)r(n + 2cr) p (u-1/'l.,u-1/2)(2.- 1) 
Pn X n :v r (2cr) r (n + cr + ! ) n X ' 

(6.1) () > -!' 
and for convenience we assume that n is odd. Then, by symmetry, xi = ! for some 
i = io, so that for this zero, 

pn'(.tiJ = pn'(!) = 2c,.<•>'(o) = 2(n + 2cr- l)C~~\(O). 

Since 
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c<"l (O) = (-l)<n-Il/2 r((n + 2o-- 1)/2) ((J ~ O) 
n-

1 r((J)r((n + 1)/2) ' 

= 2( -l)(n-1)/2/(n- 1)' (rJ = 0)' 

we obtain 

· , r((n + 2(J + 1)/2) 
(1 + X;o)I?Jn (x;o)l = 61r(rJ)Ir((n + 1)/2)' (o- ~ 0) 

= 6, ((J = O). 

Hence, from (2.5), 

(6.2) 

, = ~ IC <">(3)
1

1r((J)Ir((n + 1)/2) 
Kn 6 n I'((n + 2rJ + 1)/2) ' 

= ~ Cn <o> (3) , ((J = O) . 

((J ~ 0) cond00 [V (pn)] ~ Kn, 

From the known asymptotic behavior of P, <"-112 ·"-112>(x) as n _, oo [10, p. 194] and 
from Stirling's formula we find 

(6.3) ((J ~ o, n --7 oo) . 

Furthermore, 

Cn (O) (3) = ~ Tn (3) "-' ~ (3 + y8)" , 

where Tn(x) is the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind. Substituting in (6.2), and 
using Stirling's formula and the duplication formula for the ganunft function, we 
obtain 

(odd) 

(6.4) (o- > -!,n--7 oo), 

a result which obviously improves upon (5.5), (5.6) and is more precise than (5.8). 
The case p,.(:t) = Pn(2x - 1) originftlly considered in [4] corresponds to a = !, 

in which case (6.4) gives 

(6.5) 1 (3 . IS)"+I /2 
K,. r-J 6·St + v 

(odd) 

((J = !, n --7 oo) • 

The corresponding analysis for even n appears to be rather more difficult, for 
general (J > - !, and we shall not pursue this any further. If (J = 0, or (J = 1, then 
(6..±) remains valid for general n, as will be seen in the next section. 

7. The cases a = {3 = ±!merit special attention since the Jacobi polynomials 
then reduce to Chebyshev polynomials (of the first and second kind), the zeros and 
weight factors of which are lmown explicitly. 

lYe begin with a = {3 = --!,or, equivalently p11 (.t) "7 T,(2x- 1). We have 

IPn(-1)1 = Tn(3) = ![(3 + vst + (3- v8/]' 
so that 
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(7.1) lp .. (-1)1 > !(3 + v8)n. 

Since the zeros .-v; of p,.(x) satisfy 

2i- 1 
0· = --7[" 

' 2n ' 
(i = 1 2 · .. n) 

) ' ' ' 

and T .. ' (cos 0) = n(sin nO)/sin 0, we get 

p,'(x;) = 2'I'n' (cosO;)==: (-1)H2n/sin8;, 

and so, 

(1 + ) I I ( ) I 3 + cos 0 i 
Xi Pn :r i -= . () n . 

Slll i 

The functionf(8) = (3 + cos 0)/sin 0 has a unique minimum in the interval (0, 71') 
which is assumed at 0 = Oo, where cos Oo = -1/3, i.e. 8o ='= 71'/2 + .340. Let i = io be 
such that 1r/Z & 0;

0 
< 8o. (The existence of io is trivial if n is odd, and if n is even is 

assured whenever n > 4.) Since f(8;0) & j(1rjZ) = 3, we obtain 

(1 + :r;0)lp,.'(:!:;0)1 ;;::; 3n, 

and thus, by (2.5) and (7 .1), 

(7.2) (a= {3 = -!)' 
in agreement with the case cr = 0 of (6.4). 

Consider, next, a = {3 = !, i.e. Pn(x) = Un(2:r - 1). Here we have 

(7.3) 

and 

2x; - 1 = cos 0; , 
i 

O; = n + 1 7r' 
(i = 1, 2, · · ·, n) . 

Since now 

U,.' (cos 0) =+[cos 8 sin (n + 1)0 - (n + 1) sin 8 cos (n + 1)0j, 
sm 0 . 

we get 

'( ) 2U '( ) ( 1);+12(n + 1) Pn X; = n COS 0; = - , 2 1 .. sm e, 

and so, 

(1 + X;)lp,.1(X;)I = 
3 ~~OS O; (n + 1). 

sm 8; 

In the interval (0, 11") the function g(O) = (3 + cos O)/sin2 8 takes on its unique mini
mum at 0 = 00, where cos Oo = .Y 8 - 3, i.e. 8o == rr/2 + .173. Picking i = io such 
that 1r/2 ;;::; 0;

0 
< 00 (which is always possible if n is odd, and if n is even certainly 

for n > 8), we have g(8 ;
0
) & g('ll"/2) = 3, and therefore 

I 
Cons1 

(7 .4) I 

in agre 1 

8. ]11 

(8.1) 

Here, (2
1 

(8.2) 

where 

I 

Observing 
I 

and that th11 
increasing o 
n ~ 2),/(njl 

7ri+l <I 
ConsequentlJ1 
and we find t 

(8.3) 
cond

1 

I 
cond" 

I 
Therefore, by f 

(8.4) 

I 

I 
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Consequently, by (2.5) and (7.3), 

cond [V(p,.(a,/l))] ~ (6v8/(n + 1) (3 + v8r+ll1- (17 + 6v8)-n-ll 
(7.4) 

(3 + v8r+l 
6v8 

(a = {3 = !, n--) oo) , 

in agreement with the case u = 1 of (6.4). 

8. For comparison we briefly discuss the case of equidistant abscissas** 

(8.1) x; = ij (n + 1) , (i = 1, 2, · · ·, n) . 

Here, (2.3) and (2.4) give 

(8.2) d [v( )] 
= n(n + 2)(n + 3)· · · (2n + 1) 

con "' Pn . . , mm;1r; 

where 
n 

1r; = (i + n + 1) II li - jJ , 
j~l: j""' i 

(i = 1,2, ... ,n). 

Observing that 

i+n+2 i 
11"i+l = i + n + 1 n - i 11";' 

(i = 1, 2, · · ·, n - 1) , 

and that the functionf(x) = (x + n + 2)xj((x + 11 + l)(n - x)) is monotonically 
increasing on the interval [1, n - 1], with f(1) < 1 (for n s 3), f(n -'- 1) > 1 (for 
n ~ 2), f(n/2) > I, f((n - 1)/2) < 1, it follows that 

1riH < 1r; fori~· [(n- 1)/2], 11"i+l > 1r; fori> [(n- 1)/2]. 

Consequently, the minimum in (8.2) occurs at i = [(n - 1)/2] + 1 = [(n 1+ 1)/2], 

and we find that 

n 2 (2n + 1)! 
cond"' [V (pn)] = (3n + 2) (n + 1) n! (n/2) !2 , (n even) , 

(8.3) 
2n (2n + 1)! 

cond"' [V(pn)] = 3(n + 1) (n + 1)!((n _ 1)/2)!2 , (n odd) . 

Therefore, by Stirling's formula, 

(8.4) 

Department of Computer Sciences 
Purdue University 
Lafayette, Indiana 47907 

** Consideration of this case was suggested to the author by Professor C. H. Wilcox during 

a recent conversation. 
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Abstract-A classical result in signal theory is the completeness of 
the exponentials {e·•,.x} in L 2 , the so-called Szasz's theorem. This 
paper generalizes Szasz's theorem by constructing broad classes of 
functions _q(x) such that the set of functions {_q(Jt.x)} is complete in L2. 
Application to the problem of alias-free sampling of stochastic processes 
is considered. 

is easily 
results to the problem of alias-free sampling of rando\") = 

0 
·a. 

processes. 
1
pJies 

II. AN EXTENSION OF SzAsz's THEOREM 

Let H be a Hilbert space and {.fn(l)} a complete set in J 

I. INTRODUCTION 

0 N E of the classical results in signal theory is the com
pleteness of the exponentials {e- 11"x} in L2o the so

called Szasz's theorem. It has found numerous applications 
in systems and signal analysis, control theory, and time
domain approximation of network functions, to mention a 
few. Let us note that if we let g(x) = e-x, then the ex
ponential function e-~~ .. x can be written as g(Jt,x) and hence, 
for a proper sequence {.u,} of numbers, a single function 
g(x) = e-x generates a basis by time scaling. 

In this paper we consider an extension of Szasz's theorem 
tofunctions other than the exponential with the same unique 
property of generating a basis. Applications to the problem 
of alias-free sampling are considered. 

Specifically, let L 2 + be the Hilbert space of all square
integrable Lebesgue-measurable functions over [0, oo ). Let 
{.U,}~ 1 be a sequence of distinct complex numbers. Szasz's 
theorem [I] states that the set of functions g,(x) = e -~~ .. x, 
n = I ,2, · · · with Re .u, > 0 is complete in L 2 + if and only 
if 

00 Re (.u,) r --·-- = oo 
n = J 1 + I.Un - !12 . (I) 

In particular, if .Un = n or .Un = I /n, the sets of functions 
{e-"x}~ 1 and {e-(l/n)x}~ 1 are complete in L

2 
+.We con

sider an extension ofSzasz's theorem in the following sense. 
Let g(x) E L 2 + and define 

n = 1,2,· · · (2) 

where {.u,}~ 1 is a sequence of distinct complex numbers. 
Under what conditions on g(x) and on {.u,} is the set of 
functions {g,(x)} defined by (2) complete in L 2 +?This is a 
very complex problem and there is no general solution to 
it. In Section II we solve this problem for two broad classes 
of functions g E L 2 +. These results are represented by 
Theorems 2 and 3 of Section II and constitute the main 
contribution of this paper. In Section III we apply these 

Manuscript received September 24, 1971; revised April 12, 1972. 
This research was supported by the Office of Naval Research under 
Contract N00014-69-A-0200-6037. 

The author is with the Department of Applied Physics and lnforrna
tion Science, University of California at San Diego, La Jolla, Calif. 
92037. 

Let A be a bounded linear transformation from H into J • • 
Define ,· uch 111 t u 

Sa UniqL 
g,(t) = (A/,,)(t). ( 'd >ns1 er nc 

We then have the following basic result, the proof of whi< h · 
is given in the Appendix. 

Lemma: The set {g,(f)} is complete in H if and only d~>by (6) 
the range .'Ji(A) of the transformation A is dense in H. · ,-

Consider next the space L 2 + of square-integrat 
Lebesgue-measurable functions defined over [0, oo ). Let that T

1
. h 

be a fixed positive integer greater than one and define fj-; 
every f E L 2 + the transformation Finally co 

(Tf)(x) = f(rx). . (I'POSejE [ 

Then T is a bounded linear transformation from L
2 

+ 
L 2 +with 

Hence 

!ment or t 
in! null spac 

rmal as c; 

(ongs to tr 
· havef = 

lt :'Jf(TJ is 

tWe thus C< 

It is not difficult to see that the operator T is normthe. resoh e 
Furthermore it will be shown in Theorem I that the inveptams the ' 
operator r- 1 exists and is bounded. We now tu 

Let £7' be the class of nonzero functions g E L2 + of trheorem 2. 
form 

sequence o 
.en the set ' 
I 

where N is a finite positive integer and the ak 's are arbitra . 
constants. Define a polynomial in z and z- 1 by ~ompletc 111 

N 

P(z) = L akzk 
k= -N 

and let 
Proof: a 

N x E &. Ther 
P(T) = L akTk. · L + 

k = - N :te m 2 . 

b) Suppose Then P(T) is a bounded linear transformation mapping t 

to g(x). Furthermore 

g,(x) fl g(p,x) = P(T)e-~'"". 
. . j let p.; 2.:'. 

It then follows by the prevtous Lemma that the set of fUJ ' '- 1 

tions {g,(x) l defined by (9) is complete in L 2 + if and on!: 
the range .!l(P(T)) of the operator P(T) is dense ·in L 
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MASRY: EXTENSION OF SZASZ'S THEOREM 

Hence the problem reduces to finding the spectrum of the 
operator P( T). We first prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 1: The operator Ton L2 + has only a continuous 

spectrum a c< T) contained in the circle C, = {),: 1).1 = I JJ~}. 
Proof: Let Tl = T - ).J where I is the identity operator 

and consider the equation Tlf = 0, i.e., 

f(rx) = ).f(x). (10) 

It is easily seen by taking norms on both sides of (10) that 

f(x) = 0 a.e. for 1).1 '# 1/J;, For the case 1).1 = 1/J;, (10) 
implies 

rt lf(x)l 2 dx = 0, Vt ;::: 0, (11) 

which in turn implies f(x) = 0 a.e. Hence the operator Tl 
has a unique inverse so that the point spectrum is empty. 

Consider now the norm II Tdll 
II Tdll = II Tf- J.fll <::: I II T/11 - IJ.I II fill 

and by (6) 

II Tdll <::: 1(1/J~) - IAII llfll (12) 

so that Tl has a bounded inverse for all A satisfying IJ.I '# 

1/J;, 
Finally consider the range 9l(Tl) of the operator T;, and 

supposefe [9l(Tl)J-i where [9l(T;,)]J. is the orthogonal com
nlement of the closure of 9l(Tl) in L 2 +. Then f E N(T;, *), 
he null space of the adjoint operator Tl *. Since T;, is also 

normal as can be easily seen, we have f E N(T;,) so that f 
belongs to the point spectrum aP(T). Since ap(T) is empty, 
we have f = 0 a.e. It then follows that [9l(T;,)] = L 2 + so 
that 9l(Tl) is dense in L 2 + for all A. 

We thus conclude that all A satisfying A '# I/J; belong 

to the resolvent set p(T) and the circle C, = {A: IAI = 1/J;} 
contains the continuous spectrum ac(T) . 

We now turn to our first basic result. 
Theorem 2: Let g be an arbitrary function in r!J and {Jl,.} 

a sequence of distinct complex numbers with Re ft,. > 0. 

Then the set of functions 

n = 1,2,. · · (13) 

is complete in L 2 + for every g E f!J' if and only if 

f Re Jln = oo. (14) 
n= 1 1 + IJ1n - !1 2 

Proof: a) Suppose (14) is not true and let g(x) = 
e-xer!J. Then the set of functions {gnCx)};:'= 1 is not com-

plete in L 2 +. 
b) Suppose (14) is satisfied. Write 

2N 

P(z) = z-N I; ak-Nzk 
k=O 

and let {). 1 }f~ 1 be the roots of the polynomial zN P(z), i.e., 

2N 

P(z) = z-N n (z- At)· 
i= 1 

185 

Since the operators Tl, commute with each other, P( T) can 

be written as 
2N 

P(T) = y-N fl (T - A;/). (15) 
i= I 

By Theorem I, the range of T - },tf is dense in L2 + for all 

A;. Hence the range 

9l [ 1~ (T - A1l)] 
is dense in L

2 
+. Moreover, the range of T- 1 

is obviously 
dense in L

2 
+. Hence the range of P(T) is dense in L 2 +. It 

then follows by hypothesis and the previous Lemma that 

{gnCx) };:'= 1 is complete in L 2 +. 

Corollary: The sets of fun.ctions {g(nx) };:'= 1 and 
{g(xfn) };:':, 1 with g E r!J are complete in L 2 +. 

Remark: The idea for the class r!J comes from a paper by 
Neuwirth eta/. [2]. It should be noted, however, that in [2] 
the domain of all functions is the compact interval [0,2rr] 
and, consequently, the spectrum of the operator Tis com

pletely different from ours. 
In the next section we will use Theorem 2 with the addi

tional requirement that g E r!J be nonnegative. Since g(x) 
given by (7) is a mixture of exponentials, we can use pre
viously known sufficient conditions for a mixture of ex
ponentials to be nonnegative [3]. Clearly if all the ak are 
nonnegative then g(x) is nonnegative. A nontrivial sufficient 
condition for g(x) to be nonnegative is given by [3]. 

k 

I; a, <:: 0, k = -N,. · ·,O,. · ·,N. (16) 

r= -N 

As an illustration to Theorem 2 and the discussion 
following it, we present a special case of the Erlang distribu-

tion [ 4] with density 

( 17) 

where 

k = 0,1,· · ·,N. (18) 

Note that the signs of the ak alternate. It then follows by 
Theorem 2 that the set of functions {g,.(~)} defined by (13) 

with g(x) given by (17) is complete in L 2 +. 
We now extend the results of Theorem 2 to a larger class 

of functions g. We recall first that the resolvent transforma
tion R(A, T) = ( T - A/)- 1 exists and is bounded for all 
complex-valued A E p(T). Let .sll be the class of complex
valued functions a(A) that are analytic in some neighbor-

hood Da of the circle C, = {A: IAI = 1/-fr}. We define the 

operator a( T) by [ 5] 

1 s· a(T) = -. . a(},)R(A; T) d),. 
2m 8 

(19) 

B consists of a finite number of rectifiable Jordan curves 
oriented in the positive sense and is the boundary of an 
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open set 0 containing the circle C, such that 0 u B is con
tained in D0 • Then the operator a(T) on L 2 + is bounded, 
linear, and uniquely defined [5]. 

L 2 + if and only if the range of the operator a(T) is dense in 
L2 +. Now by the spectral mapping theorem [5], the spec
trum u(a(T)) of a(T) is given by 

Define the class.§' of functions g e L 2 + by 

§' = {g e L 2 +: g = a(T)e-x, a(A.) e d} (20) 

and note that, in particular, &l c §'. We now state 
Theorem 3. 

Theorem 3: Let a( A.) be an arbitrary function in d and 
let g = a(T)e-x e §'. Let {p,.} be a sequence of distinct 
complex numbers with Re Jln > 0. If a(A.) does not vanish 
for any A. e C, then the set of functions 

n = 1,2,. · · (21) 

is complete in L 2 + for every g e fF if and only if 

f Re Jln = oo. 
n= 1 1 + IJ.ln - !1 2 

{22) 

Proof: a) The necessity is trivial if we let a(A.) = 1. 
b) Let B1 and B2 be the circles B1 = {A.: I.A.! = (1/../~) + 

ed and B2 = {A.: IA.I = (1/Vr) - e2 }, where e1 > 0 and 
e2 > 0. For sufficiently small e1 and e2 , B1 and B2 are in 
the domain of analyticity of a(A.). We then have 

a(T) = ~ f a(A.)R(A.,T) d.A. + ~ f a(A.)R(A.,T) d.A.. 
21tl Bt 21tl 82 

(23) 

:-.row on B1o l..tl > II Til so that [6] 
(10 

R(A.,T) = I; A.-nrn-1 
n=1 

and on B2, IA.I < 1/IIR(O,T)II = II Til so that [6] 
(10 (10 

R(A.,T) = I; A."[R(O,T)]"+ 1 = I; ..t"r-<n+ 1>. 
n=O n=O 

It then follows by (23) that 
(10 • (10 

a(T) = I: c,_1rn-1 + I: c_,_1r-n-1 
n=1 n=O 

or 

(24) 
n=-oo 

where c, is the nth coefficient of the expansion of a(A.) in a 
Laurant series 

11=-C() 

valid in an annulus (!/~) - e2 < IA.I < (!/../~) + e1• It 
then follows by (24) that 

(10 

g(x) = I; c~~:e-r'<x 
k=-oo 

(25) 

) that 

u(a(T)) = a(u(T)) 

so that 

u(a(T)) = {a(A.); A.eu(T)} c {a(A.); A.e C,}. (27) 

Since by assumption a(A.) does not vanish for any A. e C, 
we have that 0 ¢ u(a(T)). Consequently, a(T) has a bounded 
inverse and hence the range of a( T) is dense in L 2 +. 

Corollary: Let a( A.) e d not vanish for A. e C,. If g == 
a(T)e-x, then the sets of functions {g(nx)}:': 1 and 
{g(xfn) }:'= 1 are complete in L 2 +. 

As an example to Theorem 3, we note that any series 

(10 

a(A.) = I; a~~:A.k 
k=-oo 

converging in an annulus a <. lA. I < P such that 0 :s; a < 
(1/~) < P < oo generates a function g e §'given by 

(10 

g(x) = I; ake-rkx. 
11:=-oo 

Moreover, if the Fourier series 

(10 

a1(e'~ = I; (a~~:fr"12)e'"x (28) 
k=-oo 

does not vanish for 0 :s; x :s; 2n then the set of functions 
{g,(x) = g(J.l,x)} with {J.t,.} satisfying (22) is complete in 
L 2 +. Note that g(x) is also in L 1 + since a(A.) converges 
uniformly and ·absolutely for A. e C,. Hence if the a" are 
nonnegative, g(x) can be normalized to become a prob
ability density function. 

III. APPLICATIONS TO RANDOM SAMPLING 

Let x(t) be a real second-order mean-square-continuous 
weakly stationary stochastic process with zero mean and 
spectral distribution S(A.). The process x(t) is sampled at 
times {t,.} where {t,.} is a stationary point process inde
pendent of x(t). It is required to perfectly reconstruct S(A.) 
from the correlation sequence {c(n)} of the discrete-param
eter weakly stationary process {x(t,.)}, i.e., from 

n = 0,± 1,· · ·, (29) 

where the expectation is taken over both x(t) and the point 
process {t,.}. It is assumed that the point process {t,.} has a 
finite average number of points p per unit time and that the 
distribution function F,.(t) of tm+n - tm does not depend 
on m. A detailed discussion of the problem can be found in 
[7] and [8]. We note here that by taking expectations in 
(29) first with respect to x(t) and then with respect to {t,.} . 
we obtain 

c(±n) = i"" C(r) dF,('r), n = 1,2,· · ·, (30)' 

n = 1,2,· · ·. (26) 

By the Lemma, the set of functions {g,(x)} is complete in 
where C(r) is the covariance function of x(t). Suppose now 
that F,(t) is absolutely continuous with corresponding 
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MASRY: EXTENSION OF SZASZ'S THEOREM 

density function fn(t) e L 1 + r1 L2 + and suppose that 
rf..\ e L 2 • Then (30) becomes 
I 

c(±n) == f' C(r)/n{r) dr, n = 1,2,. · ·. (31) 

It then follows by (31) that if f/ 2 denotes the family of ab
solutely continuous spectral distributions S().) with corre
sponding spectral density s(..t) e L 1 r1 L 2 , the covariance 
function C(r) can be uniquely recovered from {c(n)} if and 
only if the set of functions {fn(t) };;': 1 is complete in L 2 +. 
In such a case we say that the sampling sequence {tn} is 
alias-free relative to f/2 • 

Various classes of alias-free point processes were con
structed in [8]. We limit ourselves in this paper to the cl~ss 
of simply additive random sampling, which appears to be 
the natural counterpart to periodic sampling. Let 

n == 0,± I,···, .(32) 

where y is a fixed random variable with density function 
f(x) over [O,oo) and a finite mean 1/P. It is then apparent 
that the sampling instants {tn} are equally spaced with 
probability one. From (32) we conclude that the probability 
density function of fm+n - fm is independent of m and is 
given by 

J,.(t) == (lfn)f(t/n), n == 1,2,. · ·. (33) 

We thus have that simply additive random sampling is 
at "ree relative to f/ 2 if and only if the set of density 
fm, .. oons {fn(f)} given by (33) is complete in L 2 +. 

In [8] we concluded by Szasz's theorem that simply 
additive random sampling with exponential distribution is 
alias-free relative to the family f/ 2 of spectral distributions. 
As a consequence of Theorems 2 and 3 of Section II, we 
can generalize this result. Let /F 1 c /F be the class of 
density functions of the form 

0') 

g(x) == L ake-rkx 
k=-oo 

such that the Fourier series 

0') eikx 
a1(et"') == L ak r 

k= -oo (" r )k 

does not vanish for 0 ~ x ~ 2n. Members of /F 1 were 
shown to exist in abundance. Note that the assumption on 
a1(e1"') can be dropped if g(x) is given by a finite series (cf. 
Theorem 2). We have by Theorem 3 the following result. 

Theorem 4: Simply additive random sampling generated 
by a random variable y with probability density f e /F 1 is 
alias-free relative to the family f/ 2 of spectral distributions. 

The special Erlang density (17) is an example for which 
Theorem 4 is applicable. 
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Remark: The reconstruction of C(r) e L2 from {c(n)} is 
very simple when {tn} is alias free. We orthonormalize the 
complete set offunctions {fn(t) };;': 1 to obtain { rf>n(t) };:', 1, i.e., 

n == 1,2,. · ·, (34) 

where the coefficients {dk,n} are obtained by the Gram
Schmidt procedure. We then have 

00 

C(r) == 1; a(n)r/>n(t) 
n= 1 

in L 2 , where 

" a(n) == 1; dk,nc(k), n == 1,2,- · ·. 
k=1 

IV. APPENDIX 

PROOF OF THE LEMMA 

(35) 

(36) 

a) Suppose {git)} is complete in H. Then every /E H can 
be approximated by a linear combination of the Un such that 

Define 
N 

h = L ck,Nh· 
k=l 

We then have Ah E ai(A) and 

111-AhJI<e. 

Hence Bl(A) is dense in H. 
b) Suppose Bl(A) is dense in H. Then iff E Hand 

(f,Ah) = 0, VheH 

we have/= 0 a.e. Since{/,} spans H, we have by (A4) 

(/,A/,) = 0, V integer n => f = 0 a.e. 
or 

(/.un) = 0, V integer n => f = 0 a.e. 

and hence {g"} is complete in H. 
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at infinity are studied. Techniques are given for the efficient calculation of the abscissas of the uncon
strained Gauss formulae. 
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troduction 

· et F(p) be a given Laplace transform and f(t) the corres
onding original function. A very simple numerical method for 
e inversion of the Laplace transform is the numerical inte
ation of the Bromwich inversion formula 

f(t) = _ _!_.feP1 F(p) dp (1) 
2n} 

L 

1•here L is defined as the line {p: Re(p) = c} in the complex 
Jane, and where c is chosen so that L lies to the right of all 
ingularities of F(p), but is otherwise arbitrary. 
Substituting 

pt = u 
nd 

F(uft) = u-s G(u) 

vhere s is a parameter, (1) yields 

f(t) =~feu u-s G(u) du 
2n}t 

L' 

\'here L' is the line {u: Re(u) = tc}. 

(2) 

We consider now an approximate formula for the evaluation 
f the integrals in (2) 

(3) 

iessens (1969a) has chosen the abscissas uis> as equidistant 
I numbers. The weights Ais> are then determined such that 

ormula (3) is exact whenever G(u) is an arbitrary polynomial 
u-t, of degree ~ N- 1. Formula (3) is then an integration 

ormula of interpolatory type. 
Krylov and Skoblya (1961 and 1969), Luke (1969), Piessens 
l969b) and Salzer (1955 and 1961) have given formulas for the 
bscissas uis> and the weights Ais> such that (3) is exact when
l'er G(u) is a polynomial in u-\ of degree ~ 2N- 1, in 
ther words, such that (3) has a precision degree 2N - 1. In 
IUs sense, (3) is a N-point Gaussian quadrature formula, and 
ie shall refer to it by the symbol GN. 
The abscissas of the GN·formula are the zeros of the poly
ornial in p -t 

PN,iP- 1
) = ( -1)N 2F0 ( -N, N + s- 1; p- 1) (4) 

. e weights are given by 

(s) _ ( 1)N-t (N- 1)! _2 [2N + s- 2]2 

< - - uk -~-----,--
N F(N + s - 1) PN- 1,.(1/uk) 

(5) 

··here uk = uis>. 
Substituting (3) in (2), we obtain 

f(t) ~ t•- 1 f Aks) (uf:>)s·p (Uks)) 
k= 1 t t 

(6) 

The Gaussian formulas are much more accurate than the inter
polating formulas, but they have several shortcomings. Firstly, 
no convenient rule exists for detyrmining at the outset the 
order N such that the desired accuracy is obtained. The 
practical procedure is then the use of a series of Gaussian 
formulas with increasing order. If agreement occurs of two 
successive approximations to within the desired accuracy, the 
last computed value is retained as definitive result. This pro
cedure has the well-known disadvantage of using different 
values of the abscissas for different values of the order. 
A second disadvantage is that, when N is large, the weights 

are also large. Since this leads to considerable cancellation 
errors, the use of a sequence of GN·formulas with increasing N 
is not recommendable. 

Piessens (1969c) has proposed the use of the Gaussian quad
rature formulas in combination with new integration formulas 
obtained by optimal addition of abscissas to Gaussian quad
rature formulas. He has given the formulas only for the case 
s = 1. Here, in Section 1, we shall generalise his results for 
arbitrary s. 
Another disadvantage of formula (6) is that for each value of 

t, the Laplace transform F(p) must be calculated N times. In 
Section 2, we shall consider Gaussian' quadrature formulas 
with a preassigned abscissa at infinity. The inversion-formula 
is then 

N 

f(t) ~ wJs> Lr- 1 + t- 1 L: W1s> (vk•>y F(vk•>jt) (7) 
k=1 

where vf:> and w[•>, k = 0, 1, 2, ... , N are the abscissas and 
weights, and 

L = lim ps F(p) (8) 
p·-+co 

Formula (7) has a precision degree 2N, and the computation 
time for the evaluation of (7) is approximately the same as for 
the evaluation of GN·formula, which has a precision degree 
2N- 1. 

l. 01)timal addition of abscissas to the Gaussian quadrature 
formula 

The purpose of this Section is the calculation of abscissas and 
weights of the formula 

(9) 

where u~•>, k = 1, 2, ... , N are the abscissas of the GN·rule. 
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s, we know that, if there exists a polynomial QM,.(P - 1) 

M, with the property 

reP p-s PN,s(p- 1) QMjp- 1) p-r dp = 0 (10) 

L 

J, 1, ... , M- 1, we can determine the weights B£•> and 
.;uch that the precision degree of (9) is N + 2M - 1, if 

1 
abscissas w£•> are the zeros of QM,,,(p- 1). This degree of 

1!- _..:ision is maximal. To find the polynomial QM,.(p- 1), we 
calculate in the first place the moments 

MN,r = 2:j f eP p-s PN,lP- 1) p-r dp (11) 

L' 

[t is obvious that 

MN,r = 0 for r = 0, 1, 2, ... , N- 1. 

Further, we have 

N (N+ k)! 
MN,N+k = (-l) T(2N + k + s)k! 

~or k = 0, 1, 2, ... 
To demonstrate (12), we note that 

IV here 
MN,r = q.i,(l) 

1/>,(t) = .f!!-1 {p-(s+r) PN,.(p-1)} 

vhere .!f'- 1 denotes the inverse Laplace transform. 
From 

(12) 

a-1 
Zf- 1{p-a PN,.(p- 1)} = (-It ~(a) 2F1( -N, N + s- 1; a; t) 

vhere a is a positive real number, we obtain 

MN,=A-lt) 2F1(-N,N+s-l;r+s;l) (13) 
' r + s 

:, • 'tituting the relation 
. . _ T(r + s) T(r + 1) 

'-'1~ -N, N + s- 1, r + s, 1)- T(r + s + N) T(r + 1 - N) 

1 (13), we have immediately the required formula (12). 
Further, let us set 
1 ( -1) -M -M+l -1 + (14) .M,s P = P + aM-1P + · · · +alp ao 
ubstitnting (14) in (1 0), we see that 

(i) If M ~ N/2, the condition (10) is satisfied for an arbi
trary polynomial QM .(p- 1

). Since the corresponding 
weights are then zero,' this case is not to consider. 

(ii) If N/2 < M ~ N, the polynomial QM,.(p- 1) which 
satisfies (I 0) does not exist. 

:iii) If M = N + 1, the required polynomial QM ,s(P - 1
) exists 

and is unique. 

re restrict ourselves to case (iii), which is the most important 
1r practical applications. 

rhe coefficients aN, aN_ 1, ... , a0 are calculated recursively 

r k = 1, 2, ... , N. 

a - - MN,N+1 
N- --

MN,N 

Jsing (12) the relations (15) become 

N+ 1 
aN=- 2N + s 

aN-k = - [EN,k+1 + EN,k aN+ · · · +EN, I aN-k+l] 
r k = 1, 2, ... , N, where 

....... LV,N . ill U.U.:) 

(N + l)(N + 2) ... (N + i) if we 1 

(2N + s) (2N + s + 1) ... (2N + s + i - 1) i! (16) :acW·cura: 
. e Cc 

The required additional abscissas w£s> of the new quadrature' 
formula (9) are the roots of · 

Q ( -1) - 0 N+l,s P - . , 
There is a certain regularity in the distribution of the zeros of 111 ~mg 
QN + 1 ,s• with respect to the zeros of P N ,s· This regularity is a~ b) ~ 
helpful for the determination of wi•> with the aid of an iteration Ta ; 
formula. For s = 1, the position of the abscissas u£•> and wi•> ~re llue 
. h h' b . ( 6 ) )ma er 1s s own grap tcally y Ptessens 19 9c . 
The formulae for the weights are 

fable 2 
ws) - 1 f epp-s 

k - 2njP~,.(uk 1)QN+t,s(uk 1
) 1 1 

L' 1 

PN,s(P- 1) QN+1,s(P- 1) d --
p 1 _ u;-1 P 

(17) 

2·0 
4·0 
6·0 
8·0 

(18) 10·0 
' 12·0 

fork = 1, 2, ... , N + 1, and where wk = w~•> and uk = ui•>. 14·0 
In (17) and (18) P~,s and Q~+l,s are the derivatives with 16·0 

respect to Ijp. 18·0 
Using the equality 

(19) 2. Gauss 
at infinit 

and applying the orthogonality property of the polynomials We cons 
PN ..(p- 1

), (17) becomes 
1 

B<s> _ ( -l)N (N - 1)! (2N + s - 2) + A<s> (20) 
k - 2 1 1 k T(2N + s) uk PN-1..Cuk ) QN+l,.(uk ) 

where A£•> is the corresponding weight of the GN-formi.Ila, where 
given by (5). 
In the same way, we obtain 

(s) ( -l)N N! \Ve try 1 
ck = 1 ' 1 (21) such tha1 

T(2N + s) PN .(wk ) QN+ 1 .(wk ) A 1 
' ' resu 1 

For a table of abscissas an~ weights of this quadrature formula, assigned. 
for the cases = 1/2, see Ptessens (1970). the zeros 

In order to compare the weights of the GN-formula and of the has the p 
formula with optimally added abscissas, we give in Table 1 the! 
largest modulus of the weights for both formulas (s = 1). 

Table 1 Comparison of the weights of both quadrature formulae for r = 
0 

N 

6 
8 

10 
12 
16 

GAUSSIAN FORMULA GN (2N + 1 )-POINT FORMULA 
WITH OPTIMALLY ADDED ; 

It is evi< 

ABSCISSAS • or 

PRECISION 
DEGREE 

MAX!WEIGHT! PRECISION MAx!·wEIGHT!Ihe absci 
DEGREE 

------------------- the gener 

11 
15 
19 
23 
31 

1·2 X 102 

1·3 X }03 

1·5 X 104 

1·9 X 105 

1·9 X }07 

19 
25 
31 

9·4 X 101 

1·2 X 103 

1·8 X 10~ 

Wk(s) = _..! 
27l 

'·I here 

---------------------- !~,= 1/v£·•> 
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lin this example we illustrate the difference in Joss of significance, 
;f we use the GN-formula or the new formula with the same 

1 ' (16)~ccuracy, 
1

' 1, We carry out the inversion of 
quadrature1; 1 I F(p) = ---=.; p=2 =+=1 

tl n ~in single precision on the IBM 360/44, with the G10-formula 
le rr ~ jand with the new 17-point formula. Results are given in 

egu.tar, t' 11 rable 2. In both cases, for small values oft (t ~ 12) the errors 
ant era wn d I f . 'fi fi b l 'd bl 
( ) d (.are ue to oss o s1gm cant 1gures, ut t 1ey are cons1 era y 

Is an IV 'I 
k k ,mailer in the second case. 

fable 2 Numerical results for the example 1 

EXACT ORIGINAL ERRORS = /EXACT VALUE- APPROXI-
FUNCTION Jo(t) MATE VALUE/ 

1,iP-
1
) d 1-------------,---------

-1 p GAUSSIAN 17-POINT FORMULA 

(17) FORMULA G 10 WITH OPTIMALLY 
ADDED ABSCISSAS 

2·0 
4·0 
6·0 
8·0 

I dp · (18)!0·0 
12·0 

uk = uf'>. 14·0 
1tives with 16·0 

18·0 

0·2239 
-0·3971 

0·1506 
0·1717 

-0·2459 
0·0477 
0·1711 

-0·1749 
-0·0134 

4·6 X I0-3 

1·9 x to-a 
5·6 X I0-4 

2·5 X I0-3 

3·6 X 10-3 

4·0 X JQ-5 

1·0 X 10-2 

1·8 X 10-2 

6·6 X 10-2 

1·2 X 10-4 

7·0 X 10-5 

1·1 X 10-4 

2·5 X 10-4 

5·1 X 10-5 

2·5 X 10-4 

1·5 X 10-4 

9·0 X 10-4 

9·3 X 10-3 

(19) 2. Gaussian quadrature formulae with a preassigned abscissa 
at infinity 

)lynomials We consider now the quadrature formula 

( 1 f N -. e" u-s G(u) du ~ wJ•> L* + L wp> a(vk•>) 
f- Af•> (20) 2n} k= 1 

(22) 

L' 

rv-formula, where 
L* = lim G(u) 

u-+ co 

e try to determine the abscissas vf'> and the weights Wf•>, 
(21) such that the precision degree of (22) is 2N. 

A result of the theory of Gaussian quadrature rules with pre
~ formula, ssigned abscissas is that the abscissas vk•>, k = 1, 2, .... , N, are 

d f 1 
the zeros of a polynomial QN .(p - 1

) in p - 1 , of degree N, which 
m o t 1e h • . bl 

1 1 as the property a e t 1e c 

= 1). , . 2~jf eP p-s p-1 QN,.(p-1) p-r dp = 0 

: L 
! formulae '· ___ for r = 0, 1, 2, ... , N- 1. 

~It is evident that 
lRMULA 

. QN,.(P- 1) = PN,s+1(P- 1) DDED 
or 

QN .(p- 1) = ( -l)N 2Fo( -N, N + s;p- 1) 

WEIGHT/ fhe abscissas of (22) are thus 
Vks) =Ilks+!), k = 1, 2,., ., N 

The general formula for the weights is 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

;J!(s) 1 f P -s p-1 QN,sCP-1) d 
k = -2n-j e p (p 1 - qk) [QN)qk) + qk Q~,.(qk)] p 

L (27) 
"'here 

- qk = 1/Pf'>, k= 1, 2, ... , N 
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Setting k = 0 in (27), we obtain 

w.(s) _ 1 f p p-s QN,.,(P-
1

) d o -- e p 
2nj QN,s(O) 

L 

or 
(s) 1 (-1l N! 

W0 = T(s) 2F 1 (-N, N + s; s; 1) = T(s + N) 

Fork= 1, 2, ... , N, we obtain 

or 

W,(s)- ~f p -s p-1 QN,.(p-1) d 
k - 2nj e p (p 1 - qk)qk Q~,s(qk) p 

L 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

wf•> = Uks+ 1) Af•+ l) (31) 

Using the tables given by Skoblya (1964), Piessens (1969b) or 
Krylov and Skoblya (1969) or using the method described 
in Section 3, the abscissas vk•l and the weights W~·> can be 
calculated easily. 

Numerical example 2 

In Table 3. the results are given of the inversion of 
F(p) = (p2 + 1)-t 

using the formulae (6) and (7) with s = 1, N = 4. The com
putation work for both formulae is approximately the same. 

Table 3 Numerical results for the example 2 

t EXACT ORIGINAL ERRORS= /EXACT VALUE - APPROXI-
FUNCTION J0(t) MATE VALUE/ 

GAUSSIAN FORMULA WITH 

FORMULA G4 ABSCISSA AT 
INFINITY 

1·0 0·765197687 0·91 X 10-7 0·81 X 10-8 

2·0 0·223890779 0·23 X 10-4 0·44 X 10-5 

3·0 -0·260051955 0·93 X 10·-3 0·44 X 10-4 

4·0 -0·397149810 0·30 X 10-2 0·10 X 10-2 

5·0 - 0·177596771 0·18 X 10-1 0·92 X 10-2 

6·0 0·150645257 0·79 X 10-1 0·20 X I0-1 

7·0 0·300079271 0·85 X 10-1 0·17 X IO-l 

3. Techniques for the calculation of Gaussian abscissas for the 
Bromwich integral 

It is proved by VanRossum (1969) that the zeros of PN,.(p- 1) 
lie in the right half-plane of the complex plane, if sis an even 
integer. 

Some computations (Krylov and Skoblya (1969) and Piessens 
(1969b)) confirm the assumption that this property holds also 
for other values of s, but no proof is known. 
If the order of the formula is odd, there is only one real 

abscissa; if the order is even, there is no real abscissa. Only the 
abscissas in the first quadrant of the complex plane and the 
corresponding weights are calculated. The other abscissas and 
weights are complex conjugated. 
The abscissas uks> of the N-th order formula are the zeros of 

the polynomial PN,s(p- 1
) given by formula (4). They can be 

calculated by the Newton-Raphson iteration method or, even 
more efficiently, by the iteration method of third order 
u* = u + (-2 + s + 2N) u2 

[
v1 PN,s(u) + v2 ( PN,lu) )

2
] (32) 

N PN-t,s(u) 2N 2 PN- 1,.(u) 
where 
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and ";'here u is an approximate value for the inverse of the 
/zero of PN,s(p- 1

) and u* is the improved value. or 
llls) ~ 4N/3 + s- 1·5 for N odd (38) 

The polynomial values are calculated using the recurrence 
relation 

u1•l ~ (4N/3 + s- 1·5) + j(l·6 + 0·07s) for N even (39) · 

PN,s(x) = (aNx + bN)PN- 1 ,.(x) + cNPN-2,.(x) (33) 

for N ~ 2, where 

and 

(2N + s - 3) (2N + s - 2) 
a - ~----~~~--~----~ 
N- (N + s- 2) 

b _ (2N + s - 3) (2 - s) 
N - (N + s - 2) (2N + s - 4) 

(2N + s - 2) (N -- 1) 
eN = "7C(N~+-s---2)(2N + s - 4) 

P0 ,.,(x) = 1 
P 1 .(x) = sx- 1 

(34) 

(35) 

However, for small values of s, this recurrence formula gives 
large roundoff errors. The roundoff errors are considerably 
smaller if the recurrence formula is started at N = 3, thus 
using also the explicit expression 

P2,.(x) = (s + 1) (s + 2) x 2 
- 2(s + 1) x + 1 (36) 

The derivative, which is required for the Newton-Raphson 
method, can easily be calculated using the expression 

{~ PN,.(p- 1) = -( Np- 1 + 
2

N +~ _ 2)PN,s(P-
1
)-

N p ( -1) 
2N + S - 2 N- l,s p (37) 

References 

and further 

Uk521 ~ (uk•> + 0·67 N) exp (jcpk) - 0·67 N ( 40) 

fork= 1, 2, ... , N- 1, where 

¢k = 0·034(2N + 30)/(N- 1) (41) 

fork= 1, 2, ... , N- 2, and 

ifJN-1 = 1·5 ifJN-2 (42) 
The formulae (36)-(41) were found experimentally and are 
based on a certain regularity in the distribution of the abscissas 
in the complex plane (see Piessens, 1970). Indeed, for fixed 
Nand s, the zeros lie very nearly on a circle with centre on the 
negative real axis. The radius of this circle is approximately an 
increasing linear function of N and s. For fixed Nand s, the 
angular distance between two consecutive zeros is nearly 
constant. 

The starting values (38)-(40) are tested for s = 0·1(0·1)4·0 and 
N = 4(1)12, using the Newton-Raphson method, and for 
s = 0·1(0·1)6·0 and N = 8(1)12, using the iteration formula 
(32). Each abscissa was found to at least 10 accurate significant 
figures, in at most six steps of the Newton-Raphson method 
and in at most four steps of the iteration method based on (32). 
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Book review 
Mathematical Model Building in Economics and Industry (Second 

Series), by M. G. Kendall (editor), 1970; 277 pages. (Charles 
Griffin & Co., £3·75) 

This is the second volume of essays by various leading authorities 
on topics connected with Econometric model building. All the 
papers are written from the practical point of view by people active 
in the fields of actual applications, so that their papers tend to be 
factual rather than theoretical. These essays are all of a very high 
standard, as was volume one, but special mention might be made of 
Prnfessor Ball's two papers which open and close the book. They 
b( give clear illustrative examples of the ideas under discussion 
anu outlines of several of the most important techniques in this field. 

Hughes, on a computable model for assessment of the effects of 
advertising media. All the papers have actual numerical examples in 
their text, and lists of further references, at the end. Another paper 
surveying a wide field of application, is that by Dr. Orcutt on Micro
analytic models, and the various methods used for solving them. He 
gives a very good outline of the whole field and discusses the wide 
range of computing methods used in this field. Again a valuable list 
of references is given. 
Mr. Duffett and Mr. Chadwick give two papers on manpower 

planning and staff control which again emphasise the practical 
approach and outline the actual computing tecru1iques which can be 
used, This book can be highly recommended to every student of 
modern econometrics and to those who have to apply modern 
computers in this field. 
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11es Rechenzenlrum 

An Efficient l\1ethod of Numerical Inversion 
of Laplace Transforms1 

By 

0. Wing, New York 

(Received April 26, 1967) 

Summary. The Coor~EY-TUKEY algorithm for the calculation of complex FoumEn 
Series is applied to the numerical inversion of Laplace Tmnsforms in which the original 
fmwt.ion is expanded into Laguerre polynomials. 

Zusummenfussung, Der CooLEY-TUKEY-Algorithmus zur Berechnung komplexer 
Foenmnscher Reihcn wird hier zur numerischen Umkehr der Laplace-Transformation 
\'erwendet, wobei die urspriinglichc Funktion nach Laguerre-Polynomen entwickelt 
wird. 

'l'he CoOLEY-'ruKEY algorithm [l) for the machine calculation of 
complex FouRIER series can be applied advantageously to the numerical 
inversion of Laplace Transforms. The presently known methods [2-7] 
of inverting the Laplace Transforms numerically all require jV2 operations, 
where N is the number of sample points of the transform and an operation 
is defined as one which consists of one complex multiplication followed by 
one complex addition. 'l'he new method, .which is described below, requires 
z.: log N operations. The savings in computer time is clearly substantial. 
The new method is a modification of that reported by WEEKs [6] and it 
makes use of the CooLEY-TuKBY algorithm in the evaluation of the 
coefficients of expansion of the original function. 

Let f (t) be the original function, defined over (0, co). Let F (s) be its 
Laplace transform. f (t) and F (s) are related by 

and 

F (s) = J J (t) e-st dt 
0 

c+i"' 

f (t) = -2 
1 

. f F (s) e"1 ds, t :;:, 0 
nJ 

c-jro 

(l) 

(2) 

where c is a suitable constant. The problem is to find f (t) at selected values 
of l, given F (s) at selected values of s. 

1 This work was done while the author was 11 Ford Foundation Engineering 
lk-sident at IBM Research Center, Yorktown Heights, New York, l965-l9G6. 
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Let f (t) be expanded into a series of orthogonal functions: 

t 
j (t) = ect L an e- TTL, (l/T), 0 < t < W (3) 

/1=0 

where L, (x} a.re Laguerre polynomials of ;r, and T is a parameter whieh 
can be used to control the accuracy of the results. Substitution of (3) into 

(1} yields 

( 

. n 

"" 8--c---
1
-) 

2 '1.' 

F ( 8) = L an (s _-; _ _ 1 ) 11 + 1 
n =0 -I 2 T 

(.f) 

Let F (8} be approximated by the first N terms of (4). The coefficients a11 

can be found as follows. Rewrite (4): 

N 8-C----·-

( 

1 )" 1 •) T 
( 8 - c + -

2 
T) F (8} :;::; L a, ----------=-1--

n=O 8 -c+-2T 

Let (5} be evaluated at 8 = c + j oJ. We have 

Let ei0 = ( j w - -i1,) / (j w + 2
1T) so that 

oJ = ( 2
1T-) cot (0/2) 

Eq. (6) becomes 

[ j ( 
2

1
11) cot (0/2) + 2

1
'1, ]:F (0) :;::; L a 11 ei

110 

n=O 

(5) 

(6) 

(i) 

(8) 

( 

1 . 
where F (0) is F (c + j w) with w replaced by 2 T) cot (0/2). The right 

side of (8} is a complex FoURIER series with a, real. The CooLEY-TUKEY 
algorithm can now be used to find a,.. As shown in [1], the number of 
operations for this purpose is N log N. 

The behavior of F (0) at 0 = 0 corresponds to the behavior of 
F (c + j w) a,t w = w. It is easy to show that the left side of (8) at 0 = 0 

can be evaluated from 

(9) 

where L1 is a small quantity. In this way F (c + j w} need not be evaluated 

at w = w. 
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In the evaluation of (8), equally spaced values of () are chosen. 1'he 
corresponding values of w are determined by relation (7). Note that the 
parameter rp controls the spacing of the va.lues of co at which the left side 
of (8) is to be evaluated. · 

A computer program for the new method has been written in Fortran IV. 
A list.ing of the program is given in the Appendix. 
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NUMER.ICAI~ lNVEH.SION OF LAPLACE TRAl.\fSFOR.MS ---- OMAR 
WING THE 'l'H.ANSFORl\1: IS DEFINED BY THJi; USER USING 
FORTRAN FUNCTION SUBPIWGHAM. T.HE FOLLOWING IS AN 
EXAMPLE. 
LET F (S) BE THE TRANSFORM. LET FOHG (Tll\Il~) BE ITS ORIGINAL 
FUNCTION. 
LE'I' F (S) = I/(S * S +I) BE THE TRANSFORM WHOSE INVEHSJi; IS 
DESIRJW. 
'l'HE FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM HEADS AS FOLLOWS. 
S IBFTC FUNCF 

COMPLEX FUNCTION F (C, V{) 
COMPLEX P 
P = CMPLX (C, W) 
F ~ I. 0/(P * P + 1. 0) 
RETURN 
END 

NOTE THAT THE FUNCTION NAl\fE IS F. 
THERE ARE FIVE PARAMETERS TO BE SET. 
(1) l\1: = AN INTEGER. EQUAL TO LOG (N), BASE 2, WHER-E N IS 'rHE 
NUMBER OF SAMPLE POINTS OF THE TRANSFORM. NO'I' '1'0 
EXCEED 512. 
(2) C = ABSCISSA OF LINE ALONG YVHICH L.'\TVERSE TRANSFORM IS 
'1'0 BE EVALUATED. I'l' IS A REAL CONSTANT GREATER THAN THE 
REAL PART OF THID RIGHT:\WS'I' POLE OF 'l'HB TRANSFORl\L 
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INTRODUCTION 

Given 

(1) 

where F1(s)=2'1[f{t)] is the unilateral Laplace transform of f(t), the 
initial values of f(t) and its first (n-1) derivatives can be expressed as 
[1}-[6) 

f(O) = Li1, 

and 

k = 2, 3, ·· ·,n. (2) 

Specifically, the initial values are evaluated at 1=0+. Li 1, Li2 , Li 3, • • ·, Li,. 
are a set of determinants in terms of a1 and b1 possessing the recursive rela
tions [5) 

and 

k-1 

Llk = L ( -l)i+ lbilik-i + ( -1)k-1an-H 1> 

i=l 

k = 2, 3, · · ·, n. (3) 

In the recent letters [7)-[8), the initial value theorem (IVT) for a bilateral 
Laplace transform (BL T) is shown to be 

lim sF11(s) = f(O +) - f(O- ), (4) 
s~oo 

where F 11(s)=2'11[f(t)]=J:".J(t)e-s'dt. When F 11(s) is in the form of a 
rational function as in (1), the IVT for the BL T can be extended as 

k = 2,3,·· ·,n. (5) 

PROOF 

Rearrange sF11(s) as 

By the differentiation rule [1], 

[
d"f(t)] 

s"F11(s) = 2'11 -- • 
dt" 

(7) 

Recognizing that J(l>(t) has an impulse of strength Li1 at 1=0, apply (4) 
to the remainder [9) (a proper rational fraction) in (6) to get 

The BL T for J(2>(t) can be expressed as 

As before, 

(10) 

A generalization of the above results in 

j-1 

fw(O+)- fw(o-) = L [c5CH>(o+)- c5U-i>(o- )]( -1)ilii+ I 
i=O 

j = 2, 3, · · · , II - 1 (11) 

vo L. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, MARCH 1969 

However, from the theory of distributions [10] it follows that the delta 
function and all its derivatives are identic~lly zero fort #0, including the 
evaluations at 1=0+ and t=O-. Equation (11), therefore; simplifies to 
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""~6 
Approxiipate Calculation of Cumulative Probability 
from a Moment~Generating Function 

Abstract-A numerical method is presented for calculating the cumula
tive distribution of a positive random variable from its moment-generating 
function. It involves an expansion of the rectangular function in Laguerre 
functions. As examples, the cumulative exponential and cumulative Poisson 
probability functions are approximated. 

A common problem is the calculation of the cumulative probability 
distribution 

Q(x) = r p(y) dy, 0 <X< 00, (I) 

of a positive random variable y of which one knows only the moment
generating function (MGF), 

p(s) = E(e''s) = I"' eY•p(y) dy, (2) 

where p(y) is the probability density function (PDF) of y. 
In signal detection theory, for instance, y ·is related to the likelihood 

ratio, and 1-Q(x) is the false-alarm or detection probability for a decision 
level x. Often the MGF can be worked out rather easily, but it is impossible 
to determine p(y) from p(s) analytically by, for instance, taking the inverse 
Laplace traqsform of 11( -s) or the inverse Fourier transform of p(iw). 

A technique for calculating Q(x) numerically can be derived by writing 
(1) as · 

Q(x) = r R(y/x)p(y) dy, (3) 

where R(t) is the rectangular function 

Manuscript received December 2, 1968. This research was supported by NASA Grant 
05-009-079. 
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TABLE I 

COEFFICJE!-:TS OF LAGUERRE EXPANSION 

Ill 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
a. 2 -2 2 -2 1.9999 -1.9992 1.9956 -1.9800 

Ill 9 10 II 12 13 
a. --1.7766 1.4460 -0.87710 0.15695 0.4I4I6 

Ill 15 16 17 18 I9 
a. 0.071648 0.33527 -0.22910 -O.I8569 0.2435I 

X 6 8 
Q 0.00763 0.0374 
Error(%) -59.6 -I7.6 

X 18 20 
Q 0.8195 0.9170 
Error(%) 0.24I 0.735 

R(t) = 1, 0 < t < 1; R(t) = 0, t > 1. 

One expands R(t) in a series of Laguerre functions, 1 

R(t) = e-.kr/2 I a,L,(kt), 
m:-:0 

The series in (5) is to be truncated at a finite number M of terms. 
The cumulative distribution is 

Q(x) = I a,C,(x), 
m=O 

where the coefficients 

C'"(x) = f' e-ky/
2-'L,(kyjx)p(y)dy 

369 

TABLE II 
8 

1.9261 EXPONENTIAL DJSTIURUTION 

14 X 0.1 0.3 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
-0.49039 Error(%) 0.743 0.561 0.422 -0.351 -0.336 -0.285 

X 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 
Error(%) -O.I70 -0.0878 -0.0408 -0.0174 -0.00239 -0.000224 

TABLE III 

POJSSON DISTRIBUTION 

10 
O.I 185 

-2.82 

22 
0.9673 
1.199 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

12 14 16 
0.2676 0.4656 0.6641 

-O.I33 0.00493 O.I35 

24 26 28 30 
0.9888 0.99669 0.99914 0.99980 
1.379 -0.415 -20.2 72.2 

and the Poisson, 

p(y) = e-;. I )!'o(y - n)/n! (14) 
n=O 

whose MGF is 

J1(s) = exp [J.(e' - 1)]. (15) 

First it was necessary to determine the best value of the scale parameter 
k when M terms are used. This was done by hunting the value of k that 
yielded the minimum mean-square error 

M-1 

8=1- I a~ (16) 
m=O 

(7) in fitting the truncated version of (5) to R(t). For M = 20, we found that 
k=43 gives a mean-square error 8=0.01567. The coefficients a,. are listed 
in Table I. 

(8) 

For the exponential PDF we list in Table II the percentage error in 
Q(x) for 0 < Q(x) < 1/2 and the percentage error in 1- Q(x) for 1/2 < Q(x)< 1. 
The relative error decreases with increasing x. 

For the Poisson distribution we evaluated Q(x) by the approximation 

can be expressed in terms of 11(- kj2x) and its derivatives. In particular, · method for values of x halfway bet ween the integers and compared the 
results with the Poisson distribution summed from y=O to the greatest 
integer in x. Table II! lists the percentage errors in Q(x) for O<Q(x)< 1/2 
and in 1-Q(x) for 1/2 < Q(x)< 1. Here),= 15. 

C0(x) = p(- kj2x), (9) 

and by using the formula 3 

"' (111) L,(t) = {-1)'"t"'/m!- J
1 

(-1)' r Lm_,(t). (10) 

a recurrence relation for C,(x) is easily obtained, 

{ d"'} '"(111) C.,(x) = 2"'(111 !)- 1 s'" ·-;;; [J1(s)] - I ( -1)' c.,_,(x), 
ds s= -k/2x r~ 1 r 

(11) 

which facilitates numerical computation. 
The method was tried out with two very different distributions, the 

exponential, 

p(y) = e->·, y > 0; p(y) = 0, y < 0, (12) 

whose MGF is 

p(s) = (s- 1)- 1, Rl s < 1, (13) 

1 J. W. Head and W. P. Wilson, '"Laguerre functions: Tables and properties,'" Proc. 
lEE (London), vol. 103C, pp. 428-436, June 1956. 

2 Ibid., eq. (38), p. 434. 
3 Ibid., cq. (67), p. 435. 

The accuracy is greatest near the mean and poorest in the tails of the 
Poisson distribution, and this can be expected in most applications. There 
exist other approximation methods best suited for the tails of a distribu
tion. For large x, the inverse Laplace transform of Jl( -s) can be approxi
mated by the method of steepest descents:~ For x near 0, an approximation 

to Q(x) can be obtained from the asymptotic behavior5 of u(- s) for 
large s. The method described here fills the gap. 

An alternative method is the Edgeworth series, but it has an asymptotic 
character that restricts its usefulness." There is an optimum number of 
terms in the Edgeworth series, and if more are used, the accuracy decreases 
markedly. Numerical Fourier transformation of p(iw), followed by numer
ical integration of the PDF p(y), might be used in some cases, but would 
hardly be suitable for a discrete random variable like the Poisson-dis
tributed one of our second example. 

CARL W. HELSTROM 

Dept. of Appl. Electrophys. 
University of California 

La Jolla, Calif. 92037 

4 G. Doetsch, Handbuclz der Llplace- Transformation, vol. 2. Basel and Stuttgart: 
Birkhiiuser Verlag, 1955, ch. 3, §5, pp. 83-88. 

'Ibid., ch. 3, §I, pp. 45-50, and §7, pp. 92-94. 
0 T. C. Fry, Pl'obability and its Engineering Uses, 2nd ed. Princeton, N.J.: Van Nostrand, 

I 965, p. 262. 
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NUMERICAL INVERSION OF THE LAPLACE TRANSFORM USING 
GENERAliSED LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS 

R. Piessens, OrAng., and Maria Branders, M.A. 

Indexing terms: Laplace transforms, Transient response, Polynomials 

Abstract 

The calculation of the transient response corresponding to a given frequency response is a problem of 
numerical inversion of a Laplace transform .. Two methods are presented: a very economical method, which . 
is suitable only for a limited class of Laplace transforms, and a general method. FORTRAN programs for 
both methods are described. The general method is compared with other general methods. 

List of principal symbols 
p = complex variable 
t = independent time variable 

f(t) =original function 
F(p) = Laplace transform of/(t) 
.P-1 =inverse Laplace operator 
r(t) = gamma function 

L~a>(l) = generalised Laguerre polynomial of degree n 
Si (t) = sine integral 
Ci (t) =cosine integral 
Jn(t) = Bessel function of the first kind 
Iu(t) = modified Bessel function 
f.f.t. = fast Fourier transform 

D = differential operator 

1 Introduction 
The main difficulty in applying Laplace-transform 

techniques is the determination of the original function f(t) 
from its transform 

F(p) =I ;-Plf(t)dt 
0 

(1) 

In many cases, analytical methods fail and numerical methods 
must be used. The best known numerical methods for the 
inversion of the Laplace transform are based on the numerical 
integration of the Bromwich integralH 3 or on the expansion 
of the original function in a series of orthogonal functions, 
particularly orthogonal exponential functions and Laguerre 
polynomials. Orthogonal exponential functions are very often 
used for the calculation of transient responses. 13-21 Even 
Bellman's method22•23 is, in fact, a special case of one of 
these methods, as has been pointed out by Piessens.24•25 The 
principal reason for the importance of orthogonal exponential 
functions is that only real values of F(p) are required for 
calculation of the coefficients of the series expansion of f(t). 
However, the computation off(t) from values of F(p) on the 
real axis is numericaJly unstable.I8-26 Therefore, if a high 
degree of accuracy is desired, the calculation must be carried 
out in multiple precision, or methods must be used which 

- determine the original function from values of the transform 
in the complex plane or from values of the derivatives of the 
transform, if these can be easily calculated. For this reason, 
Laguerre expansions are preferable to expansions in ortho
gonal exponential functions. This has already be~n noted by 
several authors.13, 18, 21,27-41 

In this paper, we shall consider an extension using 
generalised Laguerre polynomials, as proposed by Luke, 13 

and shall present new methods for the calculation of the 
Laguerre coefficients of the original function. 

Programs CP77 and 78, first received 9th November 1970 and in 
revised form 14th June 1971. The program listings and accompanying 
documentation are held in the lEE Computer-Program Library and 
are available on application and on payment of charges of £6 · 60 
(CP77) and £6· 30 (CP78) 
Dr. P1essens and Miss Branders are with the Applied Mathematics 
Division, University of Lem•en, Celestijnenlaan 200B, B 3030 Heverlee, 
Belgium 
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2 Description of the. method 
Assume that f(t) can be expanded in a series 

00 

f(t) = {0 Z akL~al(t) 
k=O 

(a> -1) . (2) 

where L~a>(t) is the generalised Laguerre polynomial of 
degree k 

L~a>(t) = _!_ ett-a Dk(e-ttk +a) = Z ( -1)111 (k + a) tm (3) 
k! m=O k-m m! 

In eqn. 2, a is a free parameter, the choice of which will be 
discussed below. For a = 0, eqn. 2. is an expansion in ordinary 
Laguerre polynomials. Coefficients ak of the series expressed 
by eqn. 2 are given by 

or 
' k . 

ak = k. ~ (k +a)_!_ d'.F(p) I (6) 
r(k +a + 1) j=O k - j jl dp1 p=1 

Therefore, if the Laplace transform of f(t) is known, coeffi
cients ak of the series expansion of eqn. 2 can be calculated 
by means of eqn. 6. If eqn. 2 is truncated after N terms, an 
approximation of the original function is obtained. Eqn. 6 
is not suited to numerical calculations. There are other 
methods for the calculation of ak. By term wise transformation 
of eqn. 2, we obtain 

F(p) = :f ak r(a + k + 1) (p - I)k 
k=O k! pk+a+1 

(7) 

If we consider 

( 
1 )a+1 ( 1 ) cp(z) = -- F -·-

1-z 1-z 
(8) 

eqn. 7 yields 

A-( ) _ ~ r(k + a + I) k 
'f> z - k.J ak k' z 

k=O • 
(9) 

so that 

1 dk I 
ak = r(k +a + 1) dzk cp(z) z=O. 

(10) 

Eqns. 6 and 10 are theoretically equivalentt but eqn. 10 is 
better suited to numerical calculation, as will be explained in 
Sections 4 and 5. 

The foregoing results can be generalised: if F(p) is the 
Laplace transform of f(f), and if f(t) can be expanded in a 
series 

(1) 

f(t) = e-ctta ~ akLkal(bt) 
k=O 

(11) 
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.1(a b c)( ) _ ~ 1 '(k + a + 1) k 
'f • • z - .£.J akz 

k~O /c! 
(12) 

where 

( 
h )a+l ( h rp(a,b,c)(z) = __ F --- c) 

1-z 1-z 
(13) 

and thus the ak's are given by eqn. 10 if rp(z) is replaced by 
</>(a, b, c)(z). Henceforth, we shall omit the superscripts a, h 
and c, and shall write o/(z) in all cases. 

Parameters a, hand c in eqn. 11 are introduced in an attempt 
to smooth out any irregularity in f(t) and to accelerate the 
convergence of eqn. 11. It is very important to choose a so 
that t-aJ(t) can be easily approximated by a polynomiaL 
Therefore parameter a must be so determined that pa+ 1F(p) 
is analytic, having no branch point at infinity, so that we 
can write 

(14) 

The optimal value of a is obtained if, in eqn. 14, c0 ¥= 0. 
The advantage of using generalised Laguerre polynomials 
thus becomes evident. Owing to the introduction of para
meter a, a much larger class of Laplace transforms can be 
efficiently inverted. However, an optimal' value of a does not 
always exist. This will be demonstrated below by examples 5 
and 6 in Section 6. The value of c is determinative for the 
asymptotic behaviour of the truncated series of eqn. 11 for 
t-+ co. If possible, it is preferable to choose -c equal to 
the real part of the dominating pole of F(p). The value of b 
will be discussed in Section 5. 

There are two problems: the numerical calculation of 
coefficients ak and the evaluation of the truncated Laguerre 
series. The numerical aspects of the second problem will be 
considered in Section 3. For the calculation of coefficients ak, 
we shall give two methods: 

(i) some functions rp(z) can be easily expanded in a power 
series through algebraic operations. This will be discussed 
in Section 4 

(ii) for any Laplace transform, the derivatives in eqn. 10 can 
be evaluated by contour integration in the complex plane. 
This method is quite general, and will be discussed in 
Section 5 .. 

3 Evaluation of the truncated Laguerre series 

There are two methods for the evaluation of the 
truncated Laguerre series. If the number of terms of the 
truncated series is determined at the outset, the summation 
technique of Smith42 is very efficient. For generalised 
Laguerre polynomials, the method is as follows: Let 
BN+ 2 = BN+I = 0, and 

( 
ht + 1 - a) ( 1 - a) 

B, =a,+ 2- . r + 1 Br+l - 1 - r +a Br+2 

for r = N, N- 1, ... , 0. Then 

N 
~ akLka>(bt) = B 0 

k=O 

(15) 

(16) 

Usually, however, eqn. 11 is calculated with N + 1 and with 
N + L terms (L !:::!. N/4) to control the truncation error. In 
this case, a direct summation of eqn. 11 is preferable. The 
Laguerre polynomials are then calculated by the re-:urrence 
relationship 

'L~a>(t) = (2n +a- 1 - t)L~a.!_ 1 (t) - (n- 1 + a)L~,a.!_ 2(t) 
(17) 

where n = 1, 2, ... 

and L~W) = 0 and L&a>(t) = 1 
1518 

For some types of Laplace transforms, the power
series expansion of the corresponding function o/(z), given 
by eqn. 8, is explicitly known, or can be easily obtained by 
algebraic operations, e.g. by multiplication of known series 
or, if F(p) is a rational function, by long division. 

First, as a simple example, consider the Laplace transform 

F(p) = p-v- 1 exp ( -up-1) • (18) 

in which 11 is an arbitrary positive real number. In conformity 
with eqn. 14, we choose a= v. Eqn. 8 then gives 

o/(z) = exp ( -u + uz) (19) 

Therefore, the original function is given by 

oo 11k 
J(t) = tve-u ~ Lkv>(t) 

k=o rc~c + v + 1) 
(20) 

From eqn. 20, an interesting result can be obtained. Since 
it is known that 

.,P-I{p-v-1 exp (-up- I)} = (tju)vi2Jv{2yl(ut)} (21) 

the following important series expansion for the Besse 
function of the first kind is obtained: 

oo 11k 

J.,(x) = e-"(x/2)v k"fo r(k + v + I) Lkv)(x2/4u) (22) 

In the same manner, we can derive 

oo 11k 
fix)= e"(xj2)v ~ ( -l)k L<">(x2j4u) 

k=O r(lc + I' + 1) k 

(23) 

Eqns. 22 and 23 are extensions of series expansions given by 
Ainsworth and Liu. 43 

Many Laplace transforms can be likewise inverted. We 
have written a computer program LAGRA (CP77) for the 
inversion of some types of rational and irrational transforms; 
namely 

F(p) = fl. aopm + alpm-1 + , .. + am-1P +am 

P hoP11 + h1P11 1 + · · · + h11-IP + bn 

F( ) = fl. yl(aopm + alpm-l + · · · + am-IP +am) 

p p hoP11 + h1P11
-

1 + · · · + hn-tP + b" 

(24) 

(25) 

where p.., ak and bk are arbitrary real numbers. It is supposed, 
however, that F(p) is analytic for Re (p) > 1. 

In the program, the optimal value of a according to eqn. 14 
is determined, the coefficients of the expression for o/(z ), given 
by eqn. 8, are calculated, and finally coefficients ak are 
calculated. For the computation of these coefficients, the 
only operations necessary are long division of two poly
nomials, root squaring of a series and raising a series to a 
square. Once coefficients ak are known, the truncated series 
of eqn. 2 is evaluated using the recurrence formula given 
by eqn. 17. 

4.1 Examples 
All the calculations of these examples were carried out 

in single precision on an IBM 360/44 computer. · 

Example 1 : Consider a rational Laplace ~ransform. In the 
case of simple poles, the best method for the inversion of 
rational transforms is undoubtedly partial-fraction expan
sion.44 The determination of multiple poles, on the other 
hand, is a very difficult task, and in such cases an appropriate 
method such as that given above is particularly useful. 

For the Laplace transform 

F - P4 + 4p3 + 4p2 + 4p + 8 
(p) - Ps + 5p4 + IOp3 + 10p2 + 5p + 1 (28) 
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in which a, b and c are free parameters, the coefficients ak in 
eqn. II are also the coefficients in the power-series expansion 

"-(a b c)( ) _ ;, r(k + a + 1) k 
~ • • z - ~ ~z 

k=O k! 
(I2) 

where 

f<a,b,c)(z) = (~b~)a+l F(~b~- c) 
1-z 1-z 

(13) 

and thus the ak's are given by eqn. 10 if f(z) is replaced by 
~(a, b, c)(z). Henceforth, we shall omit the superscripts a, b 
and c, and shall write f(z) in all cases. 

Parameters a, band c in eqn. 11 are introduced in an attempt 
to smooth out any irregularity in f(t) and to accelerate the 
convergence of eqn. 11. It is very important to choose a so 
that t-"f(t) can be easily approximated by a polynomial. 
Therefore parameter a must be so determined that pa+ 1F(p) 
is analytic, having no branch point at infinity, so that we 
can write 

(14) 

The optimal value of a is obtained if, in eqn. 14, c0 =I= 0. 
The advantage of using generalised Laguerre polynomials 
thi1s becomes evident. Owing to the introduction of para
meter a, a much larger class of Laplace transforms can be 
efficiently inverted. However, an optimal value of a does not 
always exist. This will be demonstrated below by examples 5 
and 6 in Section 6. The value of c is determinative for the 
asymptotic behaviour of the truncated series of eqn. 11 for 
t _,.. oo. If possible, it is preferable to choose -c equal to 
the real part of the dominating pole of F(p). The value of b 
will be discussed in Section 5. 

There are two problems: the numerical calculation of 
coefficients ak and the evaluation of the truncated Laguerre 
series. The numerical aspects of the second problem will be 
considered in Section 3. For the calculation of coefficients ak, 
we shall give two methods: 

(i) some functions f(z) can be easily expanded in a power 
series through algebraic operations. This will be discussed 
in Section 4 

(ii) for any Laplace transform, the derivatives in eqn. 10 can 
be evaluated by contour integration in the complex plane. 
This method is quite general, and will be discussed in 
Section 5. 

3 Evaluation of the truncated Laguerre series 

There are two methods for the evaluation of the 
truncated Laguerre series. If the number of terms of the 
truncated series is determined at the outset, the summation 
technique of Smith42 is very efficient. For generalised 
Laguerre polynomials, the method is as follows: Let 
BN+l = BN+I = 0, and 

( 
bt + 1 - a) ( 1 - a) 

Br = ar + 2- r + 1 Br+l - 1 - r +a Br+2 

for r = N, N- 1, ... , 0. Then 

N 
}.:; akL~a)(bt) = Bo 

k=O 

(15) 

(16) 

Usually, however, eqn. 11 is calculated with N + 1 and with 
N + L terms (L ~ N/4) to control the truncation error. In 
this case, a direct summation of eqn. 11 is preferable. The 
Laguerre polynomials are then calculated by the recurrence 
relationship 

nL~~)(t) = (2n + a - 1 - t)L~a}_ 1(t) - (n - 1 + a)L~2.it) 
(17) 

where n = I, 2, ... 

4 Special method for the calculation of 
coefficients ak 

For some types of Laplace transforms, the power
series expansion of the corresponding function f(z), given 
by eqn. 8, is explicitly known, or can be easily obtained by 
algebraic operations, e.g. by multiplication of known series 
or, if F(p) is a rational function, by long division. 

First, as a simple example, consider the Laplace transform 

(18) 

in which u is an arbitrary positive real number. In conformity 
with eqn. 14, we choose a = v. Eqn. 8 then gives 

f(z) = exp ( -u + uz) (19) 

Therefore, the original function is given by 

(20) 

From eqn. 20, an interesting result can be obtained. Since 
it is known that 

,2'-- 1{p-v-t exp ( -up- 1)} = (t/u)VI2Jv{2v(ut)} (21) 

the following important series expansion for the Besse 
function of the first kind is obtained: 

co 11k 

Jv(x) = e-u(x/2)v k"fo r(k + v + 1) Lf'>(x2/4u) (22) 

In the same manner, we can derive 

co uk 
l.,(x) = eu(x/2)" ~ ( -l)k L(">(x2f4u) 

k=O r(k + V + 1) k 

(23) 

Eqns. 22 and 23 are extensions of series expansions given by 
Ainsworth and Liu.43 

Many Laplace transforms can be likewise inverted. We 
have written a computer program LAGRA (CP77) for the 
inversion of some types of rational and irrational transforms; 
namely 

F( ) = fJ. GoP"'+ GtPm-l + · · • + am-!P +am 
p p hoP"+ htP"- 1 + ... + bn-1P + h11 

(24) 

F( ) = fJ. v(aopm + a,pm-l + · · · + am-1P + am) 
p p hoP"+ h,pn-1 + ... -f- bn-IP + bn 

(25) 

F( ) = fJ. GoP"'+ a,pm-1 + ... + am-tP +am (26) 
p p v(bop2n + b,p2n-l + ... + b211-IP + b2") 

F(p) = fJ. j(aop"' + a,pm-1 + ... + a,_,p +am) (27) 
p 'Y (b0p" + b1p" 1 + ... + b11 _ 1p + h11) 

where p,, a" and bk are arbitrary real numbers. It is supposed, 
however, that F(p) is analytic for Re (p) > 1. 

In the program, the optimal value of a according to eqn. 14 
is determined, the coefficients of the expression for f(z), given 
by eqn. 8, are calculated, and finally coefficients ak are 
calculated. For the computation of these coefficients, the 
only operations necessary are long division of two poly
nomials, root squaring of a series and raising a series to a 
square. Once coefficients ak are known, the truncated series 
of eqn. 2 is evaluated using the recurrence formula given 
by eqn. 17. 

4.1 Examples 

All the calculations of these examples were carried out 
in single precision on an IBM 360/44 computer. 

Example 1: Consider a rational Laplace transform. In the 
case of simple poles, the best method for the inversion of 
rational transforms is undoubtedly partial-fraction expan· 
sion.44 The determination of multiple poles, on the other 
hand, is a very difficult task, and in such cases an appropriate 
method such as that given above is particularly useful. 

For the Laplace transform 

F(p) = p4 + 4p3 + 4p2 + 4p + 8 ( 8) 
v5 + 5n4 + !On3 + 10n2 -l- <;n _L 1 
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series, are given in Table 1. 

Table 1 

NUMERICAL RESULTS OF EXAMPLE 1 

Exact LAGRA, 
40 terms 

2 0·766900 0·766900 
4 1·483567 1·483547 
6 0·939447 0·939445 

10 0·120353 0·120354 
14 0·008009 0·008017 
16 0·001774 0·001844 

Example 2: The transform 

PV(P + 1) 
F(p) = p3 + p2 + P + 1 

has the original function 

I 

f(t) = focos (t - u) exp ( -u)f y(1ru)du 

(29) 

(30) 

which is difficult to calculate. Approximate values obtained 
through LAGRA, using 40 terms, are given in Table 2 

Table 2 

NUMERICAL RESULTS OF EXAMPLE 2 

Exact LAGRA 1 

40 terms 

2 -0·056675 -0·056678 
4 -0·753892 -0·753884 
6 0·655745 0·655759 

10 -0·826932 -0·826927 
14 0·425004 0·424963 
20 0·610817 0·610916 

Example 3: Laplace transforms which are rational functions 
in the variable VP are very important in electronics.45- 47 For 
their inversion, Vlach12 has proposed a partial-fraction _ 
expansion 

F(p) = _i Ai 
i vp+ai 

(31) 

followed by termwise inversion. If ai is complex, however, 
the· complementary error function of a complex argument 
must be calculated. Although there are many algorithms for 
this purpose,48-50 it remains a rather difficult task. Further
more, there are .. considerable difficulties in the case of 
multiple poles. We therefore propose the following approxi
mate procedure. F(p) is split up into a sum of two functions 

F(p) = v(p)Rt(P) + Rz(p) . (32) 

in which R1(p) and Rz(p) are rational functions. Both terms 
of eqn. 32 can be inverted through LAGRA. If desired, R2(p) can 
also be inverted by partial-fraction expansion. This procedure 
is only possible if the poles of R1(p) are in the halfplane 
Re(p) < 1. 

As an example, consider the Laplace transform 

v(p) + o·5 
F(p) = p + y(p) + 1·25 (33) 

The exact original function of eqn. 33 is 

/(t) = (7Tt)- 112 - u/2 - v (34) 

in which u and v are defined by 

u + jv = w{(1 + 0·5j)yt} (35) 

and 
2. z 

w(z) = e-z
2
(1 + v~f/2dt) 

Values of u and v have been tabulated by Abramowitz and 
Stegun51 and by Faddeeva and Terent'ev.52 
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LAGRA, we write 

F(p) = y'(p)(p + 0·75) + -0·5p + 0·625 
p2 + 1 · 5p + 1 · 5625 · p 2 + 1· Sp + 1 · 5625 

. (36) 

where each term is to be inverted separately. 
The results of this approximation inversion, with 40 terms, 

are given in Table 3. 

Table 3 

NUMERICAL RESULTS OF EXAMPLE 3 

2 
4 
6 

10 
14 
20 

Exact 

-0·0063098 
-0·0102381 
-0·0071937 
-0·0038493 
-0·0024373 
-0·0014244 

LAGRA, 
40 terms 

-0·0063105 
-0·0102385 
-0·0071940 
-0·0038486 
-0·0024238 
-0·0014556 

5 General method for calculation of 
coefficients 
This method is based on the theory of complex func

tions. If F(p) is analytic for Re (p) > b/2 - c, q;(z) is analytic 
in and on the unit circle. We then have 

q;<kl(O) = _1 J ,P(z) dz 
k! 27Tj c zk+t 

. (37) 

in which Cis the circle lzl = r with r < 1. 
Substituting 

z = re2rrjt . (39) 

we obtain 

. (39) 

k = 0, 1, 2, .... Since z"q;(z) is analytic in and on C, we have 

1 

~J z"cp(z)dz = J e2rri(n+1)tq;(re2rrjl)dt = 0 (40) 
27rj c 0 

n = 0, 1, 2, .... By combining eqns. 39 and 40, we obtain 

cf;<kl(O) Jl 
-k-

1
- = 2r-k Re {q;(re2"jt)} cos 27Tktdt . 

. .o 
(41) 

and 
cf;<kl(O) Jl 
--

1
- = - 2jr-k Im {q;(re2rrjt)} sin 27Tktdt 

k. 0 
(42) 

From eqn. 41, with r = 1, can be derived 

Re {q;(ei8)} = ~ rca + k + 1) ak cos kB 
k=O k! 

. (43) 

This result can also be obtained by directly substituting 
eqn. 38 in eqn. 12. 

The problem remaining is therefore the calculation of the 
Fourier cosine coefficients of the function Re {q;(ei6)}. This 
can be done by one of the following well known approxi
mate formulas:53 

2k! M 7T/k 
ak = r(a + k + l)M 1~0 ifl(7Tl/M) cos M (50) 

or 
2k! ~ ( 21 + 1 7T) ( 2/-H k1r) 

ak =rca+ k + 1)(M + 1) 1~0 V' M +'i 2 cos M + 1 T 
. (51) 

where 

ifl(x) = Re{ (j~cotgi+%Y+! F(.j%cotg~- c +%)} 
(52) 
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For the evaluation of eqns. 50 and 51, the fast Fourier 
transform can be applied, but often the number of terms 
needed in eqn. 11 is not large, so that use of the f.f.t. is 
unnecessary. We shall now discuss the choice of free para
meter b. It is intuitively evident that the convergence of 
eqn. 49 is better as the singularities of lf;(z) are further 
removed from the unit circle or, in other words, as the 
singularities of F(p) are more removed from the vertical line 

, -q_e (p) = b/2 -c in the complex plane. Therefore, a large 
tlue of b is favourable to a good convergence of the series. 

But then, only a small number of terms can be used because, 
using the approximate expressions of eqn. 50 or eqn. 51, the 
relative error of the coefficients ak increases greatly with k. 
If, due to roundoff errors, there is no further reduction of 
coefficients ak after N + 1 terms, the series is truncated and 
the truncation error EN is approximately equal to the first 
neglected term 

EN~ aN+le-ctraLYJ~ 1(bt) (53) 

The largest zero g of Lft''+ 1(bt) is given approximately by 
(see Tricomj54) 

g ~ (4N + 2a + 2)/b 

Therefore, for t < g, the error EN oscillates; but for larger 
values of t, the error increases greatly. This discussion is 
only valid in the case of fast convergence of the sequence of 
coefficients ak. The conclusion is that, with b increasing, only 
a small number of terms can be used in eqn. 11, and that the 
approximation interval is less. Therefore, if the original 
function must be known in a large interval, we must take a 
small value of b and calculate more terms in eqn. 11. A 
computer program LAGUER (CP78), which computes coeffi
cients ak by means of eqn. 50, has been written. The f.f.t. is 
not used. · 

6 Comparison with other methods 
The method described in Section 5 requires values of 

+he Laplace transform F(p) for values of p which lie on the 
mginary axis or on another vertical line in the complex 

plane. ·In the literature, some other methods are known 

Table 4 

given by Clend.enin55 based on the piecewise linear approxi
mation of ~(w). We then obtain 

2edt ( M-1 
f(t) ~ --:;T ~(O)A sin (th/2) + B i~l ~(hi) cos (t/li) 

+ ~(c)[t- 1 sin (tc) -A sin {t(c - h/2)}] + RN) (56) 

where c = Mlz 

h =length of subintervals in which ~(w) is approxi
mated to by a linear function 

A = 2t-2!z- 1 sin (th/2) 

B = 4t-2!z- 1 sin2 (th/2) 

RN = fo4>cw) cos wtdw 

In a practical situation, Jvl must be chosen large enough so 
that, in expr. 56, RN is negligible. For some types of Laplace 
transforms, an asymptotic approximation of ~(w) can be 
constructed so that RN can be estimated quite accurately. 
This has been done by Kowerski' 0 for rational Laplace 
transforms. In the following examples, we shall compare our 
method (subroutine LAGUER) with that of Dubner and Abate 
and with that of Clendenin. 

6.1 Numyrical examples 

All calculations of the following examples were carried 
out in double precision. M + 1 indicates the number of 
evaluations of the Laplace transform, i.e. the number of 
terms in exprs. 50, 55 and 56. N is the number of terms in the 
approximation for f(t). Therefore, in our method, N is the 
number of terms of the truncated Laguerre series, and in both 
other methods N = M + 1. For the other symbols in the 
Tables, we refer to the text. 

6.2 Example 4 

In Table 4, the numerical results of the inversion of 

F(p) = (p2 + 1)-1/2 

are given. They illustrate the influence of the value of b. 

. ~ ;., NUMERICAL RESULTS OF EXAMPLE 4 

LAGUER, a = C = 0, LAGUER, a = C = 0, Dubner and Abate, Clendenin, 
LA ORA, I Exact Nf = 250, N = 190, M=20,N= 15, M = 800, d = 0·5, M=400,h=O·I, 

d = 0·5 110 terms b = 0·6 b = 8 T= 20 

2 0·2238907791412 0·2238907791411 0·2238907791417 0·223895 0·2229 0·2238907791412 
4 -0· 3971498098638 -0·3971498098633 -0·3971498108067 -0·397138 -0·3939 -0·3971498098638 
8 0·1716508071376 0·1716508071395 0·174119 0·171738 0·1632 0·1716508071376 

10 -0·2459357644513 -0·2459357644487 0·461037 -0·245705 -0·2287 -0·2459357644513 
20 0·1670246643406 0·1670246643510 
40 0·0073668905842 0·0073668911301 
60 -0·0914718040891 -0·09147173 
80 -0·0697421655122 -0·06971420 

100 0·0199858503042 0·02155037 

that have the same feature. 8• 10 They are based on the evalua
,tion of 

2edtfw 
f(t) =- cos wt~(w)dw 

7T 0 

where ~(w) = Re{F(d + jw)} 

(54) 

and dis a real number, so that F(p) is analytic for Re (p) >d. 
The methods differ only in the numerical method used for 
the calculation of the infinite oscillating integral (eqn. 54). 

·bner and Abate9 have proposed a simple trapezoidal rule. 
The final inversion formula is 

edt{ M k7Tt} 
f(t) ~ T ~(0)/2 +~I ~(k7T/T) cosT (55) 

They also provide formulas for the choice of free parameters 
d and Tin eqn. 55. 

The integral of eqn. 54 can also be evaluated by a formula 

0·1670246643406 
0·0073668658 

-0·09151 

For small values of b, very high accuracy can be obtained at 
the cost of much computation work. To compare LAGUER 
and LAGRA, results calculated with a double-precision version 
ofLAGRA are given in the last column. Note that, with respect 
to computation time, LAGRA is much more economical. 

6.3 Example 5 

For some Laplace transforms, there are no optimal 
values of a. The obtainable results are less accurate. In 
Table 5, results are given of the inversion of 

F( ) =P logp 
p p2_f- 1 

The exact original function is 

f(t) = - sin t Si (t) - cost Ci (t) 
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NUMERICAL RESULTS OF EXAMPLE 5 

LAGUER, Dubner Clendenin, 
M~N ~ 100, and Abate, 

I Exact b ~ 1, ]>,[ ~ 200, M~ 400, 
a~- 0·5, d~ 0·5, d~ 0·5, 
c~o T~ 20 h ~ 0·1 

1 -0·9784 -1·0222 -0·9759 -0·95 
2 -1·2838 -1·2833 -1·2775 -1·31 
3 -0·1425 -0·1406 -0·131 -0·11 
4 1·2385 1·19 1·26 1·21 
5 1·5402 1·50 1·57 1·47 
6 0·4634 0·57 0·51 0·53 
7 -1·0135 -1·11 -0·93 -1·08 
8 -1·5396 -1·49 -1·40 -1·40 
9 -0·6358 -0·63 -0·41 -0·50 

10 0·8640 0·83 1·24 0·45 

6.4 Example 6 
Sometimes, F(p) can be written as a sum of two or 

more Laplace transforms which can be inverted separately, 
each with a different value of a. 

For instance, 

F(p) = p-1/2 exp ( -p-1/2) 

can be written as 

F(p) = p- 1/2 cosh (p- 112)-p-112 sinh (p-1/2) 

Here, the first term of the second member can be inverted ' 
with a = 0 · 5, and the second term with a = 0. 

The exact original function is 

f(t) = lty'~7Tt) fa~ exp ( -u2f4t)J0(2y'u)du 

Results are given in Table 6. The methods of Dubner and 
·Abate, and of Clendenin, do not provide reasonable results. 

Table 6 

NUMERICAL RESULTS OF EXAMPLE 6 

Exact LAGUER, M ~ 50 

1 -0·010723429 -0 ·010723401 
10 -0.024785984 -0.024785988 
20 -0·003081880 ~0·003081881 
50 0·002719950 0·002719946 

100 0·000210929 0·000210934 

In these examples, our method offers more accuracy for 
less computation work. 

7 Conclusions 
We have given two methods for the numerical inversion 

of the Laplace transform: the first is applicable only to special 
types of Laplace transforms, but is very efficient; the second 
is a general method. The latter is compared with other methods 
and is found to be very accurate and economical. 
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9 Program descriptions 

9.1 LAGRA (CP77) 
9.1.1 Program details 

(a) Language: FORTRAN IV 
(b) Number of variables: 

integers: 22 
real scalars: 20 
arrays: 9 

(c) Number of statements: 140 

9.1.2 Performance guide 

(a) Computer used: IBM 360/44 of the Computing Centre 
of the University of Leuven 

(b) Core-size requirement: OOllEC bytes 
(c) Output medium: line printer 
(d) Time: the calculation of 40 terms of the Laguerre 

expansion and the calculation of the original function of 
F(p) = (p2 + 1)-1/2 for 15 values oft requires less than. 
ls 

(e) Limitations: the program is applicable only to certain 
types of Laplace transforms as described in the paper 
and the poles must lie in the half plane Re (p) < 1 

(f) Accuracy depends on the Laplace transform t 
verted and on the values oft for which the original 
must be calculated. In general, accuracy is very h 

9.2 LAGUER (CP 78) 
9.2.1 Program details 

(a) Language: FORTRAN IV 
(b) Number of variables: 

integers: 9 
real scalars: 20 
complex scalars: 4 
arrays: 2 

(c) Special word-length requirements: the prog1 
written for double-precision arithmetic 

(d) Number of statements: 68 

9.2.2 Performance guide 

(a) Computer used: IBM 360/44 of the Computing ~ 
of the University of Leuven 

(b) Core-size required: 0015E8 bytes 
(c) Output medium: line printer 
(d) Time: the inversion of F(p) = (p2 + 1)- 112 for, 

2, ... , 30, so that the maximal error in this inte1 
less than 10-5, requires 5s 

(e) Accuracy: depends on the Laplace transform 1 

inverted and on the choice of the free parameter, 
demonstrated in the examples, accuracy can be extn 
high 
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be :aken into account in any practical example where some upper bound for the 
:rrJr should be estimated. 

(':-.i.:unce Corps 
~;:wnd Ordnance Fuze Laboratories 
':Lshington, D. C. 

HERBERT E. SALZER 

NOTE BY REFEREE 

The function F(p) is subject to certain restrictions because it is a Laplace transform. In order 
:or F(!J) to be the Laplace transform of the function f(t) given by (1), it is sufficient that F(p) have 
:~ iorm (d. G. DoETscH [5]): 

F(p) = ajp + F1 (p)jpr~, 
.,::ere 0 > 0, a is a constant, and F1 (p) is analytic and bounded in the half plane Re(p) >c. 
Wi :1ssume that this coHdition is satisfied. ·whether this condition is also sufficient for the con
·.~ence of then-point quadrature formula to the true value of j(t) in (1), when n tends to infinity, 
~~ not been determined. The author makes use here of the fact that the convergence occurs 
,.::.,never F(p) is a polynomial in 1/p without a constant term; in fact, the quadrature is exact 
:.:r :x:>lynomials of degree not greater than 2n. G. SZEG6 [10] has shown that under quite general 
,_·r:2irions a Gauss-Jacobi type quadrature formula which converges for polynomials also converges 
:,.,- :1 much wider class of functions. Unfortunately his theorems do not seem to apply directly to 
t:Oc present case because the integral (1) involves a complex valued weight function which is not 

bounded variation. 

I. H. S. CARSLAW & J. C. JAEGER, Operational Methods in Applied Mathematics, 2nd edition, 
(}:t.iord l!niversity Press, 1949, p. 75. 

!.. H. E. SALZER & R. ZucKER, "Table of the Zeros and \Veight Factors of the First Fifteen 
b;:uerre Polynomials," Amer. Math. Soc., Bull., v. 55, 1949, p. 1004-1012. 

3. G. SzEGO, Orthogonal Polynomials, Amer. Math. Soc., Colloqu·iumPub., v. 23, 1939, p. 46-47. 
-t H. L. KR.c\LL & 0. FRINK, "A New Class of Orthogonal Polynomials: The Bessel Poly-

:::0r.1i2ls," .-\mer. Math. Soc., Trans., v. 65, 1, 1949, p. 100-115. · · 
S. G. DOETSCH, Theorie und Anwendung der Laplace-Transformation, Springer, Berlin, 1937, 

;:.. 128. . 
6. The shift in notation from (n+l) ton in A;<nl will cause no confusion after theA/shave 

~~computed and are ready for use in (6). 
7. It was called to the author's attention by H. L KRALL that P.,.(x) == (-l)"y.,.(x, 1, -1) 

"l:cre y,(x, a, b) are "generalized Bessel polynomials" (see [4]). 
S. G. SzEG6, op. cit., p. 41-42. 
9. Formula (14) holds for n = 2 if we define Po(x) == 1. 

10. G. SZEG6, op. cit., p. 341-342: 

On the Improvement of the Solutions to a Set of 
Simultaneous Linear Equations using the ILLIAC 

The basic method used for solving simultaneous linear equations on the Uni
\-crsity of Illinois' electronic digital computer, the ILLIAC, has already been 
Cescribed in detail by \VHEELER and NASH [1]. The routine currently in use on 
the ILLIAC, programmed by Wheeler [2], makes use of the method of elimina
t:on to solve the set of n simultaneous linear equations 

0) 
n-1 

L aiiXi + ai.,. = 0 i = 0, 1, 2, · · ·, n- 1 
i=O 

:n a manner very similar to that used by a human solving such a system. 

f2) 

In brief, the procedure used is as follows: 
a) The augmented matrix 

i = 0, 1, 2, · · ·, n- 1 
aii 

j = 0, 1, 2, · · ·, n 



i = 1: 
i = 2: 
i = 3: 
i = 4: 
i = 5: 
i = 6: 

i = 1: 
i = 2: 
i = 3: 
i = 4: 
i = 5: 
i = 6: 
i = 7: 

i = 1: 
i = 2: 
i = 3: 
i = 4: 
i = 5: 
i = 6; 
i = 7: 
i = 8: 

d 
' ' 

,, 

4.03884 
4.03884 
6.47051 
6.47051 
7.49064 
7.49064 

4.37869 
4.37869 
7.14105 
7.14105 
8.51183 
8.51183 
8.93683 

4.68549 
4.68549 
7.73869 
7.73869 
9.40637 
9.40637 

10.16944 
10.16944 
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8 - 8.34560 
8 + 8.34560 
3 - 4.90012 
3 + 4.90012 
0 - 1.62149 
0 + 1.62149 

4 -10.16969 
4 +10.16969 
5 - 6.62304 
5 + 6.62304 
5 - 3.28101 
5 + 3.28101 
3 + .00000 

5 -12.01057 
5 +12.01057 
0 - 8.37088 
0 + 8.37088 
0 - 4.96922 
0 + 4.96922 
4 - 1.64920 
4 + 1.64920 
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.04698 447 +.09708 551i - 43.516 

.04698 447 -.09708 551i 

.09821 855 +.07438 093i 

.09821 855 -.07438 093i 

.12752 426 +.02760 517i 

.12752 426 -.02760 517i 

n=7 
.03571 656 +.08295 315i 
.03571 656 -.08295 315i 
.07528 041 +.06981 960i 
.07528 041 -.06981 960i 
.10228 557 +.03942 750i 
.10228 557 -.03942 750i 
.11189 646 +.00000 OOOi 

n=8 
.02819 058 +.07226 240i 
.02819 058 -.07226 240i 
.05954 718 +.06441 172i 
.05954 718 -.06441 172'i 
.08311 501 +.04390 820i 
.08311 501 -.04390 820i 
.09581 390 +.01553 837i 
.09581 390 -.01553 837i 
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+ 595.468i 
+ 1040.334i 
- 1040.334i 
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TABLE OF ZEROS AND CHRISTOFFEL NUMBERS 
l<l ., 
II\ 

p,<n) 1jp,<n) A,<n) 0 
C) 

n = 1 
0 

i = 1: 1.00000 000 + .00000 OOOi 1.00000 0000 + .00000 OOOOi 1.00000 000 + .00000 OOOi ~ 
n=2 

'"d 
0 

i = 1: 2.00000 000 - 1.41421 356i .33333 3333 +.23570 2260i - 1.00000 00 - 3.53553 39i ~ i = 2: 2.00000 000 + 1.41421 356i .33333 3333 -.23570 2260i - 1.00000 00 + 3.53553 39i 0 
:s: 

n=3 ~ 
i = 1: 2.68108 288 - 3.05043 020i .16255 5585 +.18494 9324i - 7.64874 9 + 4.17164 Oi Ul 

i = 2: 2.68108 288 + 3.05043 020i .16255 5585 -.18494 9324i - 7.64874 9 - 4.17164 Oi 
,.... 
z 

i = 3: 3.63783 425 + .00000 OOOi .27488 8830 +.00000 OOOOi 18.29749 8 + .00000 Oi 1-< z 
n=4 < 

["Ij 

i = 1: 3.21280 69 - 4.77308 75i .09705 0482 +.14418 2470i 11.3015 + 12.4717i ~ 
Ul 

i = 2: 3.21280 69 + 4.77308 75i .09705 0482 -.14418 2470i 11.3015 - 12.4717i ["Ij 

i = 3: 4.78719 30 - 1.56747 65i .18866 3804 +.06177 4421i - 13.30154 - 60.07173i f;: 
i = 4: 4. 78719 30 + 1.56747 65i .18866 3804 -.06177 44211; - 13.30154 + 60.07173i ~ 

~ 
n=5 (') 

["Ij 

i = 1: 3.65569 43 - 6.54373 69i .06506 5779 +.11646 8528i . 15.8268 - 24.1256i ., 
i = 2: 3.65569 43 + 6.54373 69i .06506 5779 -.11646 8528i 15.8268 + 24.1256i ~ i = 3: 5.70095 33 - 3.21026 56i .13317 9077 +.07499 4511i - 149.9984 + 68.0423i 

Ul 
i = 4: 5.70095 33 + 3.21026 56i .13317 9077 -.07499 4511i - 149.9984 - 68.0423i >tj 

0 
i = 5: 6.28670 47 + .00000 OO,i .15906 5845 +.00000 OOOOi 2?3.3433 + .OOOOi ~ 

Ul 

1-" 
-4 
1.11 
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174 ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS IN INVERSE LAPLACE TRANSFORMS 

where 
--2 

a 0 = ( -1)", and ra7 = - (n2 - r- 1 )ar-I. for r > 0. 

Working backwards from (12"), by equating coefficients of xr-t, one sees 
(12") must arise from (16). 

VIII. Explicit expressions for polynomials. Because these polynomials 
are of fundamental importance, and their role in the inverse Laplace 
is comparable to the role of the Laguerre polynomials in the direct Laplace 
form, their explicit expressions are given below for n = 1 (1)12: 

P1(x) 

P2(x) 

P3(x) 

P4(x) 

Ps(x) 

Ps(x) 

P1(x) 

Ps(x) 

P 9 (x) 

=x-1 

=6x2 -4x+1 

= 60:& - 36x2 + 9x - 1 

= 840x4 - 480x3 + 120x2 - 16x + 1 

= 15120xs - 8400x4 + 2100x3 - 300x2 + 25x - 1 

= 3 32640x6 - 1 81440x5 + 45360x4 - 6720:& + 630x2 - 36x + 1 

= 86 48640x7 - 46 56960x6 + 11 64240x5 - 1 76400x4 + 17640x3 

- 1176x2 + 49x- 1 

= 2594 59200x8 - 1383 78240x7 + 345 94560x6 - 53 22240x5 

+ 5 54400x4 - 40320x3 + 2016x2
- 64x + l 

= 88216 12800x9- 46702 65600x8 + 11675 66400x7 - 1816 

+ 194 59440x5 - 14 96880x4 + 83160:& - 3240x2 + 81x - 1 

P 10 (x) = 33 52212 86400x10 - 17 64322 56000x9 + 4 41080 64000x8 - 69 

12000x7 + 7567 56000x6 - 605 40480x5 + 36 03600x4 - 1 

+ 4950x2
- 100x + 1 

P 11 (x) = 1407 92940 28800x11 - 737 48683 00800x10 + 184 37170 75 
- 29 11132 22400x8 + 3 23459 13600x7 - 26637 81120x6 + 1 
86320x5 - 79 27920x4 + 2 83140:& - 7260x2 + 121x - 1 

P 12 (x) = 64764 75253 24800x12 - 33790 30566 91200x11 + 8447 57641 

- 1340 88514 56000x9 + 150 84957 88800x8 - 12 70312 

+ 82335 05280x6 - 4151 34720x5 + 162 16200x4 - 4 80480:& · 

+ 10296x2 
- 144x + 1. 

IX. Zeros and Christoffel numbers. In the numerical table below there · 
given the values of the reciprocals of the zeros of P.,. (x) or p.;Cnl, the zeros 
P.,(x), or 1/P-/"l, and the corresponding Christoffel numbers Al"\ for n = 1 
Use of these quantities in the quadrature formula (6) above can give 
exact accuracy for any polynomial in 1/P (with no constant term) up to the 
degree. However, the fact that these tabulated values of p/"\ 1/P.C"l and 
are correct to only about a unit in the last significant figure that is given, 

ORTHC 

Ul 
p:: 
>=1 
l!l 
~ 
:.:> 
z 
~ 
>=1 
r=. 
r=. 
0 
E-< 
Ul ..... 
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A 
z 
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(/} 

0 
p:: 
i=l. 
N 
r=. 
0 

>=1 
~ 
l!l 

~· 
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.~-r.U coefficients, or, in other words, that 

2P.,(x) + (2n + 1)Pn-I(x) == 0 (mod (2n- 1)). 

bst congruence, by (14), is equivalent to 

~ 2(2n- 1) 
··-. . P,__1(x) + 

2 
,., Pn-2(x) + (2n + 1)Pn-I(x) == 0 (mod (2n -1)), 

!;:--' n-

_(2_n ---1-)
2 

P.,_1 (x) + 2 (
2
n-

1) Pn~2 (x) == 0 (mod (2n- 1)), 
2n- 3 2n- 3 

"'tib:h in turn is expressible as 

, ) [ (2n- 1)Pn-l(x) + 2Pn_z(x) J 
t2n- 1 == 0 . · 2n- 3 

(mod (2n - 1)), 

':.:Z _ 1) [. (2 + (2n- 3)Pn-1(x) + (2n- 1 - (2n- 3))Pn_2 (x) J == 
0 

, 2n- 3 
(mod (2n - l)). 

Eo:rtundertheassumptionsthat(15)holdsform = n,andthatPm(x),m :::=:; n -1, 
hs integral coefficients, the last quantity in brackets is a polynomial with integral 
~:lcients, which shows that the last congruence is satisfied identically in x. 
T~:!S (15) holds form = n + 1 and Pn+1 (x) has integral coefficients. We proceed 
:.i:t :his way to every n. There is a slight subtlety in the argument of this induction 
~the sense that the integral coefficients of Pm(x) up tom = n- 1 only are 
~ctl to go from m = n tom = n + 1 in (15), but then use is made of the in
~~ coefficients of Pn(x) in using (14) with n + 1 in place of n. 

V11 Differential equation. It is easy to show that P,.(x) satisfies the differ
ctial. equation 

(16) x2Pn"(x) + (x- 1)P,/(x) - n2Pn(x) ~ 0. 

llus one merely expresses (12) in: the form 

i!1) Pn(x) = (-1)"'[ 1 + ~ (-1)rn2(n2- F)(n2- 22) ... (n2- ;-=-t2) xr] 
.-1 r! ' 

that (12') is equivalent to the automatically terminating 

t12") 
co 

P,.(x) = L arXr, 
r=O 
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explicit formula for P.,. (1/ p) in (12). For, in view of (8), it suffices to consider 

(H) 1 ic+i"' eP ( -1)
2

" ( 2n - 1) ( 1 ) - --- n!P.- dp 
2-Trj c-j"' p pn n n p ' 

or 

(I) 
( -1)2" ( 2n - 1) ' n ( -1)2n-r ( n) ( 2n - r - 1) n n. L r n- r (n- r)! 

,.,.o (2n- r)! 

or 

(
2n-1) n n(n-1)---(n-t+l) (2n-r-1)---(n+1)n~; 

(J) n. n! E ( -l)' __:_ _ _:___r....:.! ---=- (2n-r) (2n-r-1)- · · (n+ 

which, after cancellations, is written as 

(K) 
"i= ( _

1
)' (2n-1) (2n-2)- · -n _n_ n_(n_-_1_)_-_· -....:.(1_r-_r+_1'-) (:_n_-_r.:_)! 

r~o (n-r) !n! 2n-r d . • 

or 

(L) 
n L ( -l)r 1 (2n - 1) (2n - 2) ... n 

r~o 2n-r (n-r)!r! 

and this, in turn, is expressible in the form 

(M) H -1)n 

X E -'-(2_n_-_o )'-'(_2n_-_1-'-) _(2_n_-_2 )_-_--_(2-,-n_--"[=-r -----'1 ]=-) -'-( 2_n -__;:;_[r_+_1-=])_-_--
,.,..0 (r-O)(r-1)-- · (r-[r-1])(r-[r+l])--- (r-n) 

In (M), the H -1)n is multiplied by the sum of the coefficients of the 
interpolation polynomial for the (n + 1) points 0, 1, ---, n, for the 
equal to 2n. But that sum is identically equal to 1, i.e., for any value, 
othenvise. Thus we obtain once more H -1)" for the normalization. 

VI. Integral coefficients. It may be of interest to show that (14) alone, 
any knowledge of (10), implies that P.,.(x) has integral coefficients. We 
this by noting that P n+l (x) will have integral coefficients if P m (x), m ~ 
integral coefficients and the following identical polynomial congruence 
form= n + 1: . 

(15) 2P.,,_l(x) + (2m - 1)Pm_2 (x) = 0 (mod (2m - 3)). 

Now the existence of integral coefficients of P,.(x) and congruence (15) 
verified for the first few values of m. \Ve then show that if (15) holds for 
particular m = n, it holds for m = n + 1, provided P,.(x), m ~ n - 1;-

ORTHOGONAL 

.;:.!.-..;r·.1l cocfti.cients, or 

2P,.(x) 

:··""" Lc;t congruence, 

2(2 
~-- P_l(x) +b 

.. __ - -' --
-~ :o 

(2~- 1r P.,.. 
2n- 3 

.. b.:.::h ia turn is expre 

(2n ...:. 1) [ (2n 

=!Z -

::...,~ ' .. mJcr the assump1 
'--".a;;: :e,_;r:1l coefficient 

.. c·.-~:~cienrs, which sh' 
:~o-::' : 15) holds form 
"' ~~i, way to every n. 

··:co :::.- ..x:n:::;c that the 
·""""-!<:-ti ro go from m 
'~.:! t"O<.'fricien ts of r 

VII. Differential e 
.,.':':~:.:tl ._..quation 

X'-1 

7::;:,:.,. one merely expr 

P,.(x) = ( -1)• 

~ then observes tl 
-~"inite series." 

)I~ .. ,...., 

·- l 
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.. -·-~nee formula. It is easy to obtain the recurrence relation for the 
~ ...................... 

~'!'~ P.'.:o:) by employi~g a fundamental the~rem about the existenc~ of 
- -~::=-<>= icmnula connectmg any three successtVe orthogonal polynom1als 
¢- ,, 

~~...-.:. ~5~'. namely, 

P,.(x) = (anX + bn)P n-l(x) + CnPn-2(x). 

":".._"' ~~ -~ :;:wwdi,,tdy seen to be 4n - 2. Equating constant terms in (13), one 
,,,,~ ·~ _ ), + 1, and after substitution into the equation derived from the 

L'i :.:. one obtains 

2 2n - 1 
bn = 2n- 3' Cn = , 

2n - 3 

~- "'~-~ :::..: r~-c·urrence formula satisfied by P n(x) is seen to be [9] 

·;;(. 1-"- _;;Pn(x) = [(4n- 2)(2n- 3)x + 2]Pn-l(x) + (2n- 1)Pn-2(x), 

for n ~ 3. 

r~,:r~ -1-l- and (8) only, without nnking use of (10), one can again find the 
t>:.;Jt":<~~.:.ltiun bctor given in (11), through the following inductive argument: 

~H) by P,.-:2(x)' and then operate with 

1 ic+joo 1 
-. eP- ... dp 
27rJ c-joo p 

-:L"'t.un ::Mkin~ usc of (8)): 

h - 2\ (2n - 3) ic+i" 1 . . ( l) 1 ( 1) .,. - eP- P 1 - ·- P " - dp . 2:rj c-j>: p n- p p n-. p 

(2n - 1) ic+i"' · 1 [ ( 1 )]2 + Q + . CP- p n-2 - dp. 
27rJ c-joo p p 

the leit member of (11) by Fm still making use of (8) to replace in the 
W d :he ;1bove integrals (1/p)P,._2(1/p) by 

a:_
1 

p n-l ( ~) = 4n ~ 6 p n-l ( ~) ' 
~-ubtains 

0 _ (4n - 2) (2n - 3) Fn-l + (2n - 1)Fn-~, 
- 4n- 6 

·~ -"..:._ - F .. -~. Since F 1 = - }, (11) follows by induction. 
4 --=::,·rmalization given in (11) can be seen in a third \Vay, directly from the 
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of s between 0 and r, would always be eventually annulled because the · 
occurring differential operator dm-r+n j dpm-r+n is of order m - r + n > n - 1 
even for the highest value of n - 1 - s when s = 0 (due tom - r + n > n 
for every r between 0 and m). Thus (E) vanishes, which proves (10), and 
lishes at the same time that this normalization yields all integral coefficif"l 
for Pn(lfp). 

1 

IV. Normalization factor. To obtain the normalization factor, which turns 
to be given by 

(11) 1 ic+i«> 1 [ (1) ]2 -
2 

- _ eP- Pn - dp = 1.(-1)" 
'Jr J C-JOO p p Z J 

we repeat the preceding argument for m = n and now notice that in the 
integral (E) the lowest power of pn-1-• will survive the integration by 
because it is equal to 1/P- Retaining in the double summation in (E) only 
single non-vanishing term s = r = m = n, we get 

(F) 
_:...( -_1_:_)_2~+-n ic+ioo ( 2n - 1) n! _! _d" (eP) dp, 

hJ c-i"' ~ n pdp" P" 

which is integrated by parts n times, the integrated part always vanishing, to 

(G) 
(-1)2n+~"(2n -1) icH<> (-1)"·2·3 ··· (n -1)n 
--'--.- n! eP ? dp. 

27rJ n c-joo p~n+l 

But (G) is 

(
2n- 1) 1 (-1)"(2n- 1)(2n- 2) ( -1)" n !n! -- = _:____:___:_ __ ..:.....:... __ ~ 

n (2n)! n! 

which reduces to ( -1)"n/2n or H -1)", thus proving (11). 
From (10), the explicit formula for Pr.(1jp) is seen tobe [7] 

(12) (
.!) [(-1)"(2n-1) 1 

Pn p = (-1)" n n. 
pn 

(-1)"-1 (n) (2n- 2) + 1 n 1 (n- 1)! 

pn 1 

(-1)n-2 (n) (2n- 3) + 2 n 2 (n- 2)! 

P" 2 + ---
(-1)n-r(n) (2n- r- 1) + r n r (n- r)! 

P" T + ... 

+ n2(-1)1 + (-l)o 
p .. 

ORTHOGON 

V. Recurrence: 
...,_.;;:10mials P ,_(x) 

;. =<-,.-urrencc formt 
:. S;:eg6 [S]), na1 

~ _,-

r~l~ dft is inln1edi<: 
::.:·b c~ = b,. + 1, 
n"-.·li:icicnts of x, or 

.,.._, du t the recurre 

:4' (2n- 3)Pn( 

From (14) and 
:>.'nnalization fact 

:\fultiply (14) 

:,, obtain (makint 

On - 2) (2n 

2Jrj 

Ul'noting the left 
:irst of the above 

-one now obtains 

II[ F,._l = - F,._ 
The normaliz. 
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has the following more elegant definition: 

(1) d" (eP) P - = (-1)"e-Ppn- - · 
n p dpn pn 

~·.!;..U ;_IU) yields the leading coefficient of 1/pn in P .. (1/p), namely 

"" { 
1, for n = 1, 
(4n- 2)(4n- 6) · · · 6, for n 2:: 2, 

~ :b-ious by induction. To prove the orthogonality property, or (8), it suffices 
:'t:! ;:ro.,-e rhe vanishing of 

1 ic+i"' 1 [ d" (eP) 1 [ dm ( eP) J -. . eP ~ ( -1)ne-ppn- - J ( -1)me-ppm- - dp 
2r} c-Joo p dpn pn dpm pm 

~,., < n. This last expression is written as 

'3-" 
( -1)m+n ic+foo , dn (eP) dm ( eP) -'--'--.- e-ppm-rn-1 - - - - dp, 

21r} c-j"' dpn pn dpm pm 

.~ .1irer integrating by parts m times, noting that the integrated parts always 
;r.z.:::Sh, we have 

( -l)m( -1)m+n ic+joo dm [ d" (eP )·] eP - e-ppm+n-1- - - dp 
21rj c:...j"' dpm dpn pn pm ' 

•~"=h by LEIBNITZ's rule is expressible as 

( -l)m( -l)m+n ic+i"' m (m) dr dm-r+n (eP) eP L - (e-ppm+n-1) - - dp. 
27r-j . c-i"' r=O r dpr. dpm-r+n pn · pm · 

A;:'Plication of Leibnitz's rule a second time to 

dr 
dpr (e-ppm+n-l) 

ill the above and cancellation of eP / pm, yields 

~ ( -1)m( -1)m+n ic+i"' m (m) [ r (r) (m+n - 1) J t"'"; . :E :E C -1 ),._• s !pn-l-• 
27rj c-j"' r=O r <=O S S 

dm-r+n (eP) 
X dpm-r+n pn dp. 

Xow we integrate by parts (m - r + n) times each term of the above double 
1mnmation. The integrated part will always vanish since it will have a factor of 
l:'P to at least the first power. Furthermore, at some stage in the partial integra
bon of each term, that stage varying with the term, the integral part will also 
'i"'anish if m < n. This last follows because the lowest power of pn-l-• is positive 
! zero, since s can equal at the most r which can equal at the most m :::; n - 1. 
tnen in the integration by parts the positive or zero power pn-l-•, for each value 
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Hence the points 1/pi, now denoted by 1/p/nl, are the zeros of a certain. 
of orthogonal polynomials in the variable 1/p. 

The condition of orthogonality (8) is also mathematically 
terms of actual polynomials (by setting x = 1/p), to having a polynomial of 
nth degree qn (x) which is orthogonal to any Pn-1 (x), with weight function 
where the path of integration is a circle of radius 1/2c whose center is at 

If the polynomial p,.(1/P) is written as 

(1)" (1)n-1 (1)n-2 (1) p + bn-1 p + bn-2 p + · • · + b1 p + bo, 

the determination of bi, i = 0, 1, · · ·, n - 1, to satisfy the conditions of 
nality (8), making use of 

1 fc+ico eP 1 
-. -dp=-
2tr) c-ioo pm+l m! 

is in the solution of this system of linear equations: 

bn-2 b, b 

(n - 2) I + · · · + __:: + ____!! = 0 . 1! 0! 
1 - -L bn-1 

I I + n. (n-1)! 

1 
(n + 1) I + bn-l + . n! 

bn-2 b b 

( --··+···+1+0 n-1)! 21 11 =0 (9') 

_1 _ + bn-1 + bn~2 + ... + b1 + bo = O. 
(2n - 1)! (2n - 2)! (2n - 3)! n! (n - 1)! 

For numerical work it is somewhat easier to solve t9') in the form 

(9) 

1 + nbn-1 + n(n - 1)bn-2 + · · · + n!b1 + n!bo = 0 

1 + (n + 1)bn-l + (n + 1)nb,_2 + · · · 
+ (n + 1) · · · Jb1 + (n + 1) · · · 2bo 

1 + (2n - 1)bn-l + (2n - 1) (2n - 2)bn-2 + · · · 
+ (2n - 1) · · · (n + 1)b1 + (2n - 1) · · · nbo = 

III. Explicit expression for orthogonal polynomials. It is convenient to 
malize the polynomials Pn(x), where x == 1/p, by multiplying Pn(x), for n ?::.. 
by (4n - 2) (4n - 6) · · · 6. This normalization produces polynomials with 
coefficients integral (proven below) and it is not the usual normalization 
multiplication by 

[ 1 ic+ico 1 { (1) }2 ]-! -. eP- Pn - dp . 
2tr] c-ioo p p 

Denoting (4n- 2) (4n- 6) · · · 6p,(1/P) by Pn(1jp) for n 2': 2, and pl(1/P) 
P1(1jp), one can avoid the labor of solving (9') or (9) directly by showing 

. ORTIIO.GONAL 

r p) has the follov 

, :o) 

T:-w.t (10) yields the 1 

{ 
;;:!> obvious by inducti· 
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00 the right hand side of (2) 

( 1) n+
1 

( 1 1 )/"+
1 

( 1 1 ) L,Cn+li - := II' - - - II' - - - ' 
p k=1 p pk k>-1 p;. pk 

il' denoting the absence of k = i. In (2), Pn+t is co, so that there is actually 
.s -+-1)-th term in (2) and L~1i_1)(1/p) is not used. (The summation in (2) 

'l';.:nt:en with n + 1 instead of n to avoid confusion with the (n - 1)-th degree 
. "~.:r.ts L,<nl(1/P) which differ from the L/"+1l(1/P) by not having the 

~-u p,/p.) 
r.;;:owing the method in G. SzEGO [3], we consider the (2n)-th degree poly

in 1/p, namely, p2.,.(1jp) - £<n+ll(1/P) which vanishes at 1/P = 0, ljp,, 
~ ... L 2. · · ·, n, and thus has 

.! p, (.!) == .! ir (.! - _!_ ) 
p p p i=1 p p, 

P2n ( ~) = Dn+l) ( ~) + ~ Pn ( t) r ,_; ( ~) ' 

1 ic+joo ( 1 ) 1 ic+ioo ( 1 ) ;-: . _ ePP2n - dp = -. _ ePL<nH) - dp 
-:::] C-)00 . p 27f"] C-JOO p 

1 fc+ioo. 1 ·( 1) ( 1) + -. eP- Pn - r n-1 . - dp. 
271") c-jo0 P P P 

·'!'!=if the second term in the right member of (5) always vanishes, (5) will be 
l:l ,z-point quadrature formula that is exact for any (2n)-th degree polynomial in 
l,.·p """ithout a constant term, namely, 

1 I~+foo (1) n. ( 1) 
-2 • . ePP2n -p dp = L A,<n)P2n p-- ' 
~ ~cO ~ • 

'If~ the "Christoffel numbers" A/"l are given by [6] 

w 1 fc+joo · (1) 
A.(n) = -. . ePL;.<n+l) - dp. 

27f"J_ c-JoO p 

:\ sufficient condition for (6) to hold is obviously the "orthogonality" of 
~lp)p,.(ljp) with respect to any arbitrary p.,._1 (1/p), namely, 

1 ic+i<t> 1 (1) (1) i {S) ~. eP- Pn - - dp = 0, i = 0, 1, · · ·, n - 1. 
271"] c-jo0 p p p 

The necessity of (8) is also obvious from (6) by choosing 

P2n(1jp) = (1/p)p,(1/P)Pn-1(1/P) 

- 'lfhtte Pn-1(1/p) is any arbitrary polynomial in 1/p of the (n- 1)-th degree. 
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only to solution in series or numerical integration, with an F(p) that is 
a tabulated function of p. Also, the solution F(p) might be given expuo...:1uv 
dosed form as a combination of integrals of such complicated analytic expreSsi'~ 
that it might be easier to evaluate it for different numerical values of p 
find its poles, residues, and branch points. 

The purpose of this present article is to discuss the properties of a 
of orthogonal polynomials which can be the basis for convenient 
approximating j(t) in (1) for different positive values oft when one has an' 
that is too complicated to show its analytic character, but which can be calcu1<U 
for any p. 

All further discussion will now be for F(p) assumed to be 

form "i ar, i.e., a polynomial in 1/P without a constant term. 
r=l pr 

To obtain a definite integral without a parameter t in the exponential 
which is the "weight function," let pt = u in (1), so that we obtain 

(1') 1 fCl+ioo (u) j(t) = -. e"F - du, 
27r Jl cr-joo t 

where F ( ~) is still ,a polynomial in 1/u, without a constant term. 

TI. Use of orthogonal polynomials. At this point one may recall the 
of the theory of orthogonal polynomials to quadrature formulas for 
integrals where the integrand is the product of a preassigned weight function 
a polynomial P(t). There it is possible to employ the value of P(t) at n 
irregularly spaced points ti, i = 1, 2, · · ·, n, such that the resulting 
formula is exact when P(t) is any arbitrary polynomial of (2n - 1)-th 

Thus for the direct Laplace transform of P(t), namely i"' e-P 1P(t)dt, 

essentially l"' e-1Q(t)dt for polynomial Q(t), the points ti are taken equal to 

zeros of the Laguerre polynomials, which have been tabulated e.xtensively (H . 
SALZER and R. ZucKER [2]). In the present case, even though we are not 
with a polynomial in p, we can still solve the problem of finding a Gaussian-l:Y'PI 
quadrature formula for (1') of approximately double the degree of accuracy 
ordinary quadrature formula based upon the same number of equally 
points. 

Thus let P2n(1/P) be any arbitrary (2n)-th degree polynomial in the 
1/P, which vanishes at 1/p = 0. Consider n distinct points 1/Pi, i = 1, 2, 
other than 1/P = 0 and construct the (n + 1)-point Lagrangian 
approximation (of the nth degree in 1/p), to p 2n(1/p), based upon the points 
i = 1, 2, ···,nand 1/p = 0. The (n + 1)th point 1/P = 0 is needed in 
provide for the property that p 2n(1/p) vanishes at p = rx>. 'We have for 
polynomial approximation Dn+Il (1/P) the explicit expression 

(2) L<n+!) ( ~) = ~
1 

L,Cn+l) ( ~) P2n (!) 
1 

p -1 p p. 
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:;.;r::::!.lla that is exact when pz, is any arbitrary polynomial of the (2n)th degree 
rc+foo 

"; ~ == 1/P without a constant term, namely: (2) (1/21rj) lc-ioo ePP2n(1/p)dp 

_ ~ A;<''lp~n(1jp;). In (2), Xi== 1/Pi are the zeros of the orthogonal polynomials 
·-l 

" ic+foo 
t. ;:) == ,g (x -Xi) where (3) (1/27rj) c-ioo eP(1/p)p,(1/p) (1/p)idp = 0, i = 0, 

: ..... n- 1 and A,Cnl correspond to the CHRISTOFFEL numbers. The nor
~tion Pn(1/P) == (4n- 2) (4n- 6) · · · 6Pn(1/p), n;:::: 2, produces all in
~!:"~! coefficients. Pn(1/p) is proven to be ( -1)"e-Pp"d"(eP/P")/dp". The 
-~,_"(:!lalization factor is proved, in three different ways, to be given by (4) 

: 2-:-j)ic+i"' eP(1/p)[Pn(1/p)]2dp = H -1)". Proofs are given for the recur-
c-};:tJ 

~ .... --c iormula (5) (2n-3)P,(x) = [(4n-2)(2n-3)x+2]P,._1 (x)+ (2n-1)P n-z(x), 
:::t r:2::3, and the differential equation (6) x2P,"(x)+(x-1)Pn'(x)-n2P,..(x)=O. 
:-::~quantities Pl"l, 1/Pl"l and A;<nl were computed, mostly to 6S- 8S, for 
: = 1 (l)n, n = 1 (1)8. 

I. Introduction: Occurrence of inverse Laplace transforms. For a given func
:~::1 of p, F(p), which is the direct Laphce transform of some unknown function 

·' :1, ior t > 0, one usually finds the J(t) from the following explicit expression: 

1 ic+i'"-" j(t) = -. ePtF(p)dp. 
211") c-ioo 

?om1ula (1) is known as the inverse Laplace transform of F(p). In (1) the quan
~:ty cis a real constant ±0 that is greater than the real part of all the singular 
;-·~ints of F(p). In practice cis usually positive, but c can be negative as long as 
:.;r j(t) satisfying Dirichlet's conditions in any finite positive interval the integral 

J:" e-<~J(t)dt is absolutely convergent (H. S. CARSLAW and J. C. jAEGER [1]). 

:\ note by the referee follows this paper and indicates relations between the 
;-n.-sent work and work published elsewhere. 

The examples treated in most textbooks on operational calculus and Laplace 
:r:lnsforms contain such functions F(p) that their poles and branch points (and 
~idues also) are obtainable without too much difficulty, and the inversion 
::negra! in (1) is evaluated by suitable deformation of the path of integration, 
~nd the use of Cauchy's theorem. But there are countless other examples where 
F:p) might be too complicated to yield explicit information about the location 
J..::d nature of its singularities without a prohibitive amount of labor. For instance, 
one will recall that in most textbook examples treating the solution of ordinary 
:<.1d partial differential equations by operational means, the original system of 
differential equations is transformed into a system whose solution F(p) is usually 
>:me known elementary function or a very extensively tabulated function of a 
>Imple differential equation (like a Bessel function), so that its analytic character 
:t."ld singularities are well known. But in actual practice one might not be fortunate 
-=nough to obtain such a comparatively simple F(p). Thus the transformed differ
~tial equations might not yield a known function. Instead it might be amenable 
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four digits of the final result. The result has been tabulated to 3089D; the 
digit is unrounded. 

Running time for the 3093D was approximately thirteen minutes. The 
gramming takes account of the number of zeros generated to the right of 
decimal point in each factor, so that the number of operations required for 
term in the series decreases. This leads to the following statement-if the 
to compute 7r to m digits is t units, then the time to produce km digits is 
k2t units; this holds true as long as the calculation is contained in 
storage. 

The following table gives a count of each of the digits in 7r. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 
1-3090 1-2036 2037-3090 

0 269 184 85 .46 
1 315 213 102 .47 
2 314 210 104 .50 
3 276 191 85 .45 
4 322 198 124 .63 
5 326 211 115 .54 
6 311 204 107 .52 
7 297 200 97 .49 
8 318 207 111 .54 
9 342 218 124 .57 

L: 3090 2036 1054 .52 

S. C. NICHOLSON 

Watson Scientific Computing Laboratory 
612 West 115th Street 
New York 27, New York 

J. JEENEL 

1. The IBM-Naval Ordnance Research Calculator, now located at Naval Proving u-ruuuu,.·; 
Dahlgren, Virginia. 

2. GEORGE \V. REITWIESNER, "An ENIAC determination of..- and e to more than 2000 
places," MTAC, v. 4, 1950, p. 11-15. 

3. For a description of the NORC checking system, see \V. J. EcKERT & R. B. JONES, 
Faster, McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1955, p. 98-104. 

Orthogonal Polynomials Arising in the N U.L!U.'IW.I. 

Evaluation of Inverse Laplace Transforms 

Abstract. In finding j(t), the inverse LAPLACE transform of F(p), where· 
(c+ioo 

j(t) .= (1/211)) Jc-i"' eP
1F(p)dp, the function F(p) may be either known 

numerically or too complicated for evaluating j(t) by CAUCHY's theorem. 
F(p) behaves like a polynomial without a constant term, in the variable 
along (c - j co, c + j co), one may find f(t) numerically using new 
formulas (analogous to those employing the zeros of the LAGUERRE 
in the direct Laplace transform). Suitable choice of P• yields ann-point nn~rlr~ 
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. . -. --· "'o "''-'-"teat atscharges and, assuming 
100% efficiency of the bond-breaking process in the poly
thene molecule, has calculated that 3 X 105 discharges are 
necessary to produce optically detectable damage at any given 
site. He also quotes the results of experiments, made under 
alternating-voltage conditions, indicating that 109 discharges 
are necessary at a given site for the start of visible erosion at 
the inception stress, and deduces that the efficiency of the 
bond-breaking process need only be low to account for the 
'1bserved damage. Bearing in mind that the degradation of 
solid dielectric by electrical discharges is highly stress dep
endent, the present measurements would appear to be 
consistent with Garton's figures. 

The authors wish to thank M. W. Humphrey Davies 
for his help in providing the facilities for this work and E. J. 
Spall for experimental assistance. They are also grateful to 
the UK Science Research Council for financial support and 
to British Insulated Callender's Cables Ltd. for the supply of 
polythene. 

S. BEG 21st February 1969 
B. SALVAGE 

Department of Electrical & Electronic Engineering 
Queen Afary College 
Mile End Road, London El, England 
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NUMERICAL INVERSION OF LAPLACE 
TRANSFORM 

An explicit formula for the inversion of the Laplace transform 
is derived. The formula permits the inverse to be readily 
evaluated numerically. 

A well known problem which arises frequently from the 
application of the Laplace transform to scientific and en
gineering problems is the numerical evaluation of the inverse 
of the transform. The problem has recently received a good 
deal of attention, 1 and it appears that no completely satis
factory solution has been offered. This letter presents a new 
method for the numerical inversion of the Laplace transform. 

Let f(t) have a Laplace transform 

"" 
F(s) = Jt(t) exp ( -st)dt 

0 

Re(s) >a (1) 

Thus it is assumed that f(t) is integrable and of exponential 
order a. 

Let o(9 - 1) denote the scaled delta function defined by 

T ~ 
Io s(~ - 1) d;\ = t 0 <I< T (2) 

(3) 

120 

J T ,.\ 

I=- f J(..\.)o(-- 1)d..\. 
I 0 t 

0 < t< T (4) 

Making use of the property of the delta function given in 
eqn. 3, whenever tis a point of continuity off, we can replace 

the integrand of eqn. 4 by f(t)o(i - 1 ). and therefore 

f(t)JT(,.\ ) I = -~ a - - 1 d;\ 
t 0 t 

O<t<T. (5) 

Hence, using eqns. 2 and 4, we obtain the sifting integral 

associated with a(~ - 1): 
1 T ,.\ 

f(t) =- fJ(,.\)8(-- l)dA. 
t 0 t 

0 < t < T. . (6) 

At those points t where the function f jumps discontinuously 
fromf(t -) tof(t +),the l.h.s. of eqn. 6 should be replaced 
by 

where k 1 and k 2 are real nonnegative constants so that 

k1 + k2 = 2. In particular, k1 = k2 if o(9- 1) is defined 

as the 'limit' of a sequence of functions which are symmetrical 
about the vertical line ,.\ = t. 

It can be proved (a proof will be presented elsewhere) that 

the scaled delta function a(~ - 1) can be expanded into 
the series 1 

a(~-1) = .~ K;exp (-o:;~) 
t 1 ~1 I 

. (7) 

More precisely, it can be shown that a sequence of functions 

{ S N (i -1)} exists, so that at every continuity point t of j; 

f(t) = lim fN(t) O<t< T (8) 
N-?W 

0< t< T (9) 

(10) 

(a) the constants o:; and K; are either real, or occur in com-
plex-conjugate pairs, e.g. c.:1 = o:_!, and hence K1 = K! 

(b) ex; and K1 depend on N 
(c) as N-+ oo, so also Re (c.:;)-> oo and jK;j-+ oo 
(d) Re (c.:;)> 0 
(e) the o:1 are distinct, i.e. o:1 = c.:j if, and only, if i = j. 

From eqns. 9 and 10, we have 

1 IT N ( .\) fN(t) =- f(,.\) L; K; exp -ex;- d'A 
t 0 i=1 t 

0 < t < T. (11) 

Hence 

1 N T ,.\ 
fN(t) =- L; K; fJ(,.\) exp(- o:; -) d,.\ 0 < t < T. (12) 

t i=l 0 t 

Allowing T-+ oo, and using eqn. 1, we obtain 

1 N 
fN(t) = - L; K;F(exJt) 0 < t < fc 

t i=l 
(13) 

where fc = min {Re(o:;/a)} a> 0 . (14) 
i=1,2, •.. N 

As N ->- oo, Rc(o:;)-+ oo, and hence tc-> co. Therefore, using 
eqn. 8, we obtain the explicit inversion formula 

f(t) = lim ! }.; K;F(c.:Jt) 0 < t < oo (15) 
N->W f I= I 
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A number of methods for obtaining optimal sets of constants 
rx; and K; are being investigated, and the full results will be 
presented later. One (nonoptimal) set of constants for N = 10 
is given in Table 1, where A;= K;/1X;. 

Table 1 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

rx; 

5·2038- }15·7212 
5·2038 + }15·7212 
8·7980 -}11·9391 
8·7980 + }11·9391 

10·9343-}8·4096 
10·9343 + }8·4096 
12·2261 - }5·0127 
12·2261 + }5·0127 
12·8376 - j1·666 
12·8376 +Jl·666 

A; 

-10·15471 - }4·260437 
-10·15471 + }4·260437 

189.2250 + }250. 7353 
189·2250- }250·7353 

-866.2283 - }2313. 588 
-866.2283 + }2313. 588 

1560.540 + }8422. 502 
1560·540- }8422·502 

-872·8822- }15431·37 
-872·8822 + }15431·37 

The truncated inversion formula of eqn. 13 was used in 
conjunction with the constants of Table 1 to invert a large 
number of transforms. One example, the significance of which 
has been discussed,2 is given by 

F(s) = (s - 1)(s - 2)(s - 20) 
(s - 1)(s ~ 2)(s - 20)(s + 1) 

f(t) = exp ( -t) 

and the corresponding approximate and exact inverses are 
shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 

f 0 0·2 0·4 0·8 1·6 2·2 

(f) 1·0000 0·81873 0·67032 0·44933 0·20190 0·11080 
/, o(t) 0·99958 0·81865 0·67051 0·44990 0·20282 0·11181 

-------- - -

I am grateful to A. Rodrigues, who computed the results 
given in the Tables. 

V. ZAKIAN 27th Febmary 1969 

Control Systems Centre 
University of Mane/rester Institute of Science & Technology 
PO Box 88, SackJ>il/e Street, Manchester 1, England 
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IMPLEMENTING AN 
ERROR~LOCATING CODE 

A binary code which locates the position of a single subblock 
containing errors in a code word is described briefly, and a 
decoding technique employing feedback shift registers is 
discussed. 

Although codes for error location have been known for several 
years, 1 there is little published work on the implementation 
of these codes. It has been shown that some error-locating 
codes arc equivalent to cyclic codes under co-ordinate per
mutation,2 which gives the opportunity of using standard 
shift-register techniques to determine the syndrome com
ponents for a received word. 3 The problem of determining the 
location of subblocks containing errors from the syndrome 
remains, however. This Jetter describes a decoding procedure 
for an error-locating code which indicates the location of a 
single subblock containing errors in :1 rr,~, "''""ri 

The code used to demonstrate the method is equivalent to 
the (63, 51) code first described by Wolf and Elspas, 1 and is 
also a member of a more general class of codes described by 
Goethals.2 The 63-digit code word is subdivided into 9 sub
blocks of 7 digits, and the position of a single subblock 
containing not more than 6 errors can be located in a code 
word. A parity-check matrix for the code is formed by the 
Kronecker product of the parity-check matrices for a (7, 1) 
cyclic-error-detecting code over GF(2) and a (9, 7) Bose
Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem single-error-correcting code over 
GF(23). . 

The error-detecting code has a generator polynomial 

g 1(x) = (1 + x + x3)(1 + x2 + x 3) 

Roots of the generator polynomial are (3 and (33, where (3 is a 
primitive 7th root of unity.4 The error-correcting code has a 
generator polynomial 

gz(x) = 1 + (36x + x2 

w4 is a root of g?(x), where w4 is a primitive 9th root of unity. 
The only other -root of gz(x) is w 5, since (w4) 23 = w 5 and 
(w5)23 = w4. 

Taking the Kronecker product of the parity-check matrices 
of these two codes gives the parity-check matrix H for the 
error-locating code. 

_ [wO[f30(31 (32(33(34f15f36] w4[f30(31 (32 .. . ] wB[f30(3l ... J .. ·] 
H- w0[(30f33(36(32f15(3'f34] w4[f30f33(36 .. . ] wB[f30(33 .. . ] ... 

This error-locating code can be shown to be equivalent to a 
cyclic code having generator-polynomial roots w4(3 = IX22 
and w 4(33 = !X31 , where ex is a primitive 63rd root of unity.2 

Taking the minimum function of IX22 and IX31 gives the 
generator polynomial 

g3(x) = (1 + xs + xG)(l + x2 + x3 + xs + x6) 

The relationship between this code and the double-subblock 
error-local ing code described in Reference 2 will be apparent. 

Encoding 51 data digits into the 63-digit equivalent cyclic 
code word presents no problem, and may be accomplished 
in the usual manner by using a 12-stage feedback shift 
register. 3 Digit interchange then takes place, rearranging the 
positions of the digits to form the error-locating code word.2 

This digit interchange also takes place at the receiver to 
convert the error-locating received word into its equivalent 
cyclic form, which enables the syndrome components to be 
generated using 6-stage feedback shift registers. Four such 
registers are used, corresponding to substitution of x = w4(3, 
w5(3, w4(33 and w5(33 in the received word. Fig. 1 shows the 
register used for substituting x = w5(3 in the word. 

Fig. 1 Shift register with mullip!icalion by cv4 f3 = o:so on each shift 

Suppose the received word contains a detectable error 
pattern in subblockj, described by the error vector V/<). The 
four parity-check registers will contain the following syndrome 
components: 

Register 1 : (w4)h'/f3) 
Register 2: (w 4)ivj((3') 
Register 3: ((J) 5)jvj((3) 
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Comparing (-1) with (2), we get the required formula as 

c,,~,.- N~: 

bk = (-1)k :2::: :2::: (-1)L;,'C(G~.); 
i""'l i=l 

(lc = 1, 2, ·· · ,n). (5) 

The application of this formul1t is greatly facilitated by means of 
the graph drawn in Fig. 1, since all the branches arc parallel and 
there are no cross-branches. 

As an example let us find the coefficients of the characteristic 
polynomial 

P(X) = X4 
- b1X

3 + bzX2 
- baA.+ b •. 

From the flow graph given in Fig. land formula (5) we have directly 

b1 = -(-au - azz - aaa - aH) 

bz 

b3 

b4 

a11 + Ozz + aa3 + a44; 

[aaaa44( -1/ + aa,a4a( -1)'] 

+ [azz044( -1? + az.ad-1)
1
] 

+ [a22a33( -1Y + ana32( -1)1] 

+ [auaH( -1)
2 + a14a41( -1)

1
] 

+ [anaaa(-1)
2 + alaaal(-1)

1
] 

+ [a1lazz(-1)2 + a 12a 21(-1)1]; 

-[azzaaaaH(-1)3 + azzaa4a4a(-1)
2 

+ az.ja.lzaa/-1)2 + a.14a23a 32( -1)2 

+ Clz.laaza43( -1)1 + az:la42a34(-1)
1
] 

[auaa3a4·l(-1)3 + auaa4a.j3(--1)2 

+ ala(tata44( -1)
2 + aua4laaa( -1)

2 

+ aala·laau( -1)
1 + a4laa4ala(-1)

1
] 

[auazzaH( -1)3 + allaz4a42(-1)
2 

+ a12a2la..J4(-1)
2 + a14a41a.22(-l)

2 

+ a.2Ja.,2a14(-1r + anaz4ad-1rJ 

[ana22a3a( -1)3 + auana32( -1)
2 

+ a12a21aaaC -1)
2 + a1aa3la22(-1/ 

+ az1a3zal3( -1r + a31a23a12( -1)
1
]; 

[aua22a33aH( -1) 
4+ anaz2a3·1a·l3(-1/ 

+ allazaaazaH(-1)
3 + auaz4a42a3a( -1)

3 

+ a12a21a33aH( -1)
3 + ataO.ata22a.H( -1)

3 

+ al4a4la22aaa( -1)
3 + auaua34a23 ( -1)

2 

+ allauaa2U.-ta( -1r + a12a21a34a4a( -1)
2 

+ aala23a12a·l4(-1)
2 + a.4la2.alzaa3(-1)

2 

+ a.Jaa21aaza.14(-l)
2 + a.Jaa:na2-la.·lz( -rr 

+ a13a4laa4a2z(-1)
2 + al4a2la42aaa( -1)

2 

+ a.Ha31a.di2z(-1)
2 + al.a4la2~a32 ( -·n: 

+ a12anaa.a.1(-1r + a21a,"a,llo",(-I.;' 

+ Q.l3a2la·l2a34( -1)
1 + ai3(!.H(l240:.z(- j'}• 

+ al4a2laa2a·la(-lr + a14a:na23a,i- 1 1':,, 

J\ImKo !II. ~lnu 
Electrob•ch. Fhf"lll11 

University of Hec'P'&£ 
Beograd, Y 

On the Inversion of Laplace Transforms by Means 
Truncated Series of Orthonormal Exponential 

In his paper "On the Representation of Transients by S'ri,, 
Orthogonal Functions," Armstrong [1] discnRses a proe<>durY 
inverting a transfer function F(s) by means of an ort 
exponential series expansion of f(t). [For the purposes of this 
F(s) is assumed to be of the following form: 

F( ) 
b,sr + br_ 1s'-1 + · · · + b1s + bo 

s -
- s" + d"_ 1S

0 1 + · · · + d1s + do 

The exponentials, as he shows in an earlier paper [~], enn lw 
pn~~sed in terms of the Jacobi polynomials J.,(2,,2]e-~ 1 ).1 :\nnBtn 

inversion formulae are summarized below [(2)2 - (3c)], Rinrt 
are referred to throughout the remainder of this article. In 
the series expansion which defines the Jacobi polynomials i~ 
in (4). 

N 

£-1 
{ F(s) l ::::::; fa(t) :2::: A.,.f,.(t) 

n=O 

n 0, 1, ,N 

o/,.(t) = (-1)"(2{3) 112(n + I?12e-P' J .. (2, 2·1 c-P•) 

n 

A,. = ( -1)"(2/3) 112(n + 1)312 L C,,.F[f3(m + 1)] 
t~~""'O 

C,,. = (-1)"' (m + n + J)!n!_ 
m! (n - m)! (m + J)! (n + 1)! 

J,(a, c I e-~') 

= i: ( -l)"'(n) r(a + m + n)r(c) -mol 

w~o m I'(a + n)l'(c + 111) e · 

l\Ianuscript receiYed September 9, 1963; revised December aO, 1\1G~L . 
1 This notation for the Jacobi polynmninls is in ket>ping with .\rn~st~onr: 
2 Thi.<:J equation is :t tnnwated version of Annstrong's (2) whiel1 1s r 

below, for conv£>niPnec. In })rac1.ien one truncntes t;he infinite Ecrit'!', t:.?l 
N -1- 1 terms. l{ cun bl3 detf'nnin<'(l from the truncation ~~r'ror, n nwaf:ure ( 
is giYen by the intcgrrd-sqnan•d error. The trnnca.tr,d series is dl•:ii~n:tti~d: 
distinguish it from j(i). The convergence of fa(t) is dlsenBs~d t h<;rt,ug:!d.\ 
literature [3] and, thereforo, will not be discussed in t.he presc·nt nrt1cle. 

w 

£_,! F(s) l = f(t) = L 1i,. f,.(l) · 
n=O 
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'·As can be seen, .J,(a, cie-P1 ) is a function of three parameters a, c 
ar nd the variable t. It iR not clear from [1] or [2] why Armstrong 

:iix<·- -~e values of a. and c at two. It is clear, hmwver, that this 
i::rhoice constrains .f,(t). In particular, one can show from (2) and 

) that 

lim Fa(s) = lim 'lf.(s) = ! , 
.s-Ho n,.......co 8 

(5) 

means, regnrclless of the high-frequency behavior of F(s), 
. \fhich from (1) is 1/s•-r, and, which is always known at the onset of 
· :tl1e inversion, thatfa(t) will match.f(l.) poorly at (and in the vicinity 

I = O, for q - r > 1. This follows from the Initial-Value Theorem. 
• ,,;,,·."tl1endel [4] has shown that 

= (-It )ji_ e-<rP/2lt(l 
'\) K. 

e-fl') (a-c)/2 J,.<a, c I e-{J') 

Following Armstrong's derivation of .tl,, (3b ), [1] one can show 
first, that ti•,(s), the Laplace transform of cp,(t) in (G), is 

<I>,(s) = (-lt.J;f. 
1 (a-r)/

2 ~ n c) 
I: L... gk, m + - (3 k~o ... ~o s + (1c + 2 

(11) 

where 

n 
0kw 

( -l)k+m((a - c)/2)(n ) r(a + m + n)r(c) 
k m l'(a + n)r(c + m) 

(12) 

second, that A, can be evaluated from the integral 

1 l•+jo> 
An = ~ F(s)<I>.( -s) ds 

Jff] •-io> 
(13) 

n 0, 1, ·· ·, N (6) by contour integration;' and finally, that 

[( = n! [r(c)] 2 r(n + a - c + 1) 
n (a+ 2n)r(a + n)r(c + n) 

(7) 

i• a set of exponentials which are orthonormal with respcnt to a 
uniform weighting function. These exponentials have the property 

, that their Laplace transforms approach 1/s 1 (a-c)/2 ! +l for large values 
.. 'of s; that is to say, 3 

a-c 
A.O. (<I>,.) = 2- + 1. (8) 

ic purpose of tlw. present comm1mication is to present a gener
nhzation of Armstrong's inversion procedure. Here a and c, in ( -±), 
nre chosen so as to improve the inverse, which in t.his case is 

N 

f.(t) I: An</>,(t)) (9) 
n~o 

V·for small values of time. 

·,Reuwrk 1. The main advantage of Armstrong's procedure is that 
it enables one to invert F(s) into a series of exponentials without a 

'·prim·i knowledge of the poles of J?(s). The inclmion of the asymp
't{)tic order of F(s), which is known a priori, into the inversion pro

c;;et'tlure means that the initial values of .fa(t), .f.o>(t), · · · , and 
f,<•-'- 2'(t) will equal the zero initial values of f(t), j< 0 (t), · · · , and 

;f•-'-2>(t) respectively; thus, the inverse will be enhanced in the 
vicinity of zero time, as desired. 4 

licmark 2. It is quite obvious that ('3a) is a special case of (G). 
Specifically, 

t/Jn(t) = </>n(t) la~c-2• (10) 

The results derived in the following section for An in (9) should, 
therefol'e, include (3b) as a special case. 

Remark 3. The unity asymptotic order case does not 11ecessarily 
restrict a and c to two; it merely requires a = c, as is evident from 
(8 ). A procedure for choosing a and c is diseussed in the proceeding 
lleciion. 

~A, 0, (4•n) is read "Ute asymptotic order of Tn(s)," 
1 ~ets of q,n(l) whieh are orthononnal with respect to nonuniform weighting 

,, ·•lDCtions, which are gh·en by an equation similar to (6), and which ahm are uf any 
· aH)'n~pt.otic order are given in 1\Iendel [4]. Their use in the inversion procedure 
iu~Uy complicates the evaluation of A,l considerably; ho~vever, tbeir.use improvc;s 
t le 1nvense fa(t) for, not only small values of time, by v1rtue of theu asymptotiC 
(Hder, but also other inten·als of time, by virtue of their normulity with respect to 
& nonuniform weighting function. 

IT (a-c)/2 n [ ( )] 

An= (-1)\JK, ~ .~ g;:,F (3 k + m + ~ · (14) 

The complete inversion procedure follmi's from (9), (6) and (14), 
once (3, u and c are specified. 

Remark 4. Note that 

Cmn = G~m la=c=2 · (15) 

The truth of the con,iPeturc in Hemark 2 follows directly. 

Remark 5. The spct~ifieat.ion of (3, which corresponds to the spacing 
of the poh~s of •I>,(s) [4], ha8 been discussed by Armstrong (1] a11d, 
therefore, will not be further discussed here. a. and c need not be 
speeifiecl arbitrarily. They mn,y, fot· example, be determined from a 
speeification of A.O. (•r•,) and a 0[the first pole of <P,(s)], as follows,: 

1) The asymptotic order of F(s) is known; thus, setting A.O. 
(<P,.) = A.O. (P), it follows, from (8), that 

A.O. (F) = a ; c + 1. 

2) The first pole of ti>,(s ), a 0, is locntecl at 

O'o = cf3. 
2 

(16) 

(17) 

Its location is not immediately available from the given infor
mation F(s). One procedure for determining a 0 involves an analog 
computer simulation of F(s), from which f(t) is recorded. Since 
a 0 is the first pole ofF a(s), it represents the term in fa(t) \l'ith the 
longest time constant. Suppose, for example, that, from the analog 
eomput.er simulation of F(s), .f(t) is found to approach zero ampli
tude in 8 seconds. It is safe to assume then, that if a single term 
in.f(t) eontrihuted the 8-1;ecoml response, it would be of the form 
e-~t. Based upon this assumption, one would choose a 0 = t. 

a and care found, from (Hi) and (17), to be 

(L 2[A.O. (P) 

c 2ao. 
(3 

1] + ?ao 
(3 

(18) 

(19) 

5 A diseussion of t.hc contour inle~rntion details cnn be found in Arm.Rt.rong (1]; 
hence, they will not be eluburateu upon here. 
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---- I•·' 
--~ ARMSTRONG'S TIIREE·TERM APPROXIIIATIOk 

TIIREE·TERM APPROXIMATION IIAVIHG TilE CORRECT 
ASYMPTOTIC·ORDER IN THE S·DOMAIH 

0.5....------r-----,------,.-----.-------, 

0.1+------t..,.-----+-----l-----l------1 

0.1 " 

o~--------+---------r----~---+---------4--------~ 
0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 

Pig. 1--Plot of Armstrong's and the author's three-term approximations of le-t. 

Example 

Armstrong [1] con8iders the inversion of 

1 
F(s) = (s + 1)2 (20) 

by means of the following throe-term series: 

f(t) ~ t.(t) 

2 

= L (-1)"AnV2(n + 1/' e-'J.(2, 21 e- 1
). (21) 

n=O 

The constants Ao, At and A2 are determined from (3b) with {3 = 1. 
Carrying out these calculations and expanding j .(t) in (21 ), it is 
straightforward to show 

ia(t) = 2.5833e- 1 
- 5.0000e-21 + 2 .. 5000e-31

• (22) 

This function is plotted in :Fig. 1 along withj(t). In addition, a three
term result of the inversion procedure, outlined in the preceding 
section, 

fa(t) = 3.0692e- 1 
- 8.5412e-21 

+ 9A200e-31 
- 3.9480e- 41 (23) 

is also plotted in that figure. The caleulations (omitted for the sake 
of brevity) which were performed in the determination of (23) were 
based upon the following specifications of {3, a and c: 

1) The spacing of the poles ofF a(s) in Armstrong's results, (22), 
is unity; thus, for the sake of comparison, {3 is also chosen to be 
unity. 
2) A.O. (F) = 2; thus, A.O. (<I>n) = 2. 
3) The location of the first pole of Fa(s) iu (22) is at s = -1. 
Again for the sake of compnr1son, a 0 is chosen to be unity. 

From 2), 3), and (18) and (19), a and care found to be 4 and 2 re. 
spectively. 

It is apparent, from Fig. 1, that both Armstrong's and t.hiR 
author's three-term approximations approximate f(t) quite well 
[in the sense of closeness-of-fit as measured by the magnitude of the 
difference between f( t) and f a(t)]. It is also apparent, however, that 
choosing the correet asymptotic order for the approximation does 
improve it for small values of time. The price paid for this is the 
addition of a fourth exponential in the "three-term" approximation 
(23 ).6 

CoNcr.uswN 

This communication is not intended to be all inclusive. It points 
out the possibility of and a method for improving the inverse for small 
values of time. In effect, the inversion procedure discussed above 
represents one solution to the problem of inverting a transfer func
tion, whose poles are not known a priori, such that the initial values 
of (the inverse) fa(t), f~1 l(t), · · · , and j~•-r- 2 l(t) are constrained 
to the zero initial values of f(t), j(ll(t), • · • , andl•-r- 2l(t) respec
tively; that is to say, it represents an inversion with "initial-value 
constraints." 

JERRY M. MENDEL 

Astroc!ynamics Branch 
Missile and Space Systems Div. 

Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc. 
Santa Monica, Calif. 

B In general, an ·n + 1 term expansion in (9) of asymptotic order X consists 
of n + X exponentials. 
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Group Delay Characteristics of Chebyshev Filters 

. Insertion loss eharueterist.ics of Chebyshev filters are well known 
~nd synthesis procedures are readily available from existing liter
~ture.1 In certain applications, knowledge of the group delay char
scteri• · ' is required. Orchard2 has derived explicit formulas for 
the g. '• delay of both Chebyshev and Butterworth filters and 
Cohn3 has presented some group delay curves for n = 5. A complete 
set of curves is however not available in existing literature. 

In this communication, normalized group delay characteristics are 
presented graphically' for n = 2 through 15 and for ripples of 0.02 
db, 0.05 db, 0.1 db, 0.2 db, 0.5 db, and 1.0 db, labelled on the curves 
I!S a, b, c, d, e,· and .f, respectively. Two graphs are drawn for each n 
to give a clear presentation. Since the peaks of the curves lie beyond 
~· = 1.2 .for n = 2, 3, and 4 with ripples a, b, and c, the frequency 
range bas been extended to 2.4 to show up the peaks. For n = 13, 
J4 and 15 with ripples d, e, and f, an expansion of the frequency 
scale between 0.9 and 1.05 has been found necessary. The vertical 
scale in each graph is the group delay normalized to the de value. 
These vaJues are shown in Table I. The curves are applicable to 
both the zero insertion loss response 

1 
ll(jw)l

2 

= I+ h2'1'1/(;;) 

and the finite insertion loss functions 

1 
itUwW = 1 + k2+ h2Tn2 (w) 

sinee in the former case the ripple is given by 1 + h2 and in the 
latter by 1 + k2 + h' /1 + k2• The poles are identical if the ripples are 
the. same so that the phase responses will be the sa.me in t.lds case. 

TABLE I 
--

I RIPPLE-DB 
n 

0.02 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.60 1. 00 

2 0.503 0.618 0.716 0.818 0.\HO 0.996 
3 1.243 1.436 1.605 1.804 2.145 2.521 
4 2.087 2.292 2.445 2.583 2.705 2,694 
5 3.029 3.287 3.506 3.759 4.206 4.726 
6 3.957 4.190 4.354 4.488 4.503 '1.'156 
7 4.956 5.243 5.487 5.776 6.300 6.958 
8 5.901 6.142 6.303 (\.423 6.439 () .231 
9 0.925 7.2:30 7.492 7.810 8.417 fl.JU7 

10 7.871 8.113 8.208 8.369 8.322 8.010 
11 8.011 9.229 9.506 9.849 10.53 11.44 
12 9.852 10.09 10.24 10.32 10.21 9.791 
13 10.90 11.23 11.52 11.89 12.65 1:1.68 
14 11.84 12.07 12.21 12.27 12.09 11.57 
15 12.90 13.24 13.54 13.94 14.76 15.92 

Note: Cun·es for n = 2 - 15 nrc shown in Figs. 1-14, on pages 105~108. 

The authors are indebted to Prof. P. J. B. Clarricoats for his 
constant encouragement and many valuable discussions throughout 
the work. 

.TIN-TWAN LIM 

J. 0. ScANLAN 

Dept. of Elec. Engrg. 
University of Leeds, 

Leeds, Yorkshire, England 

Manuscript received :i\Iarch 30, 1904. This conummieation is published by 
P€rmission of the Navy Department, 1\'finistry of Defense, England. 
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fil 3 S. B. Cohn, .. Phase-shifL and time-delay response of tnicrowave narrow-band 

ters,'' lifl'crou:n.re J., vol. 3, pp. 47-51; October, 1900. 
4 Detailed tables ure avuilabJe from the authors on request. 
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probability of error P,, and hence may be 
proposed as a suitable criterion for the selec
tion nf effective patterns in multiclass pat-
ter ognition. 
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Numerical Calculation of Cumula
tive Probability from the Moment
Generating Function 

Abstract-A numerical method for 
determining the cumulative probability dis
tribution of a nonnegative random variable 
is based on the steepest descent approxima
tion of the inverse Laplace transform of its 
moment-generating function. Good numeri
cal agreement with the cumulative exponen
tial and Poisson distributions is demon
strated. 

It is often important in detection theory 
to r ,late the tail distribution of a non
neg;, c random variable g, that i~, the 
probability that g exceeds a certain value 
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go, or 

Q(go) = Pr (g > go) = J "'P(g)dg. 
Oo 

(1) 

In many problems the Laplace transform 
of the pn} .. tbility density function (PDF) 
P(g), defined by 

lt(s) = E[e-•u) = Jo "'e-'•P(g)dg (2) 

where s=a+iw is complex with a>O, is 
easily determined. 

In recent letters, Helstrom 1 and Nuttall' 
presented numerical techniques for calculat
ing the cumulative probability from h(s). 
However, neither technique gave good ac
curacy for the tail distribution. On the 
other hand, for a nonnegative random vari
able, the tail distribution can be approxi
mated by the asymptotic expansion of the 
inverse transform of h(s) through the 
steepest descent method. The numerical 
calculation is not complicated, especially 
when there is only one saddle point involved. 
Daniels3 discussed the approximation of the 
PDF of the sample-mean statistic. Rice 4 

applied the steepest descent method to 
approximate the cumulative distribution of 
the noncentral chi-square statistic and 
presented a more general discussion for 
cases involving more than one saddle point. 
In the present letter, only one saddle point is 
considered. 

The tail distribution from (1) can be 
expressed in terms of the Laplace transform 
h~)by . 

1 fa+ioo 1 
Q(go) = 1 - ---; - e"•oh(s)ds 

21ft a-iel) S 

1 - _!_I a+i., 1 
2-rri . - euoH•>ds 

a-t:(l S 

(3) 

where 

cp(s) = go-1 1n h(s) + s (4) 

is the complex phase of the integral. Assume 
the integrand has only one single real saddle 
point, which can be determined from the 
equation (d/ds)cp(s) =0, 

d 
g0 = -In /z(s) /•-•o· 

ds 
(5) 

Then the integral in (3) can be approxi
mated by a uniform asymptotic expansion 4 

in terms of g0 and the derivatives of the 
complex phase evaluated at so: 

Q(go) = 1 - E(go) - I (go) ( 6) 

where 

E(go) = P- erfc ((-2go</>(so))112), 
I erfc ((-2g0cp(so))li2), 

so< 0 

so> 0 

' C. W. Helstrom, "Approximate calculation of 
cumulative probahility from a moment generating 
function." Proc, IEEE (Lett.), vol. 57, pp, 368-369, 
Mar. 1969. 

2 A. H. Nuttall, ~Numerical evaluation of cumula
tive probability distribution function directly from 
characteristic functions." Proc. IEEE (Lett.), vol. 57, 
pp. 2071-2072, Nov. 1969. 

• H. G. Daniels, "Saddle point approximations in 
statbtlcs." Ann. Math. Statist., vol. 25, pp. 631-650, 
1954. 

"S, 0. Rice, t'Uniform asymptotic expan~ions for 
saddle point integrals-Application to a prohahility 
distribution occurring in noise theory," Bell Syst. 
Tech. J .. vol. 48, pp. 1971-2013, Nov. 1968. 
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J(go) 

where 

II 

exp (gocp(so)) 

( 271"go¢C2) (so)) 1/2 

., ~ ( -2 )k · L so-1 

k-O gocp<•>(so) 

2k " L ( -so)-2k+" L A l.n(!)Z+k 
n=O 1=0 

- sgn (so) (!)k (-cp<•>(so)) 1t2 
2cp(s0) 

· (go</>(so) )-k ~ 

1 f"' erfc y = -= exp ( -a2/2) da 
y271" II 

sgn (so) = 1, 

sgn (so) = -1, 

for so> 0 

for so :::; 0 

~0, 
Az.n = h, 

for 11 < l or l = 0, n :2: 1 

for l = 1t = 0 

-2 
Az+t,n+t= n+1 

"ft __!ll</>(m+2)(so) 
m~! (m+2) !¢<•>(so) A l.n-m+! 

Wm=(!)(!+1) · · · (!+m-1), (i)o=1 

and 

cp<n>(s) = go-1 (:J n ln lt(s), for n :2: 2. 

The coefficients Az.n can be obtained by 
the recurrence relation through the deriva
tives of the complex phase cp(s) at s =s0 • 

This scheme is easily programmed for a 
digital computer. The tail distribution for 
g >go is then obtained by adding up the 
terms in the asymptotic expansion given by 
(6) until they become insignificantly small or 
until they stop decreasing and begin to 
increase. 

\\Then the random variable g is Gaussian 
distributed, the term J(go) in (6) vanishes, 
and the asymptotic expansion provides the 
exact tail distribution, which is the error
function integral. Equation (5) shows that 
the value go at s0 = 0 is the mean value of 
the random variable g. The expansion from 
(6) will diverge at so=O because the origin 
is also a simple pole of the integrand. The 
tail distribution at this particular point 
can be approximated by interpolation from 
neighboring points, or other methods1•2 can 
be used. 

For a discrete random variable g, the 
·tail distribution is 

"' 
Q(go) = Pr (g > go] = L P(g) (7) 

u>oo 

and the moment generating function is 
given by 

"' lta(s) = E[e-••] = L P(g)e-'0 • (8) 
o-o 

The calculation of the tail distribution is 
simpler and more accurate if one tlrst ap
proximates the probability p(g) and then 
adds up the probabilities for all g >go as 
given by (7). For instance, when g takes 
only nonnegative integral values 
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TABLE I 

EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION 

go 0.05 0.3 0.6 0.7 2.5 10 20 40 60 

Error 
'7o 0.0072 0.0194 0.32<13 0.3310 -0.0174 -0.0866 -0.0866 0.2039 0.6614 

TABLE II 

PoissoN DISTRIBUTION 

go 6 10 14 18 22 26 30 35 

Error 
% -0.0061 -0.0062 -0.0087 -0.0049 -0.0043 -0.0058 -0.0045 -0.0028 

1 fa'+iK 
P(g) = -

2
----: exp [gc/>d(s) ]ds 
trt a 1-ir 

exp [gc/>d(so)] t ( - 2 )m 
,...., [hgcpd<•>(so) ]112 m-o gcpd<•>(so) 

2m 
• L At,2m(!)t+m 

l-o 
(9) 

with 

ci>d(s) = g-1 ln hd(s) + s (10) 

where the integral is over an interval of 
length 21r with a'> 0. The saddle point s 0 , 

the coefficients At,2m, and the derivatives 
of the complex phase ci>d(s) can be obtained 
as before. 

Examples 

1) Exponential distribution 

P(g) = ~ exp (-g), g ~ 0 (ll) 
I o, g < o 

where 

h(s) = (1 + s)-1 

cp(s) = - go- 1 ln (1 + s) + s 

so= (1 - go)/go 

c~>in>(so) = ( -1)"go"- 1(n - 1) I, for tl ~ 2. 

The tail distribution calculated by the 
asymptotic expansion from (6) is compared 
with the exact value in Table I, which shows 
the percentage errors for several values of 
g ... 

2) Poisson distribution 

P(g) = e-';vjg! (12) 

wh~re 

hd(s) = exp [X(e-• - 1)] 

ci>d(s) = g- 1[X(e-• - 1)] + s 

so= In (X/ g) 

ci>d<n>(so) = (-1)", for 11 ~ 2. 

The numerical calculation of the tail dis
tribution by (9) and (7) is compared with 
the exact value and the percentage errors 
for different go are shown in Table I I for 
A=15. 
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Noise in Two-Way Cable
Communications Systems 

Abstract-Equations for determining the 
reverse direction noise are provided. This 
noise results in a reduction of the system 
signal-to-noise ratio in the forward direction. 
The resulting correction term describes the 
reduction and is a function of the type and 
number of vertices in the system tree. 

Consider the cable-communications sys
tem representation [1] in Fig. 1. The vertex 
[2] designated by 1 is a signal source, or 
central vertex, for the other vertices in the 
graph. This source provides transmission in 
the forward direction. Vertices 2 and 3 are 
designated as terminal vertices. Additionally, 
cable length Ia contains 1/la vertices where 
amplifiers provide gain and equalization [3] 
for signals en route to the· central vertex. 
Each of these reverse direction amplifiers 
has gain g3, and similar statements apply to 
the other cable lengths. i\Ioreover, unity gain 
exists for cable and amplifier pairs. 

The noise returning to the central vertex 
is identified as either amplified noise (Na) or 
network noise (Nn). This description results 
from the following noise figure equation [4] 
for cascaded networks 

/123 = /t + (f,- 1)/gl + (f,- 1)/gtg2 (1) 

and is rewritten as 

fmg1g2gaKTB = (KTB)g1g,_~, 

+ [(!1 - 1)KTBgdg2g; 

+ [(/.- 1)KTBg,]g, 

+ [(fa- 1)KTBg,]. (2) 

This output noise equation contains a source 
noise term KTB amplified by the product of 
gains g1g2g3• The other terms represent the 
noise originating from within the networks. 
Specifically, the noise originating in network 
1 is (f1-1)KTBglt and it is amplif1ed by an 
amount g,g,. 

Returning to Fig. 1, the noise at the 
central vertex from terminating vertices 2 
and 3 is equal to 2KTB with unity gain 
existing for cable and amplifier pairs. For p 
terminating vertices this noise contribution 
becomes 

Na = pKTB. (3) 

Manuscript received July 14, 1972. This work was 
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Nr . I 

j, :1 )~ J, 2 

3 

Fig. 1. Two-way sy.:;tem noise example. 

For cable length 1;, there are m; amplifiers 
and each has a noise figuref;. The resulting 
network noise (Nn) is Ll=t (m,f;-1)KTB, 
and the total noise in this example is 

3 

Nr = 2KTB + L (n!i/i - 1)KTB. (4) 
i=1 

With J..1 cable lengths and p terminating 
vertices this equation becomes 

M 

Nr = pKTB + L (m;f; - 1)KTB. (5) 
i=l 

To include additional noise contributions 
from specific vertices, the noise term NJ; is 
added. Thus the returning noise· becomes 

M 

Nr=PKTB+ L ((m;f;-l)KTB+Na;). (6) 
t~J 

The total noise after m amplifiers in the 
forward direction, as a result of noise addi
tion from the reverse direction, is 

NF = mgfKTB + Nr. (7) 

Equation (7) is next converted to dBmV 
(0 dBmV corresponds to 1 mV) by using 
logarithms and subtracting the result from 
the amplifier output signal valueS in dBmV. 
Symbols G and Fare for the power gain g 
and noise figure j, respectively. These quan
tities are expressed in decibels. Accordingly, 
the resulting signal-to-noise ratio is 

10 log (s/NF) = S- G- F- 10 log KTB 

- 10 log m - C (8) 

where the correction term C is given by 

C = 10 log (1 + Nr/(mgfKTB)). (9) 

This signal-to-noise ratio equation without 
the correction term has appeared in [3]. 

These equations provide a simple means 
of determining the signal-to-noise ratios in 
systems with partial or complete two-way 
usage. 
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A NEW METHOD OF INVERSION OF THE LAPLACE TRANSFORM* 

BY 

ATHANASIOS PAPOULIS 

Polytechm:c Institute of Brooklyn 

Introduction. In determining a function r(t) from its Laplace transform R(p) 

R(p) = L" e-p'r(t) dt 

405 

(1) 

applies either a partial fraction expansion or an integration along some contour in 
complex p-plane; one thus obtains r(t) in terms of the poles and residues of R(p), 

;i<Jr from the values of R(p) on a contour of the p-plane. Both methods have obvious 
:disadvantages for a numerical analysis. · 

.; In the following we propose to develop a method for determining r(t) in terms of the 
:,values of R(p) on an infinite sequence of equidistant points 

Pk =a+ k11 k = 0, 1, · .. , n, (2) 

:,~on the real p-axis, where a is a real number in the region of existence of R(p), and an 
arbitrary positive integer. That R(p) is uniquely determined from its values at the 

'above points, is known [1}. It should therefore be possible to express r(t) directly in 
•t.erms of R(a + k11). In this paper it will be shown that r(t) can be written in the form 

m 

t(t) = L Ckcpk(t), (3) 
k-o 

~;~where the cp/s are known functions, and the constants ck can readily be determined 
'-.from the values of R(p) at the points a + k11. 
}' The cpk's can be chosen from several sets of complete orthogonal functions; in our 
·#discussion we shall use the familiar trigonometric set, the Legendre set and the Laguerre 
~polynomials . 

The trigonometric set. We introduce the variable 0 defined by 

e-al = cos 0 11 > 0. (4) 

The (0, ro) interval transforms into the interval (0, 1rj2), and t(t) becomes 

r( -~ ln cos 0). 
simplicity of notation we shall denote the above function by r(O) using the same 

r. 
The defining equation (1) takes the form 

1
1f/2 

11R(p) = 
0 

. (cos 0/"M-l sui Or(O) dO~ (5) 

. *ReceivE)d January 6, 1956. Part_of a paper presented at the Symposium on Modern Network Syn-
' .thesis, Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn; April 1955. 
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hence with 

we have 
p = (2k + 1)u k = o, 1, 2, ... 

1
1C/2 

uR[(2k + 1)u] = 
0 

(cos 8)n sin 8r(8) cl8. 
(6) 

In the following we shall assume, without loss of generality, that r(O) = 0 subtracting, 
if necessary, a constant from 1'(8). The function r(8) can be expanded in the (0, 11'/2) interval into an odd-sine series 

"' 
1'(8) = .2: ck sin (2k + 1)8. 

k~o (7) 

This can of course be done by properly extending the definition of r(8) in the ( -1r, + 11') interval. 

We shall next determine the coefficients Ck . We have 

2 • (e;o + e-;0)2" e;o _ e-;o (cos 8) n sm 8 = 2 2j 

expanding in the right hand side and properly collecting terms we obtain 

2
2

"(cos 8)
2

" sin 8 =sin (2n + 1)8 + · · · 

(S) [(2n) ( 2n )] . [(2n) ( 2n )] . + k - k _ 1 sm [2(n- k) + 1]8 + · · · + n - n _ 
1 

sm 8. 

We next insert (7) and (8) into (6); because of the orthogonality of the odd sines in the (0, 1rj2) interval and since 

we have 
1 rr/

2 

[sin (2n + 1) 8] 2 cl8 = ~ I 

uR[(2n + 1)u] = 2-
2

" ~ {[ (~L) - C ~ 
1
) ]co + 

+ [(~n)- (k ~ 1)]cn-k +···+c.} 
hence with n = 0, 1, 2, · · · we obtain the system 

4 
- uR(u) = Co , 
7r 

2
2 

j; uR(3u) = Co + C1 , 
7r 

• • ••• g • 

2
2"! uR[(2n + 1)u] = [ (~;) - C ~ 

1
) ]co+ 

(9) 

+ [ (~n) - C ~ 1) ]cn-k + · · · + C. · 

1957] IN' 

Thus R(u) gives Co • 
together with the coeffi 
obviously be written in 
alone, but not much is gi 
be used as easily. TablE 
the right hand side of (£ 

n Co c! c 

0 1 
1 1 1. 
2 2 3 
3 5 9 
4 19 28 
5 42 90 
6 132 297 2 
7 429 1001 ](J 

8 1430 3432 1"),-. 
00 

9 4862 11"~4 132 
10 16796 4 ) 48'J 

Thus a method of an 
the known methods of 
R((2k + 1)u) presents n 
the trigonometric functio 
accuracy from the series 
sum 

of the first N + 1 terms 
the approximation is wei 
are related by the equati< 

rN(8) 

thus the approximating ft 

as the weighting factor. F1 
established by (4); howev< 
since 
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Thus R(a) gives Co , R(3cr) give C1 and each value of R(p) at the points (2k + 1)<T 
iOgether with the coefficients Co ' cl ... ' ck-1 ' determines ck . The system (9) can 
vbviously be written in such a way as to give directly Ck in terms of R(cr), R(3cr), · · · 
.Uone, but not much is gained, since in a numerical evaluation of the Ck's equation (9) can 
be used as easily. Table 1 gives the numerical values of the coefficients of the Ck's in 
the right hand side of (9), fork = 0, 1, · · · , 10. 

TABLE 1 

n Co c1 c2 Ca c4 C& Cs c1 Cs Cg C,o 

0 1 
1 1 

2 2 3 1 
3 5 9 5 1 
4 19 28 20 7 1 
5 42 90 75 35 9 1 
6 132 297 275 154 54 11 1 
7 429 1001 1001 637 273 77 13 1 
8 1430 3432 3640 2548 1260 440 104 15 1 
9 4862 11934 13260 9996 5508 2244 663 135 17 1 

10 16796 41990 48450 38760 23256 10659 3705 950 170 19 1 

Thus a method of analysis has resulted which compares sometimes favorably with 
1e known methods of numerical evaluation of r(t). Indeed the computation of 

R((2k + 1)cr) presents no difficulty, and the Ck's can be readily determined from (9); 
the trigonometric functions are available, hence r(O) can be computed with any desired 
accuracy from the series (7). In a numerical evaluation of 1·(0) one computes the finite 
sum 

N 

rN(O) = I: Cksin (2k + 1)0 (10) 
k~o 

of the first N + 1 terms of (7); as N tends to infinity rN(O) tends to r(O). The nature of 
the approximation is well known from the theory of Fourier series [2]; 1'N(8) and r(O) . 

i I 

i 

are related by the equation · i 

(0) = :! 1"12 
( ) sin [t(4N + 3)(0 - y)] d (11) 

rN r Y . l(O ) y, 
1r o sm 2 - y 

thus the approximating function rN(O) is the average of r(O) with the Fourier kernel 

sin [!(4N + 3)(8- y)] 
sin teo - y) 

as the weighting factor. From r(8) one can readily obtain r(t) with the change of variable 
established by (4); however, Eq. (7) can be written directly in the time domain. Indeed 
since 

sin nO = Un(x) 
-sin 0 cos 8 = x, 

,, 
I 

,, 
1•," 

'\ 

<'· 
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where Un(x) are the Tchebycheff sine-polynomials of order nand 
[Vol. XIV, No, 4 

1957] 

we have from (7) 
sin () = (1 - e -2ut) 1/2 

"' 
,·, 

This function, b 
polynomials. We 

r(t) = (1 - e-2u1f 12 L; CkU2k(e-u'). 
k~o 

The choice of u depends on the interval (0, T) in which r(t) is best to be described; if it is chosen so that 
(12) using the time sc 

e-"T = t 

then the (0, T) interval trm.,forms into the (0, ~/3) interval. If a detailed description 
of r(t) is desired both near the origin and for large values oft, then the function can h. evaluated twice with two different values of u, 

The above provides a simple proof of the annotmced theorem that the Laplace 
transform R(p) is uniquely determined from its values at the sequence 

Pk =a+ ku 
lc = 0, 1, · · · , n, · · · 

(2) 
of equidistant points on the real P·axis. This pmof uses the well-known orthogonality 
and completene,. of the trigonometric set. Indeed r(O), and hence r(t), is completely 
determined hom the coefficients C, of (7); these coefficients can be determined from 
R(a + ku); knowing r(t) one clearly has R(p) therefore R(p) is uniquely determined from its values at the points (2). 

The Legendre set. We shall next expand r(t) into a series of Legendre polynomials. We introduce the logarithmic time-scale x defined by 

-ut e = x u > 0. 

The (0, ~) in !orval transfm-ms in to the interval (!, 0): again we shall denote the function 

1{-!lnx) 

(13) 

by r(x). Equation (1) takes the form 

uR(p) = [' x(Piu>-I?'(x) dx 

from which we obtain with p = (2lc + 1)u, (14) ' 

uR[(2k + 1)u] = [' X2kr(x) dx. 

Tin., the value of the function R(p) at the point f(2k + 1)u] givca the 2kth moment of the function r(x) in the (0, 1) interval · 

It is known that the Lagendre polynomials P,(x) form a complete orthogonal "t 
in the ( -1, 1) interval; We extend the definition of r(x) in the ( -1, 1) interval by 

(15) 

making · 

r( -x) = r(x). 

To determine the 
nomial in e-ut, of' 

where N(p) is a pc 

From Eqs. (18) all< 

hence the roots of } 

and <I>2k(p) can be w 

c'l\ 

where A is a constan 

and since P2k(1) = 1 

Thus the Laplace 

<I>~ 

Taking the transform 

R(p) 

If we replace v by 
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;;t to be describcd: 

etailed description 
1e function can h(• 

that the Lnpln<'o 
~e 

(~) 

)Wll orthogonality 
r(t), is complete!:-· 
determinc<i from 

lquely determim·d 

:ndre polynomials. 

( 1;) I 

enote the funct i(lll 

(1 1\ 

(I ;"• I 

the 2kt.h monH·nt 

~te orthogonal !'•ct 
-1, 1) intcn·al by 
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function, beeause of its evenness, can be expanded into a series of even Legendre 

olvnomials. We thus have 
"' 

r(x) = I: C"P2k(x), (16) 
k=O 

· the time scale we can write (16) in the form 

"' 
r(t) = I: CkP2k(e-v'). (17) 

k=O 

determine the coefficients C" in (17) we observe that Pzk(e-v'), being an even poly
in e-vt, of degree 2lc, will have as transform the function 

N(p) 
<l>zk(p) = p(p + 2CJ) • • • (p + 2lcCJ) ' 

il~here N(p) is a polynomial of degree less than 2lc. It is further known that 

1 i x2"P2k(x) dx = 0 for n < lc. 

Eqs. (18) and (15) follows that 

<I>zk[(2n + 1)CJ] = 0 n = 0, 1, .. · , k - 1 

~~euce the roots of N (p) are 

(2n + 1)CJ n = 0, 1, · .. , lc - 1 

<I>2"(7J) can be written in the form 

"" ( ) _ (p - CJ)(p - 3CJ) · · · [P - (2lc - 1)CJ] 
'*'z" P - A p(p + 2CJ) ... (p + 2kCJ) ' 

(18) 

A is a constant; to determine A we observe from the initial value theorem that 

lim p<I>2k(p) = A = Pzk(l) 
,_.., 

since P2k(l) = 1, we must have 

A=L 

Thus the Laplace transform of P 2k(e-u
1
) is given by 

(p - CJ)(p - 3CJ) ... [p - (2lc -h)CJ] 
<I>2k(p) = p(p + 2CJ) ... (p + 2kCJ) • 

(19) 

the transform of both sides of (17) we obtain 

Co ~ (p - CJ) • · · [p - (27c - l)CJ] 
R(p) = - + L-.1 ck . p k=l p ... (p + 2kCJ) . 

(20) 

we replace p by 

CJ, 3CJ, ••• '(2k + 1)CJ, ... 

!• 

,,_ 
\' 

·j'·-r·· 

i. f• 

(' 
\" 

.'~ 

i r 
t 

•\\.. 

..... <~;.-
' 
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in Eq. (19), we obtain the system · 

uR(a) = Co 1 

( ) Co 2Cl 
uR 3u = 3 + :f5 1 

. . . 

Co . 2kCI . + 
aR[(2k + 1)u] = 2k + 1 + (2k + 1)(2k + 3) 

[Vol. XIV, No,{, 

(21) 

2k(2lc - 2) · · · 2Ck 
+ (2lc + 1) (2k + 3) · · · ( 4k + 1) · 

., 
Again R(u) gives Co , R(3a)Cl and so on. The partial sum rN(x) is the average of 

r(x) with the Legendre kernel as the weighting factor. The constant u is chosen with the 
same considerations as in I. 

The above discussion furnishes a proof of the "Moment theorem" [1], [4]: that a 
function T(x) in the (0, 1) interval is uniquely determined from its moments. 

I 

M"' = 1 r(x)x"'dx m = 0, 1, ···. 
0 . 

The proof is based on the orthogonality and compl~teness of the Legendre poly
nomials. In fact we also succeeded in writing r(x) as an infinite sum of Legendre poly
nomials that can be determined from the moments of r(x); these coefficients are given 
by the system (21) where on the left hand side we replace R(2k + l)u) by M

2
k • 

The Laguerre set. As a last case we shall consider the Laguerre set which has already 
been used in network analysis and synthesis [5]. The method described here will give a 
simpler way of determining the coefficients of the resulting expansion; it will also make 
clear the nature of the approximation, if the series contains only the first N + 1 terms. 

The usual definition of the Laguerre polynomials Lk(t) is 

Lk(t) = e' :e: [;; e-']. (22) 

With 

lfJk(t) = e-'Lk(t) 

we easily obtai~ for the .transform of lfJk(t) 

k 

if>k(p) = , .P -'"~·. 

(23), 
' 

Since the derivatives of <I>k(p) of order less than k are zero at the origin, we must . 
have [71 

1"' tlfJk(t) dt ~:o for n ~ k- 1. (25) '·.·. 

With 

"' 
r(t) = 2: ckf{J,(t) 

< ' k=O (26) ' 

1957] 
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I 
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Suppose that 1 

of the first N + · 
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Examples. In 
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(21) 

... 2Ck 
I • • • (4k + 1)' 

rN(x) is the average of 
ant u is chosen with thC> 

eorem" [1], [4]: that n 
its moments. 

of the Legendre poly
sum of Legendre poly
~ coefficients are given 
f- l)u) by JJ12k • 
s set which has already 
cribed here will giYC' n 
tsion; it will also makr 
i:,he first N + 1 terms. 

(22) 

(2J't 

(:2~) 

the origin, n·e mmt 

(2(J) 

(2(1) 

·-

)we have 

R(p)- ·~ Pk . 
- LJ ck c .. _. 

k=O p 
(27) 

It can be shown by differentiating n times the power series expansion at the origin 
1/(p + 1) that 

pk k ~ (n + k)c 1')" n 
(p + 1)k+l = p 2o k - p • (28) 

,;Expanding the function R(p) at the origin we obtain 

"' 
R(p) = I: akpk. (29) 

k=O 

~From Eqs. (27), (28) and (29) we obtain equating equal powers of p 

· ao = Co, 

al = cl- Co I 

(30) 

ak = Ck- (~)ck-1 + · · · + (-1)kCo. 

The above system can be solved explicitly for Ck , with a simple induction [6]; the 
.4-result is given by 

Ck = t (~)ak-; . 
· i=O J 

(31) 

Thus knowing the coefficients ak of the series expansion (29) of R(p) we can readily 
determine from (31) the coefficients of (26). 

Suppose that r(t) is approximated by the finite sum 
N 

rN(t) = L Ckcpk(t) (32) 
k=O 

the first N + 1 terms of (26); then the transforms RN(p) and R(p) of rN(t) and r(t) 
equal derivatives at the origin of order up toN, therefore [7] 

i"' t"rN(t) dt = i"' t"r(t) dt n;:?;N (33) 

is the function r(t) and rN(t) have equal moments of order up toN. 
Examples. In the following applications we shall use for our expansions the trig

set. We have approximated the inverse of R(p) by 
N 

rN(IJ) = L Ck sin (2k + 1)0 (11) 
k-0 

the coefficients Ck are given by (9) which we write in the form 

~ C" = u2
2
"R[(2n + 1)u]- z [ c ~~ 1) - (n _2

jn _ 1) Jc; . (34) 

'.i 

I 
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(21) 

•.. 2Ck 
.. • (4k +I)' 

rN(x) is the average of 
ant u is chosen with the 

eorem" [I], [4]: that 11 

its moments. 

of the Legendre poly
mm of Legendre poly
) coefficients are gi\'en 
1- l)u) by 1112k • 

3 set which has already 
~ribed here will gin' 11 

sion; it will also makr 
;he first N + 1 terms. 

(:?:?) 

(2:1) 

(::?~) 

the origin, n·e mu~t 

(::?[l) 

(:.?(;) 

·~;we have 
• (0 k • ""c p ____ , 

R(p) = f::'o k (p + 1)k+l (27) 

It can be shown by differentiating n times the power series expansion at the origin 
1/ (p + 1) that 

Pk k ~ (n + k)( 1.)n n 
(p + 1)k+l = p f.:'o k - p . (28) 

,;Expanding the function R(p) at the origin we obtain 

"' 
R(p) = L akpk. (29) 

k~O 

?:From Eqs. (27), (28) and (29) we obtain equating equal powers of p 

· ao = Co, 

a1 = C1- Co, 

(30) 

ak = Ck- (~)ck-1 + · · · + (-1)kCo. 

The above system can be solved explicitly for Ck , with a simple induction [G]; the 
is given by 

k (k) ck = 2:: . ak-i. 
;~o J 

(31) 

Thus knowing the coefficients ak of the series expansion (29) of R(p) we can readily 
determine from (31) the coefficients of (26). 

Suppose that r(t) is approximated by the finite sum 
N 

rN(t) = L ck<Pit) (32) 
k~o 

of the first N + 1 terms of (26); then the transforms RN(1J) and R(p) of rN(t) and r(t) 
1:: have equal derivatives at the origin of order up to N, therefore [7] 

i"' t"rN(t) dt = L" t"r(t) dt n~N (33) 

is the function r(t) and rN(t) have equal moments of order up toN. 
Examples. In the following applications we shall use for our expansions the trig

set. We have approximated the inverse of R(p) by 
N 

rN(6) = L ck sin (2k + 1)6 (11) 
k~O 

where the coefficients Ck are given by (9) which we write in the form 

~ C" = u2
2
"R[(2n + 1)o-] - ~ [ c ~~ 1) - (n _ ~n _ 1) Jc; · (34) 
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As examples we shall take functions whose inverse r(t) is known, so as to compare r(t) 
with rN(t). For the choice of u we are guided either by the (0, T) interval of interest 
or from the (0, p) interval of the real p axis in which R(p) has its greatest variation: 

I 

the choice of u is not critical. 

Exa'mple 1. 

7r 1 
R(p) = :;; (p + 0.2) 2 + 1 we take q = 0.2 

TABLE 2 

Example 1 Example 2 

k ck 104 ck 104 

0 1724 1961 
1 3154 4899 
2 205 4009 
3 --2075 460 
4 380 633 
5 530 1762 
6 -754 166 
7 474 862 
8 -193 718 
9 -40 199 

10 58 982 

From equation (34) we obtain for the coefficients Ck the numbers given in Table 2. 
These values inserted into (11) give for rN(O) at the points 

0 = 0, 5, .. · , 90° 

the numbers in Table 3. 

r(t 
' r 'v''"l I . 
) 4 $!~ 

'I \ 
'!] \ 
0 

• ~~I 
\. :1 ,. 

+/ 
. 'U 

T ~ I 

19571 
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The curve of Fig. 1 gives the inverse 

( ) 
11" -o 21 • r t = 4 e · stn t 

6r R(p); the + points give the values of rN(t) as computed. The relationship between 
8 and t is established i11 ( 4). 

Example 2. 

11" 1 ~-
R(p) = 4 (p2 + l?t2 (J = 0.2 

la'his example is chosen because of its discontinuity at the origin; clearly since 

r(O) ~ 0 

\!(0) will be discontinuous at fJ = 0, and rN(8) will exhibit the Gibb's phenomenon. 

TABI.iE 3 

Example 1 Example 2 

0 rN(O) X 10~ rN(O) X 10~ 

5 398 8133 
10 432 8739 
15 1158 6!)58 
20 2511 7787 
25 3362 7896 
30 4215 6363 
35 5571 5077 
40 6029 5241 
45 5181 2612 
50 4048 615 
55 1944 -834 
60 -1502 -3208 
65 -3272 -3190 
70 -1590 286 
75 570 1748 
80 694 -11 
85 -33 -412 

The values of Ck and rN(fJ) are listed in Table 2 and Table 3. In Fig. 2 the inverse 

~ Jo(t) 

plotted; the + points give the computed values of rN(t). 
We see from the above examples that 1'N(t) is a good approximation of r(t). 

oscillation near t = 0 of Example 2 could have been avoided and a better fitting 
if instead of R(p) the function 

R( ) _ [pR(p) JP-"' _ ?!: ( 1 __ !) 
p p - 4 (p2 + 1)1/2 p 

i/ 

I ,, 
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were chosen, since its inverse satisfies the condition 

r(O) = 0. 

B 

.6 

( t) 

.4 

.2 

0 

-.2 

-.4 

-.6 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
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Gary, 

I have some new and interesting results in the signal
Hilbert transform sampling scheme that grew out of Szasz's 
theorem. 

Our signal class consists of all real signals, x(t), 
for which there exists an a > 0 such that 

2X(f) exp(af) ~(f) e L2 
I 

where~(·) is the unit step function and X(f) is the spectrum 
of x(t): 

00 

X( f) = f x( t) exp( -j21fft) dt 
-oo 

A subset of this class is all real L2 bandlimited signals. 

By Szasz's theorem, the basis set 

e-af exp(-j21ffth) ~(f) (l) 

is complete for 2X(f) exp(af) ~(f) iff 

I 
n=l 1 + Ia + j2Titn - ~1 2 

a = 00 

The sample times, t = n, are thus not applicable. Possible 
value~ oft includQ n~ and exp(-n). n . . . 

· Let's suppose we h~ve chosen a sample set {t } and have 
applied a Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization to the Szagz basis 
elements in (1). Denote the mth orthonormal basis set by 

I f m 
Am(f) = e-a I c exp{-j2Tift ) ~(f) . (2) 

n=l nm n 
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At worst, the coefficient cnm could be numerically computed and then 
stored. We can now expand 2X(f) eaf ~(f) in an orthonormal series: 

2 X ( f) e a f ~ ( f) = I ( 2 X ( f) e a f ~ ( f) I Am ( f)). A ( f) ( 3.) 
m=l m 

Using (2), the inner product can be written as 
m oo m 

2 I c* J X(f) exp(j2nft ) df = I c* x(t ) (4) 
n=l nm 0 . . n n=l nm n 

~here ~(t) is the analyt~c signal corresponding to x: 
x(t) = x(t) + j}([x(t)] . 

Here,}{(·) denotes Hilbert transformation. Substituting (4) into 
(3)' and using the identity 

gives 

oo m 
I I b = 

m=l n=l nm 

00 00 

I I 
n=l m=n 

b nm 

X(f) ~(f)' = le-af I ~(t ) 
2 n=l n 

00 

I c* A (f) 
m=n nm m 

From this, define the interpolation function 

Dn(f) =le-af I c*nm Am(f) ~(f) 2 m=n 
so that (5) becomes 

00 

X(f) J.l(f) = I x(tn) Dn(f). 
n=l 

( 5) 

( 6) 

(7) 

This is how we regain the half spectrum from the sampled analytic 
signal. 

gives 
Let's investigate Dn{f) further. Substituting (2) into (6) 

oo m 
Dn(f) = l e-2af l: c* I c exp(-j2nftp) ~(f) • 

2 m=n nm p=l pm . .· 

Using the identity 
00 m oo "" 

I b = I I b 
p=l mp p=l m=max(p,n) mp 

I 
m=n 
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gives 
co 

o (f' = l e-2af I h exp(-j2Tift ) ~(f) 
n ; 2 . p=l np P 

where 
co 

= I 
m=max(p,n) 

Inverse transforming: 

c* c nm pm (8) 

dn(t) = f Dn(f) exp(j2Titf) df = _j_ I hnp . (9) 
0 

4
'/T p= 1 t - ( t - j ~ ) p 'IT 

(It might be possible to evaluate hnp directly from the tns without 
first computing the cnm~.) Interestingly, dn(t) is recognized as a 
countable number of poles on the complex t-plane at {t - j ~}. The p 'IT 

residue of the pth pole is j(hnp/4'1T). 

Using the Hermetian nature of X: 
X(f) = X*(-f), 

we can write from (7) 

X(f) = X(f)~(f) + X*(-f)~(-f) = L x(tn)Dn(f) + x*(fn)Dn*(-f) 
n=l 

Inverse transforming and recognizing that 
0 

f Dn*(-f) exp(j2'1Tft) df = dn*(t) 

gives, after simplification, 
00 

x(t) = L x(t ) Red (t) - H[x(t)] 
n=l n n t=t n 

That's it! That's how we regain x(t) from the sampled analytic signal. 
It all rests on finding the c 's in the Gram-Schmidt procedure (or the nm · 
hnps) for a given sample time- set {tn}. -

One final challenge (in the real world) is sampling the 
signal's Hilbert transform. Seems as if this might be done to a 
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"good" approximation by sampling the input times t and approximating 
the Hilbert transform by a coordinate distorted vePsion of Sabri and 
Steenhaart 1 s Hilbert transform matrix.* 

Let me know what you think. 

Best personal regards, 
~7 /l 

£~-f.-~ 
Robert J. Marks II 
Assistant Professor 

RM:bb 

* M. S. Sabri and \~. Steenhaart, "Discrete Hilbert Transform Filtering," 
IEEE Transactions on Acousitcs, Speech and Signal Processing, ASSP-25, 
p. 452, 1977. 
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Gary, 

18 May 1978 

A quick note to update some filter-and-sample scheme 
results. 

Consider the filter in figure 1 (from Papoulis), 
is a given frequency constant. One can easily show that 

t 
y(t) = J u(,) exp(-j2nf 2 t,) d, , 

0 0 

The system is then kind of a Fourier transformer. 

Let u(t) e L2[0,b]. Then, for t ~ b, we get 

b 
y(t) = J u(,) exp(-j2nf

0
2 t,) d, ; t ~ b . 

0 

Thus, if we define the Fourier transform 
00 

U( f) = J u( t) exp( -j2nft) dt , 
-oo 

then 
y(t) = U(f

0
2 t) t > b 

and 

f > bf 2 ' 
- 0 

f 
0 

By Shannon's sampling theorem, the sample values 
{U(n/b) I n=O,±l,±2, ... } completely specify u(t). If we further 
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restrict u(t) to be real, then U(f) = U*(-f) and 
{U(n/b) I n=0,1,2, ... } completely specifies u(t). We can get 
these samples by sampling y(t): 

We can get then= 1,2,3 ... samples by simply requiring that 
f0

2 b2 ~ 1. The n = 0 sample can be obtained elsewhere by an 
integration. 

This filter, then, is kind of an analog FFT processor 
for short pulses. Kind of neat. 

In practice, implementing the complex valued filter 
and chirp modulators in figure 1 might be a problem. An alter
nate filter is shown in figure 2. Here the input-output 
relation is kind of a laplace transform: 

t -s 2 t-r 
y(t) = J U(T) e O dT 

0 

where s 2 is constant. Again, let u(t) e L2[0,b]. Then for 
t ~ b, 0 . 

y(t) = U(s
0

2/t) t > b 
A 

where U is the Laplace x form of u: 
00 

O(s) = f u(t) e-st dt 
0 

From Szasz's theorem, we can sample U(s) in a number of ways that 
will uniquely characterize u(t). If desired, we could obtain 
Fourier coefficients or Legendre coefficients from the vector of 
Laplace transform samples by a simple matrix transformation. 

Rt1: bb 

Best wishes, 

/~ 
Robert J. Marks II 
Assistant Professor 

P.S. Doug tells me he 1
S been snowed in his job lately but will 

send me a draft of the Lap 1 ace I I paper by next week. 
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Dear Gary,. 

The following is a derivation of the procedure for 
regaining an L2+ signal from its uniformly sampled Laplace 
transform. Some theorems are also given. 

We begin with the orthogonality of the Legendre 
polynomials: 

Making the variable substitution 

-rt x = 2e - 1 ; r > 0 

gives the fo 11 owing orthonormal basis set e 1 ements: 
rt 

[r(2m+1)]~ e-'z- Pm[2e-rt_l] ; m=0,1,2, ... 

Szasz's 
unity. 

<P ( t) 
n 

theorem, however, requires indexing 
Thus, setting n = m+1, we obtain 

rt 
= [r(2n-1)l2 e- 2 Pn_ 1[2e-rt -1] 

to begin at 

; n=1,2,3, ... 

From Szasz's theorem, {<Pn(t) In= 1,2,3, ... } is complete on 
L2+ since, for every n.:::_1, there exists a unique set 
{bqn I q = 1,2, ... ,n} such that 

n 
exp[-(n- ~)rt] = q~l bqn <Pq(t) 
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The basis elements, exp[-antJ, are complete in L2+ since 

a = (n- ~)r > 0 for all positive n n 

and 

I = 00 

n=1 

Let x(t) e L2+· Then 

x( t) = I a <P ( t} • 
n=l n n 

where 
00 

a
11 

= J x( t) <P ( t) dt . 
o n 

Using the expression 

1 = 
2n-l 

gives 

!.:: 
= [r(2n-1)] 2 

an (+2f-1 

[n-1] 
2 
I 

k=o 

k n-2k-l ( -1) ( 2n-2k-2)! 
k!(n-k-l)!(n-2k-1)! t 

k (-1) (2n-2k-2)! 
k!(n-k-1)T[n~ 

rt , 
oof -y[ -rt ]n-2k-l ( · e 2e - 1 x t) dt . 
0 

Exapanding the integrand into a binomial series gives 
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n-2k-1 
I 

q=o 

(-2)q 
q!(n-2k-q-1)! X[r(q+~)]' 

where the Laplace transform of the signal is defined by: 
00 

X(s) = J x(t) e-st dt . 
0 

Using the identity 

[n-1] 
2 n-2k-1 n-1 
I I = I 

k=o q=o q=o 

gives 

[n-g-1] 
2 
I 

k=o 

an = [r(2n-1)]~ nil (-2)q X[r(q+~)] 
(- 2) n-1 q=o q! 

[n-g-1] f ( -1) kFn-2k..:l), 
• k=o k!(n-k-1 !(n-2k-q-l)f 

Substituting into the orthonormal expansion and using the 
identity 

oo n-1 00 00 

I I = I I 
n=l q=o q=o n=q+l 

gives the final result: 
00 

x(t) = r I X[r(q+~)] I (rt) , 
q=o q 
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( \ 

, 'I, 

where our interpolation function is 

I ( t) = 
q 

t 
-2 {-2)q 

e -
q! 

00 I ( 2n-:l)_ 
n=q+l (-2)n-l 

This is the simplest version I've found though I'm 
sure with some "lengthy but straightforward manipulations," 
it can be placed in a better form. 

Following are some theorems: 

THEOREM 1: A Generalized Method of Expansion. 
Let T be a given constant. Then 

00 

x(t) = r I X[r(q+\!)] exp[-r(q·H2hJ I [r(t+t)] . 
q=o q 

[NOTE: Our original interpo-lation of the signal was fort= 0.] 
Proof: 

From the shift property of the Laplace transform: 

~[x(t-t)] = X(s) e-ST ; x(t) e L2+ 

Thus: 
co 

x( t- T) = r I X[r(q+\!)] exp[-r(q+!:!h] I [rt] . 
q=o q 

Letting t = t+t camp 1 etes the proof. 

Lemma: The inner product of two basis elements) rlp(rt) and 
--- rl (rt), is given by the expression: q 

co 

r2 J I (rt) I (rt) dt = 
0 p q 

where 
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! 
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(-2}p+q 
Sqp = q!p! 

and 

[n-g-1] 
2 

c = I nq k=o 

ro 
(2n-1) 

n=maxtp ,q}+1 
c c nq np (- 2)2n-2 

(-l)k(2n-2k-2}! 
k! (n-k-::nT[rl-2k-q-1)! 

The proof fo 11 ows directly from the orthogona 1 ity of 
the Lengendre polynomials. Note that 

spq = sqp 

Note also that Sqp is independent of our sampling rate index, 
r. 

THEOREM (Parseval): 
The squared L2 norm (energy) of x(t) can be written 

as 
co 

E = J lx(t)l 2 dt 
0 

where 

xp ~ X[r(p+~)J 

ro ro 

= r I l. x· s X 
p=l q=l q qp p 

and the overbar denotes complex conjugate. In matrix form: 

E = rXTBX, 

where X denotes the (infinite) column vector of sample Laplace 
values and B is the square matrix that contains the offline 
computed Spq's. This relation will help in determining the 
required number of Laplace samples~ 
Corollary: Sample Energy Updating. 

Let 
N N 

E = r I I X N p=1 q=l q sqp xP 

denote the 11 energy 11 associated with N Laplace samples. 
Obviously, from the previous theorem, 
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00 

E = lim EN = f jx(t)j2 dt . 
N-too o 

EN can be updated by the following relation: 

N 
EN+1 = EN+ 2r I B N+1 Re [X XN+1] + r IXN+11 2 6N+1 N+1 , 

q= 1 q' q ' 

where Re(·) denotes 11 the real component of." Note that 

Proof: 
N+1 N+1 

= r I I X B X 
p=l q=1 q qp p 

N+1 N 
= EN + r XN+1 q~1 Xq Bq,N+1 + r XN+1 p~1 Xp BN+1,p 

Taking advantage of the fact that BP.q = Bqp• we combine the 
summations and arrive at the desirea results. Updating EN 
will tell us how many more samples we need. 

That's all for now. The fascinating part to me is 
the arbitrary nature of the sample rate parameter, r. Let 
me know what you think. 

RM:bb 

Best wishes, 

Robert J. Marks II 
Assistant Professor 


